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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

To Voters of
Knox County:
I am a candidate for t’*e
Republican nomination for
County Treasurer in the
June Primaries. I have en
tered the race feeling that I
am fully qualified to carry
out the duties of that office.
If elected I will give a
suitable amount of time to
the office and perf rm my
duties efficiently and conszientious3y.
I solicit the vote of the
Knox County Republicans in
the Primary Election.

•Rockland, Maine, Saturday, June 14, 1930

The Courier-Gazette
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance: single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in
I84C. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The
Free Press was established in 1853 and in
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
naners consolidated March 17. 1897.
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We rarely repent of speaking little. •••
•••
••• Bruyere.

i ••• but often of speaking too much.

1 | IP •••

••• ••• ••• •••.

I. Lawton
Bray

Primary election returns will
be tabulated as usual at The
.Courier-Gazette office Monday
night. Will readers kindly re
member that the polls do not
close until 7 p. m., (which of
course is 8 o’clock daylight), and
that for two hours the telephone
will be very ,bu»y getting re
turns.
The news will be given
out freely at this office, but
please use the phone as little as
possible prior to 1-0 o’clock,
daylight

I just want to say that I

nation for Representative

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

to Legislature from War
ren, Union, Rockport and
Washington; that I appre
ciate your support last time
and shall again try to
justify it.

Candidate for
State Senator

SAMUEL E.
NORWOOD

FRED E.
BURKETT

WARREN, ME.

Having served two terms in
the Legislature 1 voted as I
believed the majority of my
constituents would have vot
ed had they been in my place
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I AM A CANDIDATE

And am basing my
candidacy on the rec

ord 1 have made dur
ing a part-term in the
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Knox County’s Last Chance
for a Congressman!

for

Renomination

VOTE FOR

Zelma M. Dwinal
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
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office of

COUNTY
TREASURER
For references I offer
anybody who has had

business

relations

with the office.

EARLE C. DOW
68-70
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Voters of
Knox County:
As a candidate for
the office of County
Commissioner I de
sire to invite the vot
ers of this county to
investigate my abili
ty to fill that office.
1 feel confident
that my business
training and technical
knowledge thorough
ly equip me, if nomi
nated and elected, a
valuable addition to
the board of county
commissioners.

Audience At Rockland High School Graduation Convinced

They Were Well Won

HONOR STUDENTS
William Rounds
Robert Gregory
Frederick Hall
Annette Segal
Kennedy Crane, Jr.
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am a candidate for renomi
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FIFTY-TWO DIPLOMAS

THE PRIMARY RETURNS

A Word To
Republicans:

For
Male Senator
From Knox County
Vote For

George L.
St. Clair
For Two Terms Past
Serving in the House,
v A sincere worker for
the best interests of
his constituency.
68-71
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VOTERS OF
Rockport, Warren,

Maine was the “theme song’’ of |
Thursday night’s
commencement i
exercises in the Rockland High
School auditorium, and the students
who participated in the exercises did |
splendid justice to a isplendid sub
ject. All did so well that it is not
in easy matter to say who excelled,
but the class was very, very proud
f its president. William Rounds, and
the large audience was lost in adnlration of the manner in which he
delivered the valedictory. It was
it five years ago that his brother
Philip won distinction with that
honor, and the High School career of
•>oth students paralleled so closely
as to form a marked coincidence.
Both are sons of Rev. and Mrs. Wal:er S. Rounds, who are being warm
ly congratulated by their friends.
There was continued applause
from the audience as the 29 girls and
23 boys comprising the graduating
class marched onto the platform,
headed by Alden Phil brook as class
marshal. They made a striking pic
ture as they formed in a semi-circle
under the class motto: “Sunrise Be
Earle W. Hodges, New York City, First Vice President, Lions International, hind; the Day Ahead.’’ The letters
of the motto were done in white on
Who Speaks At Tonight’s Banquet
a background of blue. The front of
the platform was tastefully decorat
ed with bridal wreath, snowball,
white lilacs and white tulips on a
LIONS ARE ROARING
background of green. The decorat
ing was a labor of love performed
BUT
by the junior class, of which Walter
Gay was president.
The commencement program fol
District Convention At The Samoset Already Brilliant Suc lows:

NOT GROWLING

cess—Governor Holman and Wife Surprised
Lions from many lairs invaded
Rockland yesterday afternoon, lured
here by the annual convention of the
list district which is being held at
the Samoset Hotel.
The dismal weather of the past
week had given way to azure skies,
:|nd amid the grandeur of Bay
Point’s wonderful scenery the visit
ing delegates and their ladies settled
flown to the enjoyment which such
• a gathering is bound to bring, in
uch a setting. Fog clouds still hov
eled over the bay. and the visitors
i were destined to hear the Rockland
Breakwater fog signal in operation.
This morning the sun broke through
the clouds early, giving promise of
reasonably fair weather for a day
i which was to be equally divided be
tween business and pleasure.
A disappointing feature yesterday
was the inability of Chief Justice
! Pattangall to be present, but the
convention numbered among its dis| Anguished guests two members of
I the national organization—Earle W.
| Hodges of New York, the first vice
i president, and George B. Anderson
of Chicago, assistant secretary.
One of today’s features will be the
1 election of governor for the 41st disj trict, and all indications point to the
choice of Charles T. Smalley, the
present king lion of the Rockland
club. He has stated that he is un
able to devote the (amount of time
! required by the office, but if the
recommendation of the retiring gov
ernor is adopted this will be eared
for very nicely by the appointment
of deputy governors.
The Rockland Boys’ Band took
: possession of the Samoset lawn early
| yesterday afternoon, and delighted
the visitors with an informal concert prior to the first business ses
sion.
The district convention last year—
the first since Maine became a dis
trict by itself—was held at Poland
Spring, and it would also have been

Union and Washington

ARTHUR K.
WALKER

Vote For
ALBERT J. RAWLEY

of Rockport

ADIN L. HOPKINS

(Continued on Page Two)

ate your support.
70-71

Republican Men and
Women of St. George,
Vinalhaven, North Ha
ven, Matinicus and Isle
au Haut
I am a candidate for reelection as Representative and
will appreciate your votes on
Monday. I was the unanimous
choice of the Republican town
committee of St. George.
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the Webster-Ashburton treaty and
difficulty with Great Britain was
avoided.
Maine advanced more in industries
and growth than did Massachusetts,
largely due to its numerous water
ways.
During the Civil War epoch Maine
had its ups and downs. Shipbuilding
declined, and was replaced in this
vicinity by the lime and granite In
dustries. Lumbering for many years
was also successful. This industry,
like others, gradually declined and
at the present time Bangor, once a
large lumber center, imports nearly
all of the lumber it uses. Today
Maine is famous throughout the
world as a summer resort, called
“The Playground of America.’’ To
Bar Harbor come persons of interna
tional fame. Art colonies are found
from Quoddy Head to Kittery. Lit
erary groups are here and there seek
ing inspiration from its beautiful
scenery.
,
Yet Maine’s future does not lie in
its wonderful scenery, nor its fame
as a summer resort. In the develop
ment of its water power Maine will
gain the great place which the past
seemed to promise.
TO THE UNDERGRADUATES

To the undergraduates came words
of wisdom from Albert, son of David
L. McCarty, a popular senior whose
eyes and cars have evidently been
open to the teachings of experience.
The freshmen were told that their
future success in school depends
upon a firm foundation. “Keep your
chins up; nothing is impossible,’’ said
the speaker. The sophomores were
advised that co-operation is the best
way to maintain the ideals of Rock
land High School. The first element
to success is the determination to
succeed; next is the initiative. Don’t

VOTE FOR

John Wilson
of Bangor—Eastern Maine Candidate

FOR GOVERNOR
The People’s Candidate
A Square Deal For All

(Continued on Page Eight)

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
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MONDAY NEXT, JUNE 16
REPUBLICAN PRIMARY

Maine for Maine People

Robert Gregory

The program proper opened in the
lime honored manner with the salu
tatory, awarded on second highest
rank for the school course to Robert
Gregory, son of Alvra W. Gregory.
As Maine was to be the theme of the
exercises it was entirely fitting that
the preface should be a history of the
State and this was admirably given
by the young salutatorian who in the
limited time at his disposal interest
ingly presented some of the out
standing facts concerning the Pine
Tree State.
There has been much dispute as to
the first permanent settlement, but
according to our best historians the
English made one at Phippsburg in
1607 and religious exercises were held
there in August of that year. Here
was launched the first vessel built by
English hands in America. It was
named the “Virginie of Sagadahoc.’’
sailed to the Virginia colony In 1608.
thence to England. Early In the 17th
century Jesuit colonists established
themselves on the Penobscot and at
Mt. Desert. Capt. John Smith land
Albert McCarty
ed at Monhegan in April 1614. and
drew a map of the coast. In 1629 the
Pilgrims at Plymouth secured a
let somebody cajole and insult you
grant of land on both sides of the
into doing your required work. Do
it yourself.
To the juniors the speaker ad
ministered the caution to tread the
paths of carelessness softly, for there
is another year to l»e passed, and the
same causes that have been the
ruination of many a goo ’ man might
be a pitfall for them. Juniors, don’t
be quitters. Work first, then
It is to you that the school looks
for leadership.' Carry yourselves as
a senior class should. Be upright
and modest. Know the value of time.
Do not let tilings slide along. In

(Under New Management)

Candidate for Legislature from the
towns of North Haven, Vinalhaven,

Isle au Haut, St. George, Matinicus

SUNDAY, JUNE 15
Dining Room Open 12.30 to 9.30 p. m. (daylight)

and Criehaven.

ADVOCATE OF BETTER
ROADS

Advocate of the Present Lob

Granville N.
Bachelder

SALUTATORY

Kennebec.
The grants continued
until 1651.
Maine was admitted to the Union
in 1820 and King was chosen as the
first governor.
In 1842 Maine’s
northern boundary was settled by

Crescent Beach Inn

class and will appreci
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Overture Zenith ................................... Bennett
High School lOrehestra
March—Flag of Victory ................... Von Blou
•Class of Nineteen Thirty
Invocation
Rev. George H. Welch
A Dream Boat Passes By ................... Manney
('lass of (Nineteen Thirty
Salutatory—History of '.Maine
Robert
Gregory
Address to Undergraduates
Albert W. '.McCarty
Over the Waves Waltz
High 'School Orchestra
Essay—Maine as a Mummer (Resort
Annette (Segal
Class History
Frederick IM. Hall
Solo—June Is In iM.v Heart
Faith E. Ulmer
Essay—Industries of (Maine
Willis (Sullivan
Valedictory—Future of Maine
William Rounds
Veronica ..................................................... Weldt
•High iSchool Orchestra
Awarding of Diplomas
Mayor
M. Richardson
(’lass Ode
Words by Frances (H. Chatto
Benediction
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
March
Class of (Nineteen Thirty

Willis Sullivan
Vada Clukey
Louise Dolliver
Frances Chatto
Albert McCarty

ANNOUNCING OPENING OF

resentative from this

68-71
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held there this year had not Mr.
Smalley used his influence to have
the action reversed and to meet at
the Samoset instead.
This action
was justified, he said in his address
of welcome, yesterday, by the fact
that Rockland ranks second to nor.e
in hospitality, and has been so gen
erously endowed by nature.
His welcome was seconded by that
of I)r. J. G. Hutchins of the Cam
den-Rockport Club, who didn’t allow
King Lion Smalley to get away with
being the recipient of all of nature’s
favors.
Kingsbury Piper of the BangorBrewer Club, who responded for the
visiting delegates, said he felt that
Mr. Smalley had done a fine thing
in bringing the convention to Rock
land. and it was his hope that Bangor
would soon have that privilege.
Claire Herbert, secretary of the
convention, read many telegrams and
letters, containing greetings from
other districts and officials. The let
ter from Providence stating that the
23d district had endorsed Fred H.
Gabbi, first governor of the 41st dis
trict, for a place on the international
board of directors was received with
much applause.
New England is
not now represented in this manner.
The matter of furnishing aid to
send the Providence Quartet to the
national convention in Denver, was
referred to the special conventon
committee upon motion of Frank H.
Ingraham.
District Treasurer Howard Burn
ham reported the year’s receipts to
have been $1079 tnd the disburse
ments $336.51, leaving the nice bal
ance of $742.49.
District Commissioner Gus Tapley
Sturtevant got the good hand that he
always does, in recognition of the
good work he has accomplished.
Fifteen clubs have been completed
during the year. Gus aeknowldgcd
valuable assistance from District
Governor Holman and the Bangor
and Auburn clubs.
District Governor William H. Hol
man said that there were only seven
clubs in Maine when the SN le be-

Is a candidate for Rep

CAMDEN, ME.
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Saturday
Issue

ster Law. Advocate of Equal

SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNER PRICES
SHORE DINNERS
BROILED STEAK

BROILED CHICKEN
SALADS

Provileges For All Men Alike

in Recreational Enjoyment.
*

67-71

.For Reservations, Telephone Rockland 425-12.

If I had to live my life again I would have
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss of happiness.—
Charles Darwin.
OLD

IRONSIDES

Ay. tear her tattered ensign down!
Long has It waved on high.
And nian\ an eye .has danced to see
That banner In the sky :
Beneath It run the battle shout.
And burst the cannon's roar.
The meteor of the ocean air
(Shall sweep the clouds no more.

Her deck, once red with heroes’ blood.
Where knelt the vanquished foe.
When winds were hurrying o'er the flood,
And waves were white below.
No more shall feel the victor's tread,
Or know the conquered knee :—
The harpies of the shore shall pluck
The eagle of the sea!
Oh. better that her shattered hulk
»
Should sink beneath the wave:
Her thunders shook the mighty deep,
And there should "be her grave ;
Nail to the mast her holy flag,
Het every threadbare sail.
And give her to the god of storms.
The lightning and the gale!
Oliver Wendell Holmes,

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Satuday, June 14, 1930
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LIONS ARE

ROARING

BUT

NOT

GROWLING

Rockland, '.Me.. June 14. 193(1.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lvddle, who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
(Continued from Page One)
Issue of this paper of .lune 12, 1930, there was
printed a total of <6328 copies.
came a district by itself, but there | Retween courses came vaudeville
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
are now 30. tying the record he’d by stunts—Scotch songs by
Bobby
Notary Public.

religion of it then, in Maine.
The speaker said that in spite of
the growth of Rotary, Kiwanis and
I,ions clubs, the work of the church,
the school and the home, there were
still some people left who were making
lists of those whom they would like
to "bite.” He urged all such to turn
about, start anew and join the group
devoted to the service of mankind,
of hoys and girls. He said that there
was nothing mysterious, secret or dif
ficult to understand about lionism.
It brings one section of the country
nearer to another, makes the worU
a world of neighbors and friends. We
now get the same news, eat the same
brands of food and tjiink the same
thoughts, as distance has been ban
ished througli radio, modern speedy
methods of transportation and so
forth. No section has h corner on
brains, or manhood and womanhood
or on boys and girls.
Boys and girls love to live and they
have Ta better chance to laugh and
play in these days than in the old
days. Let us rededicate ourselves to
every good cause, make others happy
and drink in the Jcy of living. Lion
ism. as it grows, makes it easier to
live.
Mr. Hodges paid a tribute to the
chu;ch and told his hearers that it
was a great privilege that they had
to be Lions and citizens of Maine.

Every-Other-Day

SAVING BLUEBERRY INDUSTRY
Maine Canners and Growers Fight Frozen Product of New
foundland With Senator Hale’s Influence

SEE

The Thrills of |
Parachute Jumps

and
What it means to hiave men of in- j upshot of it all was that the Ways I
fluence in the halls off Congress has , and Means Committee recommended !|
Let not him that is deceived trust in
just been strikingly illustrated for what the packers asked—a 35 per cent
vanity: for vanity shall be his rec
the benefit of Maine’s blueberry advalorem duty on frozen berries.
ompense.—Job 15:31.
This passed the House, hut when it
growers and packers.
A year ago last January when the went to the Senate (where it was re
agitation for a new tariff’ bill began ferred to the finance committee) the
THE MONDAY PRIMARIES
(here was a duty of Pi cents a pound importers and- pie-bakers succeeded
on fresh or frozen blueberries im- in bringing about a recommendation
The voters of Knox County are to
pHited into this country. Newfound that the old rate of 1*4 cents a pound
select by their ballots in the Mon
land was shipping frozen berries into be maintained on frozen berries.
day primaries the candidates to be
Mr. Bird lost no time in |going to
the States very extensively—half as
many as Maine was canning, to be Washington and interviewing Sena
voted for at the state election of
exact. And it goes without saying tor Hale who found the situation full
next September. It is in the Repub
that this was making serious in of difficulties, as the committee had
lican party only that contests are to
roads into an industry which is pro already made its recommendation,
take place. The right of voters to
viding a two million dollar revenue and he faced the opposition of sev
f Maine, as frozen blueberries were eral very prominent Senators who
exercise their judgment in respect
being substituted by pie-bakers for favored the position of the importers
to candidates is frankly recognized,
the canned product which was com and pit makers. He took up the mat
but we feel that the Republican
ing from Maine’s high grade fac ter on the floor, however, and the
provision for a 35 percent advalorem
voters in Knox County, were they
tories.
Quick to sense their danger, and duty was restored. The blueberry
to throw the full weight of that sup
lealizing that the Maine blueberry growers and canners found a splen- .
port to certain candidates, would
industry was in danger of being “shot did ally in the House, in the person
thereby contribute not only to party
to pieces.” the Maine Canners' Asso of Congressman Nelson who repre
ciation appointed Henry 13. Bird of sents a big blueberry growing sec
success but to the general welfare of
« . • •
the Medomak Canning Co. as chair tion. inclusive of^Waldo County, and]
Maine.
Mrs. Holman was then compelled man of the blueberry section, and a who worked constantly and success
We think the custom hitherto
ful y in behalf of his constituents.
to face the charge of being an acces definite campaign was planned.
observed of retaining a Governor in
The importers and pie-bakers have I
Representing the growers and
sory before and after the fact. She
office for a second term finds no
too was found guilty and was pre pickers Mr. Bird appeared before kept up a running iflght, hut at last |
the Ways and Means committee in account^ the timely intervention of
sented with a solid silver service.
reason for changing at the present
Washington and submitted their Henry B. Bird, representing the 1
• • • •
time. Governor Gardiner has earn
The breakfast round table this proposition, which showed the neces Maine Canners’ Asociation and the i
estly sought to give to the people an
morning was a Jolly affair partici sity of an increased tariff. Of course influence of Senator Hale, which
administration directed toward the
pated in by club presidents and sec they found opposition on the part of • comes through long and active servthe importers and pie-bakers, but the ’ ice in Congress, had triumphed.
retaries past and present.
state's highest welfare, and we look
The
second
business
session
this
to see this faithfulness in office
forenoon was devoted to three-min
Publicity and Registration—Sam E.
STRAND THEATRE
rewarded by two evidences of ap
ute reports from club presidents and Connor, chairman. Auburn Club, F. A.
The Al Jolson of a score of Broad
proval—his choice by his party in
the presentation of district conven Winslow. Rockland Club.
way hits goes through Jrfis inimitable
the primary contest and his election
Speakers — William II. Holman,
tion reports.
routine of songs and comedy in his
The
sail
around
the
hay
in
the
chairntan.
Bangor
Club.
by the people in September.
latest starring picture, "Mammy.”
steamer Gov. Bodwell and other out
Badges—Car Kt on E. Morse, chair
which comes for Monday and Tues
Nor do we fear that Maine is to
door diversions were being enjoyed man. Rockland Club.
day..
depart from its other long-estab
as this paper went to press, and the
Golf—Philip Q. Loring, chairman.
The music for “Mammy” was writ
old query: "Is everybody happy?" Portland Club.
lished custom of retaining as its
ten by his great friend, the famous
was
being
answered
promptly
and
Nominating Committee—Frank II.
servants at Washington those men
composer of popular songs, Irving
emphatically in the affirmative.
Ingraham. Rockland; Judge W. M.
who by reason of lengthened terms
The program for the balance of the Warren. Bangor; Horace M. Pullen. Berlin. And it can be said that Mr.
Berlin has comp'osed one of the most
of service have by that fact become
convention follows:
Danforth: Leo G. Shesong. Portland;
tuneful scores yet written for any
increasingly valuable, not alone to
1.00 p. m.—Luncheon in main dining Stanley H. Hyde, Yarmouth.
picture. As a matter of fact, it is a
Place of Next District ConventiontimP sjncp R
has
r om. District Governor Holman
their home constituency, but to the
wkh h,(,
presiding and Charles T. Smalley, Walter W. Morse, Portland; E. P. writ.Pn a sporp (Q
affairs of the country as well. There
toastmaster; address Dr. A. O. Knowlton. Dixfield, Lewis H. Tai ' current effort. The new Berlin songs
At
'
fore we endorse the candidacy of
Thomas;
entertainment
and cott, Bridgton; Rev. M. S. 'Hutch | which come through the microphone
Wallace H. White, Jr., for the United
ins,
Searsport;
Dr.
W.
L.
Hasty,
Nor

stunts
presented
by
Mexico
dub
Charles T. Smalley, General Convention Chairman, and President of the
in the typical, buoyant A1 Jolson
and others, President Leon Smail way.
States Senate, for which his experi
i manner include "Let Me Sing and
Rockland Lions Club
Constitution
and
By-Laws
—
Clyde
chairman.
I’m Happy.” "To My Mammy.” “The
ence in the lower house admirably
2.30 p. m.—Reports, election of offi R. Chapman. Belfast;
. ir Freeman M. i Call of the South,” "Knights of the
equips him, and where he may be made 50 cents instead of $1 and that chain, given by grateful Lions in
..Lo„kinf, at You/. From
cers; address, George B. Ander Grant. Portland J. H. Montgomery. I K„ail ••
depended upon faithfully to support the new district governor should recognition of the faithful and effison. assistant secretary of Lions' Camden; William H. Martin. Bangor; time toz time, just' to make things
We will lake up all persons at a Penny a Pound
William M. Ingraham, Portland.
International.
the policies of the great political have the privilege of attending the cient services of Mr. Holman while
complete, Jolson sings any number
of their actual weight, Sunday, June 15, at the
Resolutions
—
Fred
H.
Gabbi,
Port

holding
the
office
of
district
gover

2.30 p. m.—Concert by Camden Boys'
of old time favorites including ore
party to which he belongs and to international conventions, as well as
Judge
Arthur
Patterson. chorus of that famous song which
nor.
the retiring one.
Band, bridge tea for the ladies; land;
Curtiss
Flying Field, Rockland, in the big
honor the State which rewards his
♦ ♦ • ♦
Castine; Charles Swan. Lincoln; Ed he himself originally introduced, fhe
golf, tennis, bathing.
Governor Holman reported that
Travelaire.
Flights made 2 o’clock through the
past successful career with a call to
mund
F.
Longley,
Waterville;
Frank
The evening’s festivities concluded
4.00 p. m.—Motorcade, visiting Cam
song which gives this picture ite
there are now 30 clubs and 1000 Lions
den. the cement plant, Gen. Knox L. Wellcome, Westbrook.
come up higher.
with a most enjoyable dancing party
title, "Mammy.”
afternoon
in Maine this being a gain of 100 per
f
Special Convention Committee —
Memorial and State Peniten
In support of Jolson are a num
And Knox County has a special cent in each respect.
in the main ball room.
Charles W. Curtis, Bangor; Frank ber of well known players of the
tiary.
SPECIAL ATTRACTION
interest in sending to Congress cnc
Earle W. Hodges, who has lived in 6.00 p. m.—Concert by Camden Boys' Carpenter, Augusta; Dr. Guy E.
Governor Holman referred to
screen, all of whom perform creditof its own able sons. It will be the the work among the blind, and advo different sections of the United States
Dqre. Guilford; C. U. Richardson, i ably. Included among these perBand
Music
at
the
Field Sunday with Loudspeakers
and traveled much, stressed in his 7.00 p. m.—Banquet, District Gov Patten; W. E. Dunham. Richmond.
| formers are Lcl Moran, who plays
last opportunity for the second dis cated the redrafting of the constitu
remarks
last
night
Maine
’
s
beauties,
tion.
Credentials—Kingsbury B. Piper. Jolson’s leading lady. Lowell SherOne of the famous D12 Army Pursuit Planes
ernor Holman presiding and
trict to have representation in the
The banquet at 6.30 gave the visit high quality of citizenship; the mis
Hobart
Bosworth.
Louise
Former District Governor Fred Btyigor: Lloyd Hatch, Dexter; Lutljer j man
will be on exhibition
lower house of Congress. The Re ors a chance to enjoy the fine serv sion and accomplishments of Lionism
Gahbi as toastmaster; intro G. Cushing, Freeport; Harlan B. | Dresser, as Jo’son's mother, Tully
generally,
and
the
fine
progress
that
publicans of this county by a solid ice and cuisine afforded by the Samo
duction of new district gov Higgins, soutn romana; jonn A. Marshall and Stanley Fields.
ernor: address, Earle AV. Hodges; Dunton, Stonington.
vote for Zelma M. Dwinal can make set Hotel. Rev. Dr. Ashley A. Smith, had been made in the 41st district,
There are a number of scenes pho- '
the gifted Bangor pastor, conducted und *r district governor Fred H.
Blind—Vincent Canham. Auburn. ' tographed by the newly perfected
entertainment and stunts by
it possible to have this honor come the post-prandial duties in his usual i Gabbi and William H. Holman.
Rev. Leland A. Edwards. Bethel; E. I Technicolor process which are stunPortland Club
to Knox. Let us have no uncer
L. l.lnscott, BluehiH; Leon M. Small, ningly beautiful, among the best yet
9.30 p. m.—Dance.
tainty here, hut give to the Camden
Mexico.
seen on the screen.—adv.
....
Ladies' Reception and Entertain
man undivided support.
The District Roster
ment—Mrs. Charles T. Smalley. Mrs.
Capt. R. L. Dobbins who for the
With respect to the other officials
The 41st district, which is made up J. H. Montgomery. Mrs. .1. G. Hutch
past 11 years has been master of sev
to he voted for, the contests are local,
wholly front Maine has grown to be a ins. Mrs Ralph E. Nutt. Mrs. W H.
eral steamships of the Atlantic Gulf,
formidable organization containing Holman. Mrs. Fessenden Miller. Mrs.
the candidates men of recognized
Manager Joseph Dondis of Strand
Beginning Monday the automobile
West Indies S. S. Co., is now in the
30 Lions clubs. Following is the com Kenneth V. White, Mrs. Albert C.
character and ability, giving guar
employ of the Cities Service Trans Theatre has been in Boston this week registration department in this city
plete roster, giving first the name of Jones, Mrs. Blake 'B. Annis. Mrs.
will close at 4 o’clock standard.
portation Co. as master of he S. S. on business.
antee, whoever is the choice in Mon
the club and then its president and Henry Foster, Mrs. E. Stuart Orbe'i.ies Service Koolmotor.
day's balloting, of a county ticket
secretary, respectively:
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
ton.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
Auburn. Vincent Canham, John L.
that the party can with enthusiasm
Reade.
Fern Brown of 31 Gay street shows
support.
PARK THEATRE
Augusta, Frank Carpenter, Samuel
Singing and dancing (play an im The Courier-Gazette a strange moth
McCall.
which she found yesterday.
Rockland confesses to a feeling of
Bangor-Brewer. William M. War portant part in "Children of Pleas
ure," coming Monday and Tuesday.
pride in having as visiting guests
ren. C. J. Herbert.
The ktory inspired by <the romance
Belfast, Clyde R. Chapman. James
within its borders, delegates in con
i of Irving Berlin, concerns a su i essful
H. Cllley.
vention representing the 41st district
Bethel, A. L. Edwards. Fred B. Broadway song writer who is about
of that influential organization Lions
to marry a society girl when he disMerrill.
International. That within our coun
BluehiH, E. L. Linscott, E. A. I covers at the dress rehearsal of their
, wedding that the gir! considers the
Saunders.
ty exist two flourishing clubs of the
Bridgton, Lewis 11. Talcott. Fred G. matoer In 'the light of an "experimen;."
order, supplies local background for
The Ipicture contrast* the life of the |
Noble.
the occasion. There will be no doubt
Camden-Rockport. L. II. Mont debutante with that of the Tin Pan I Two Yearling Bears are for
Alley song plugger revealing the al- !
I am a candidate for the Democratic nomina
that this local membership will make
gomery, Charles A. Perry.
Castine, Arthur W. Patterson. Har most insurmountable barrier of class
Sale and may be seen at
It plain to the visiting officers and
tion for Congress from this District, at the Pri
distinction between the two. It is
rison E. Small.
delegates that they are among
Dixfield. E. S. Knowlton, D. C. ■aid the producers con-idered the plot
mary
Election, Monday, June 16, 1930.
friends who are both proud and
particularly adaptable to screen use
Murray.
in
Hhe
opportunities
afforded
by
the
happy to welcome them here. May
Dexter. Lloyd Hatch, Edwin C. Cali.
I am and always have been a firm advocate of
WASHINGTON, ME.
Danforth. Horace Pullen. George B. two distinct locales for Interesting
their sessions be memorable with
71-80
scenes.
—
adv
the
Jefferconian principle of government, name
Gustin.
good-fellowship, their order strength
Freeport. Luther G. Cushing. Ber
ly, “Equal rights for all and special privileges
ened in the purposes to which it is
nard Blake.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
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dedicated and the visitors go away
Guilford-Sangerville, Guy E. Dore.
to none.” On this principle of government, I
W. G. Blake.
with happy impressions of this coast
take my stand and ask for your vote.
Lincoln, Russell Brown. Elverson
region of Maine.
Aldrich.
If nominated and elected, I pledge to my con
Mechanic Falls, A. Donald Weston,
The large membership in Rock
Ralph E. Abbott.
stituency active, loyal, and whole hearted sup
land's Dwinal For Congress Club will Gus Tapley Sturtevant, Whose Work As Organizer Has Greatly Increased
Mexico, 'Leon M. Small, Leon B.
the Lion Personnel in Maine
Spinney.
port to the cause of a better government which
see to it that the able gentleman
Old Town, Judge Percy Higgins.
whose name it bears receives from
means the greatest good to the greatest number.
Mr. Hodges, who will undoubtedly Arthur Matthews.
the voters of this city in Monday's admirable fashion. Rockland's offi
Portland,
Leo
G.
Shesong,
Sherman
cial greetings were extended in a he chosen to head Lions International
Our government in recent years has drifted
primaries a strong support Folitics most cordial manner by Mayor as president at the coming Denver B. Libby.
Patten,
C.
G.
Richardson,
A.
H.
from
this sure anchorage to a policy of special
produces long memories. Our people Charles M. Richardson, and brought convention, said that the members
For Representative to Congress, 2nd District
have not forgotten when Charles E. eloquent response from Judge Arthur of the International board have White.
legislation for the few at the expense of the gen
Richmond. W. F. Dunham. J. AV.
Littlefield was candidate for Con Patterson, president of the Castine earned their spurs ,in good citizen Randlette.
ship by service over a long period of
The
Clear
Thinking,
Efficient
and
Capable
Club.
eral public. Are you ready to return? LET’S
gress, the splendid manner in which
Rockland. Charles T. Smalley, Axel
His Honor's remarks were in ex years and those who have been se
E.
Brunberg.
Candidate
•
the Republicans of Camden con cellent taste, and were accompanied lected as members of the hoard of
GO!
Rumford. Edward II. Sheehy, Wil
tributed to his victory.
Here is by the presentation of, a very large directors are men big in heart action,
liam
F.
Cyr.
who are willing to serve without pay
opportunity to repay that piece of key to the visitors.
Searsport. M- S. Hutchins. Charles
’Twas Bangor Night and that that Lionism may go on.
courtesy which our voters will not lively Bangor-Brewer Club proved
The speaker quoted Horace (Kerr Havener.
South Paris-Norway, W. L. Hasty.
lose sight of—and not only that, but equal to the occasion. When the of Ohio, who spoke at the Poland
(Signed) N. Li. Greenlaw,
signal was given the members of Spring convention, representing Lions E. Walker Abbott.
Camden, in Senator pwinal, present
South Portland, Harlan Ii. Higgins,
International, as saying that session
Partridge
For Congress Club
that
organization
marched
into
the
one of its most distinguished citi
dining hall in a body preceded by was by far the best convention of a George E. Beal.
70-71
zens, of highest character and dem
Stonington, John A. Dunton, Milo
drummers emulating "The Spirit of service club that he had seen. Mr.
onstrated pbility, whom it is a privi
‘76.” Music was also furnished by Kerr was already sold on Ohio lion B. Clarke.
Waterville. Edmund F. Longley,
lege to support and whose presence a harmonica trio, and Lion songs ism and the lionism of the South and
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
West, but said that he really got the William II. Niehoff.
in Congress will distinctly honor were sung.
r
Westbrook. Frank L. Wellcome,
Preston J. McLucas.
Maine’s Second District.
Yarmouth. Stanley W. Hyde, Henry
Wholesale and Retail
G. .Rogers.
Beginning Saturday June 14 my
Ti e Convention Committees
store will close at 5 o'clock as on
General Committee — diaries T.
other week days. A. T. Thurston.—
Smalley, chairman. Frank H. Ingra
adv.
70-71
ham. Maurice B. Lovejoy, Russell E.
Gray, Amory B. Allen. Eugene V.
Vole for
A Little Out of the Way,
Stoddard. Alvra W. Gregory, J. H.
But It Pays To Travel
Montgomery, J. G. Hutchins. Charles
A. Perry. Fessenden Miller, 'Edwin
French.
Republican Candidate for
Invitations—Ralph E. Nutt. Willis
H. Anderson, Harold G. Cole, Albert
(!)
Rhodes, L. E. Dickens.
Entertainment—‘Kenneth V. White.
Ernest O. Kenyon, Blake I!. Annis,
He believes National Prohibition is a failure
David Crockett.
Situated at Moosehead Lake High
Decorations
—
Albert
C.
Jones,
Rich

lands on direct road t0 Ripogenus
What do you believe?
ard ,F. Saville, E. Stuart Orbeton.
Dam
Luicius Howe.
BE HONEST!
VOTE AS YOU LIVE!
Hotel and Reservations—-Thomas
MRS. EDITH M. BARNEY
The Beautiful Samoset Hotel At Rockland Breakwater Where the Convention F. Keating, George W. Gay, Virgie F.
ROCKLAND
272
MAIN
ST„
Tel 86-12
Greenvi'le, Me.
69-71
Studley.
,
Will Be Held
71-72

another service organization which
iias been leading in Maine. There is
promise of five other clubs in the fall,
and Governor Holman predicts that
there will be 50 before another dis
trict convention is held.
“The district has now become too
large for one governor to handle,"
said Mr. Holman., "and the time has
come when we should divide it into
six zones each to contain five clubs
and have a deputy district governor.
This would make for efficiency.”
Governor Holman also recom
mended that the district dues be

Smith in Scotch regalia; vocal solos
by Mrs. Harriet Leonard ;thd Gilbert
Lalte of Bangor; and character reci
tations by Ralph Mills.
The festivities suddenly assumed a
serious turn—or appeared to—when
J charges were preferred against Dis
trict Governor Holman, seven speci
fications being named. So well es
tablished were these counts that the
Lions pronounced him guilty without
) leaving their seats. The sentence
was read by former District Gover
nor Gahbi and was accompanied by
the presentation of a gold watch and

FLY

for a Penny a Pound
<Minrlav (TOMORROW)

□unaay

afternoon

I LUNG

PARACHUTE |
LEAPS x . J
Weather Permitting

BE ON HAND AT THIS
GREAT AFTERNOON

Curtiss Field, Rockland

Fly for a Penny a Pound

Curtiss-Wright Flying Service

WANT A

BEAR?

BELIVEAU for
CONGRESS

Medomak Camp

CAST YOUR VOTE FOR

Donald D. Partridge
REPUBLICAN PRIMARIES, JUNE 16

ALBERT BELIVEAU

E. E. SIMMONS

Fireworks,
Flags, Etc.

Moosehead
Coffee House and
Overnight Camps

3x5 ft. Flag, 6 ft. Pole,
Holder and Line ready
to hang up, $1.50
Yacht Ensigns
$1.00 and $1.25

Help Repeal The 18th
Amendment!

DUGALD B. DEWAR
U. S. SENATOR

Every-Other-Day
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VOTE FOR DWINAL FOR CONGRESS
A signal chance for Knox County to be honored
This election yyjlj be Knox County’s last opporby the election of a capable man who has the
tunity for many years to come to have a Coninterests of this section at heart.
gressman and he deserves our support.
To Beat His Two Opponents, Every Republican Should Vote for Dwinal Next Monday

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

YE GREENE ARBOUR

•lime 13-16 Colby
(<imme*aeitient.
June 15. 7 !>. ni. daylliint Flag Day exerclsas at Elks Horae.
June 19—Dinner-bridge ut Rockland Coun- 1
try X'fuh.
June 23—Children's Playground opens.
July 8-22—Dally Vacation Bible School at
First (Baptist Vhurch.
July. 9 Ladies Aid of Littlefield Memorial
fait *

Tea Room, Tourist Home and Gift Shop
OPENS SATURDAY, JUNE 14

SERMONETTE

And now the graduates have the
whole world for an audience.

Bridge Parties Solicited and Unique Favors
Furnished If Desired

Msther Love Breaks Every Barrier
Down

“Ye Greene Arbour.” a popular
Union tea room, today opens for the
season. Bridge parties find this an
ideal spot.

Leland E. York, .who (has been
connected with the Rockland Airport
as mechanic the past*three months,
has returned to Paterson, N. J.

UNION, ME.

Attractive Menus at Reasonable Prices

Special Green Plate Luncheon
Telephone 7-5, Union

Construction of the new Kappa t
A 'DWINAL MEETING
Sigma fraternity house at Brunswick
has begun and the building will be
A general get-together of the
The executive board of the Knox ready for occupancy when the stu
Dwinal-for-Congress
group was held
dents
return
in
the
fall.
County Fish & Game Association
last night in the City Council room.
has a meeting June 26 at Hotel Rock
Miss Faith Ulmer at Thursday The session was entirely informal
land. Commissioner Stobie is ex
night’s graduation was presented with
pected to be present.
two beautiful bouquets—one of roses, and proved interesting and construc
by Mr. and Mrs John O. Stevens; and tive to the good crowd present. Col.
Knott C. Rankin, Walter C. Ladd, one of assorted carnations, by Mr.
Walter H. Butler presided.
P. P, Bicknell and Ardrey Orff left and Mrs. E. B. Hall of Warrenton
Col. Butler discussed the primary
yesterday for a fishing trip at Park.
campaign for Dwinal in Knox, his
Moosehead Lake and will establish
home county, and suggestions were
headquarters at Capen’s.
Monday night will witness the Milk made from the floor. Then Senator
"Brim” Jewett and Dan Healey, Fund Rail at Oakland under the Dwinal was called upon and received |
auspices of the Parent-Teacher As* an ovation. He discussed the situa
regular broadcast artists over WBAF,
New York, will be at Oakland to -oeiation for the benefit of the milk tion throughout the whole district as
night with the famous dance drive— lurches for the children in school. it exists today and his conclusions
positively the most versatile band in Last year over $600 was spent in this were most encouraging. In adjourn
way to benefit the under-privileged ment the chairman urged vigorous
Maine.
children and the fund is low. Man local support of Zelma M. Dwinal.
The “Penny a Pound” flights will ager Dondero cooperated by donat Knox County's candidate for Con
gress, as this will probably he the
be continued tomorrow at the Curtiss ing the use of the hall.
county's last opportunity to have a
flying field. In addition one of the
Thursday afternoon was a real gala Congressman for many years. There
famous 1)12 Army pursuit planes
will be on exhibition. There will be day in the sub-primary, First, Sec was an enthusiastic delegation pres
ond, Third and Fourth grades at the ent from Camden and representatives
music via special loud speakers.
Tyler school. After a few songs, from other towns.
recitations etc., the children enjoyed
a real picnic in their several rooms.
PAGE "NONCOMFORMIST”
This is the day of the big ball
Refreshments were furnished and
game at Camden when Rockland
games were played, after which Here Is a Rockland (.Pastor With Apt
High and Thomaston High will
passes were given out, and the chil
Reply To His Time Complaint
fight it out for the championship
dren dispersed for a long, happy holi
of 'he Knox and Lincoln League.
day. Mrs. Nellie Hall conducted her
Rockland, June 13.
The fans will be there from all
Children on a picnic to Ash Point Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
over the- two counties. Game
Friday.
Will you permit me to return the
called at 2.30.
soft
answer to “Nonconformist"
Col. W. H. Butler, Everett A. Mun
sey and V. F. Studley have returned who, in last Saturday's ssue of
Members of the American Legion from Capen’s, Moosehead, after what your paper, accused the churches
Col. Butler calls the most successful of breakng the law against the use
Auxiliary who wish to attend the
banquet in Bangor June 24 will fishing trip he ever made at that of daylight saving time. It is always
notify Mrs. Sarah Griffin at once, famous resort. Salmon togue and well, before making accusations, to
almost
fought
for
and all reservations must be made square-tails
the distinction of being brought out lead up the terms of the law which
not later than Monday.
of the lake on their hooks. Dr. Neil is supposed to be violated. Churches
A. Fogg Fred C. Black and Jack j are not included in this law. either by
The Rockland Public Library is
Black w.ho were also members of name or implication. It includes n’l
now running on its summer sched
institutions, courts, schools, etc., re
ule. The hours are 9 a. m. to 7.30 the part 'remained until today.
ceiving financial aid from the State,
p m., daily, except Saturday, 9 a.
Austin W. .Smith hands us a time and all persons and corporations em
m. to 8.30 p. m.
stained handbill which foretold an ploying clerks or other labor. So no
church violates the law by adopting
The final meeting of the Senior amateur dramatic to be given under daylight saving time.
tha
auspices
of
the
young
people
of
Y.P.C.U. of the Universalist Church
On the other hand several of the
will be held Sunday evening at 6 the Universalist Society in Farwell churches of Rockland have this ye&r
&
Ames
hall.
One
of
the
features
o’clock, when in closing the season’**
was to’lie a 2-act drama, "Down By insisted on running their services by
business the matter of a summer pic
United States Eastern Standard
nic will be discussed. The meetings the Sea" and in the cast, were I. T. Time on purpose to avoid offending
Lovejoy,
J.
S.
W.
Burpee.
C.
E.
Little

of the Junior Y.P.C.U. have beer,
field, W. O. Fuller, Jr., C. H. just such tender consciences as “Non
discontinued until fall.
Brigham. C. M Wass. Miss Caddie conformist” possesses, and more
particularly to avoid doing what we
The Fifth Grade presented to the Pierce, Miss Callie Crockett and plainly have a right to do. in order
Tyler School Friday, a Victor Rec Miss Mary Johnson. Also on the bill the more emphatically to show our
was a farce, “Honor Among Thieves"
ord entitled. "Parade of the Wooden
In this cast were James Cole, J. A. selves to be against the popular
Soldiers,” for which the thanks of
Burpee, F. E. Hewett , Miss Alice spirit of disrespect for law. For most
the various schools are due.. At the
of the churches are well aware that
Hawthorn and Miss Helen Snow.
Tyler building Thursday there were
when communities, by example, teach
several visitors forenoon and after
their children that laws need not be
The
Livermore
Falls
club
will
op

noon. They enjoyed the work of the
obeyed if they interfere with pleasure
pose
the
fast
Togus
aggregation
to

children very much.
morrow. Livermore Falls is repre and convenience, (they pre sowing
sented in the Pine Tree League and just the kind of seed that makes
Major Talbot Aldrich and son
America the least law-abiding of all
Bailey Aldrich of Boston have been should be a good attraction. Last civilized nations.
Sunday
s
game
between
Rochester,
in town this week, the former looking
[Rev.] Jesse Kenderdine
N. IL, and Togus was a great ex
after his yacht Bethulia which has
Pastor cf Pratt M. E. Church
hibition
and
those
fans
who
wit

been a guest at Snow's nautical re
sort the past winter; while the latter nessed the contest were pleased with
THEY ENDORSE WHITE
has been placing in commission his the brand of baseball displayed.
The
Togus
Club
was
strengthened
by
power b< at The Flapper. William
In a letter issued from the head
Erickson of Swampscott and Port including two new pitchers. This quarters of the Brotherhood of Rail
Sunday Red Taylor former twirler
Clyde accompanied Bailey Aldrich,
way and Steamship Clerks and
and The Flapper was transferred to of the Lewiston N. E. League will be Freight Handles, members are urged
on
the
mound.
A
hot
contest
is
Tenant’s Harbor waters. The Al
looked for and the attendance will by the organization to. work and vote
drich cottage "The Crags" will be
undoubtedly double that o f last for Wallace H. White for 'the Re
opened the last of the month.
publican nomination for United
week.
States Senator at the primaries Mon
Miss Miller's class, Fourth Grade.
A departure from the customary day and to enlist rttieir friends and
Tyler building, have had on display
business address associated with the neighbors to do likewise. The or
this week the booklets which they
ganization is comixvsed of railway,
have painstakingly made during the weekly luncheon hour of the Rotary steamship and express employes and
Club was enjoyed at yesterday’s Ses
year. For little people they show
sion, when Gov. Cobb presented an the action 'taken by the fcState body
much thought and care. The covers
address upon some of the phases of follows the unanimous endorsement of
are decorated with flowers and but
the career of that striking historical the candidacy of Mr. White by the
terflies, and have printed neatly,
character, Benjamin Disraeli.
it committee in Washington.
"Souvenir of Fourth Grade,” "Book
of Poems.’’ etc. These books con was during his student days at Berlin
Crescent Beach Inn reopens tomor
that the speaker became first attract
tain quotations from Celia Thaxter.
ed to the noted English statesman, row. much to the satisfaction of the
Lucy Lareom, Benjamin F’rankiin, R.
summer colony and the public in gen
L. Stevenson and other well known the foremost figure in the great con eral, for this locality is one of Rock
ference of 1878, whom he was privi
authors. For the spring term those
leged daily to see and listen to. His' land's most popular summer resort
who have had perfect attendance
sketch dealt with the rise of the suburbs. The In* will have a new
were Kathleen Chase, Milton Clark,
young Jew. a race at that time ostra manager this year in the person of
Rbhert Hall. Ernest Johnson. Milton
cized in 'England, from the smallest of Mrs Inez S. Flint, wife of Inspector
Lawry, Virginia Richards. Kingsley
beginnings fighting his way against Levi Flint of the State Highway
Strout. Shirley Torrey and Stuart
well-nigh insuperable odds, until he Police. Mrs. Flint is new to Crescent
MacAlman.
Absent one-half day,
became the premier and virtual ruler Beach Inn hut not new to the busiMargaret Graves and Rosa Roberts.
of the most powerful nation on earth. nes for her ancestors were a long
—Wednesday afternoon Miss Miller's
As told it was a fascinating story, time managers of hotels, and she has
children. Fourth Grade had a merry
presented witli the culture of one catered to the public in the Moose
time. The losing group in the spell
skilled in his English and received head region. The dining room will he
ing contest treated winners to re
fiom its l^arers the acknowledgment open from 12.30 p. m. .to 9.30 jp. m.,
freshments consisting of sandwiches,
of sustained applause. By a unani daylight time, for the serving of
cookies, popcorn, candy, peanuts and
mous vote President Brown wi^s shore, chicken and steak dinners
brownies.
directed to extend the club’s fraternal prepared l<y an expert chef who has
felicitations to the district gathering cooked for exclusive New York clubs
The Milk Fqnd Rail Is June 16 at
of Lions, now in session at the Samo and who was in the service in Cali
Oakland Park hall room.
66-71
set. Visiting Rotarians present in fornia last winter. Many reserva
cluded Frank I). Morrow, Dr. Archie tions for rooms have already been
Miss Frances Hurd who has been
Green, Herbert F. Mann and Georgo made, and summer folks who have
deployed at the Penobscot Grill for
come to Crescent Beach in former
see ra! montits has taken over the E. Allen of Camden. E. K. Leighton. seasons will be there. Mrs. Flint’s
Waterville, Oscar E. Langer, Belfast;
Myrtle Street lunch, which will now
friends are predicting an excellent
he called the “Myrtle Cafe." The and guests were John Gott *hnd season for her.
Thomas
Carter
of
Portland
and
building has been thoroughly reno
George B. Wood, Henry A. Howard
vated and with Its new fixtures and
Dr. Walter P. Conley will attend the
furniphings presents a very attractive and Atwood Levensaler of Rockland. 33d annual convention of the Ameri
t ppearnnee. Miss Hurd ’-as had sev
Everett’s ice cream parlors, Ingra can Optometric Association* to lie held
oral years’ experience in restaurant ham Hill, will open tomorrow. Home in Boston nex»t) Monday and Tue-duy.
work and invites your patronage. It •nade ice cream from pure milk, eggs Dr. Conley is a delegate of the, Maine
will be open for business on Sat* and cream fresh from the farm.
Association of Optometrists to the
urday, June 14.—adv.
It
71-lt convention.

During his ministry, Jesus often
came to a turning point. At first
he ffit that his mission was to his
own race. He was hurt in mind
and spirit "that he came to his
own and they received him not.”
Now as he sought a place of refuge
and- quiet with his disciples, he
slipped over the northern bound
ary of Galilee, into the territory
of Tyre. He avoided the large
Gentile cities, but upon high pla
teaus leading to the I Lebanons,
even though among a largely Jew
ish population, he came into closer
contact with the Oentile world
than at any other period.
Here there came to him a wom
an. a Canaanite and of the Greek
faith. She cried unto him. “Have
mercy on me. O Lord, my daughter
is grievously vexed with a devil.”
He answered her not a word, but
to his disciples said, “I am not
sent but unto the lost sheep of the
house of Israel.” She came and
worshipped him. saying. “Lord
help me.” She was by birth of
mixed race, most repellent to a
Jew. He said, “It is not meet to
take the children’s bread and cast
it to the dpgs.” Quickly sensing
his racial distrust, yet her mother
love urging, she made the swift
retort. “Truth, Lord: yet even
dogs eat of the crumbs that fall
from their master’s tables.”
Jesus answered. “O Woman,
great is thy fafth, be it unto thpe
even as thou wilt,” and the daugh
ter was made whole from that
very hour. Mark if right. It was
a turning point for a broader and
more universal ministry. The New
Testament is full of these beauti
ful episodes.
W. A. H.

At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject, “The Romance
of Religion.” The Pilgrim Choir will
sing.
» * • *

Salvation Army, weekend meet
ings: Saturday 8.00 p. m., public
praise meeting; Sunday 11.00 a. m..
holiness meeting; Sunday School at
2.00 p. m., lesson subject, “Jeremiah
and King Josiah;” special young
people’s meeting, directory examina
tion, 6.30 p. m.; salvation meeting.
8.00. Ensign and Mrs. G. A. Winsor
will conduct these services.
« • • •

At the Church of Immanuel (Univcrsalist) Sunday morning at 10.30
Rev. George H. Welch will have as his
topic “After the Earthquake.” The
quartet will sing the anthems, “A
Thousand Shall Fall” from the 91st
Psalm, Ballard, and “Evening and
Morning.” Oakley. The church school
meets at 9.30, and the final meeting
of the senior Y.P.C.U. will take place
at 6 p. m., the junior organization hav
ing been discontinued until fall.
• ♦ • •

At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
for tomorrow will be appropriate for
Trinity, Sunday: Holy Communion
St. Mary’s chapel. St. Peter’s at 7.30.
The clwral eucharist and sermon will
be at St. John Baptist Church,
Thomaston, at 10.30, as St. Peter’s
Church is under repair. Weekday
services: Monday, St. Barnabas Day,
Holy Communion at 7 o’clock. Thurs
day. Corpus Christi, Holy Com
munion at 7 o’clock.
• • • •
“God the Preserver of Man.’’ will
he the subject of the lesson-sermon
in the Church of Christ. Scientist,
tomorrow. The lesson-sermon will
also include passages from “Science
and Health with Key to the Scrip
tures" which read; "The measure
ment of life by solar years robs youth
and gives ugliness to age. The ra
diant sun of virtue and truth co
exists with being. Manhood is its
eternal noon, undimmed by a de
clining sun. . . Man, governed by
immortal Mind is always beautiful
and grand.” The reading room is
located at 400 Main street and is
open daily 2-5 p. m
• • • •
“Stopping the Enemy,” will be the
subject of the sermon at the First
Baptist Church Sunday morning nt
9. SO.
Miss Hertha Harmon will
sing, "How Beautiful Upon the
Mountains," Harker, and "The Earth
Is the Lord's’’ Lynes. The church
school meets at 11 and the Christian
Endeavor at 5.15. The people’s eve
ning service at 6.15 will open with
the "big sing.” The ladles' quartet
will sing. "Thou Art. O God,” Brown,
and Mist- Harmon will sing "Love
Never Faileth,’’ Root. The subject
of Mr. MacDonald's third sermon on
"Religions.’’ will be "Marathon Re
ligion." The happy prayer and praise
meeting will lie held on Tuesday eve
ning at 6.15. The time in4his notice
is E.S.T.
• ♦ ♦ •

Rev. L. G. Perry, pastor of the
Littlefield Memorial Church will use
"Baptism” as his subject at the
morning service, with special music
by the choir, assisted by the Jame
son brothers; Sunday School nt 11.45
with classes for all ages; B.Y.P.U.
at 6.15. topic “How Great Leaders
Served Their Generation” by Carol

-Wixon and Howard Chase. The eve
ning service at 7.15 will be in charge
cf the young people who have re
turned from school. The prelude will
be played by Miss Olive Bragg. The
song service will be Jed by Paul
Jameson, who will also offer prayer.
The scripture is to be read by Miss
Ruth Conant. Miss Conant, Miss
Bragg and Miss Arlene Chaples will
give addresses. Paul Jameson will
play a violin solo. Edward Jameson
will give a vocal solo, and the Jame
son brothers will sing a duet. There
will also be a vocal duet by Miss
Bragg and Miss Chaples. Regular
mid-week prayer meeting Tuesday
evening at 7.30.

» ♦ ♦ •

f hildren s Day will be observed at
Pratt Memorial Methodist Church
By a change in time determined last
Sunday by a questionnaire replies
Sunday School will be held before
church during the rest of the sum
mer. The opening hour will be 8.30
a. m. (standard). The church service
will be held at the same hour as now,
9.30 (standard). The pastor will
preach (on “The ‘Purpose of Chil
drens Day.” The .Epworth League
will meet at 5 p. m. The pastor will
lead in the fifth study of "The Ep
worth League At Its Greatest Task.”
The topic will be “Making The Chris
tian Life Real.” The evening service
at 6.15 will be the hour for the chil
dren's day program, a complete out
line of which appears elsewhere. A
beautiful feature of this service will
be the sacrament of baptism.

Ace Your Valuables Safe?
Will they be protected against fire and theft
during your.absence from home this summer?
They will if you place them in a safe deposit
box at the Rockland National Bank. And not
only will they be safe but any private papers
you may have will also be kept where they may
be seen by your eyes alone. You, and you
alone, have access to your safe deposit box. A
recent addition to our vault has given us a num
ber of safe deposit boxes that rent for as little
as $3.00 'a year. At this price no one should
risk the loss of valuable papers or jewelry by
leaving them at home unprotected. We sug
gest that you come in and let us explain our
Safe 1 Deposit Service. No obligation other
than a few moments of your time.

FLAG DAY EXERCISES

The one hundred fifty-third anni
versary of the American Flag will be
celebrated with appropriate exercises,
by the Rockland Lodge of Elks, on the
lawn of the Elks Home, Sunday eve
ning at *7 o’clock Kdaylight saving
time). During the exercises, auto
mobile traffic going south will be
diverted up Willow street; and traf
fic going north, up Talbot avenue,
i Edwin Libby Post Grand Army of
tht Republic and other organizations
will be guests of honor. The public
are cordially invited. Any veteran of
the Grand Army desiring automobile
transportation will please telephone
499, 339, 897-J, or 292-J. A car will
gladly be furnished by members of
the lodge to carry him and his family
to and from the services. The follow
ing program has been arranged by the
patriotic committee, consisting of R.
F. Saville, chairman; Everett A.
Davis. Richard E. Reed and Charles
A. Mitchell:

Rockland National Bank
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Banking Institution

Rockland’s Oldest

Music—Selected ................... Kirk's Orchestra

Introductory Exercises ...................................
E. W. iPtke, Exalted Jtnlcr and it liair Officers
Prayer .......................... Chaplain ,E. F. Berry
Columbia The Cent of the Ocean ....Orchestra
History of tile .Flag ....... ICol. Walter H. Butler
Altar Service. Erecting Floral Bell of Liberty
............................................. ...... *Lodgo Officers
Star Spangled Banner........................ Orchestra
Oration on the'Flag, Hon. Bradford V. Kedonnett
Song—America ............... iBy entire assembly

A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP

The regular meeting of the Knox
and Lincoln Past Noble Grands As
sociation will take place at Waldo
boro June 18 in conjunction with the
Past Grands. Supper to be served
on arrival of guests.
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Comfort

Customer: “I «ee you have a sign,
‘We aim to please.’ ”
•
Barber: “Yes, that is pur motto.”
Customer: "You should take a little
time off for target practice.”
GONE AHEAD

[For The Courier-Gazette]
lie preaches to me. being dead, who ne’er.
In all the long years of a staunch friendship
Raised exhorting voice to chide my doings.
Now. with warning volde of power, he cries
“Be ye also ready for of strange things
Surely this is not the least, that I, I.
Who was oldest, weakest, least likely, too,
To be the last survivor of our group
Should he so now, to tread the lonely end
(if this -our earthly trourse, with falling
strength.
And comradeless.

Yet! Who are these, that flv
As doves to theli windows? Dr who are found
In that great cloud of witnesses, If not
Those who have marched with us and know
the step
And cadence of our going? Having loved,
And loving still, with noiseless voice, calling
To listening soul the thought of high courage.
And of patience, limitless, that we run
Unwearied, faithful, to a Rteadfast goal.
I
IR. D. Brodie
Long Cove

Beginning Saturday June 14 my
store will close at 5 o’clock as on
other week days. A. T. Thurston.—
adv.
76-71
The wise modern housewife, shares
her burdens and lets The People's
Laundry, Tel. 170, do her family wash,
rugs and quilts. The cost Is low. the
service prompt, the work excellent.
JUKI
BORN
GREGORY— At Knox (Hospital. Rockland. June
13, In Mr. and »Mrs. Bert S. Gregory (Mar
garet Innlx), a daughter. Nancy Jajiet.
I HIIIRROOK At Vinalhavcn. iJune !». to Mr.
and Mrs. Ansel IPhllbrook, a daughter.

MARRIED
KPRUrE-'McA’VLKY—At ■Camden, thine Ik. hy
Rev. T. IM. Griffiths, '(Tiarles M. flpruce of
Bradley and IMIss 'Margaret .1. McAliley
of Cafnden.

DIED
GEORGE—At Rockland. June 11. Bessie R.
George, aged 52 years, 4 months, 8 days.
Funeral Monday nt 2 o’clock, daylight, in
Owl’s Head.
CARD OF THANKS

I wish to thank my many friends, mem
bers of the Grange, Pythian iSlsters. Auxiliary
Sons of Veterans and Sunshine 'Society for
their many kindnesses, during my recent Ill
ness, and for the flowers, fruit and candy sent.
Mrs. Martha iW. Kalloch

Rockland

*

Our Swayers will bring to your home the cool comfort and restful
relaxation of the canoe. These Gliders add beauty and distinction
to the porch besides convenience. Available in a wide range of colors—handsome, waterproof duck coverings in graceful, narmomous patterns—Greens, Grays, Blues and Browns.
I'v
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All have padded hacks, comfortable, deep springs
Pay As You Enjoy

Avail Yourself of Our Liberal Terms

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 Main Street

Rockland

Every-Other-Day
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SOUTH WALDOBORO

SOUTH HOPE

Mrs. Dan Giroux and daughter of
Waterville are visiting her parents
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Burns.
Miss Jennie Creamer of Dutch
General Pest has ordered attacks front and
Neck recently visited her sister Mrs
rear—over and underground.
A. J. Genthner.
Hear
Miss Eunice Studley, R. N., is
It is up to you to meet the charge with one
Kendall
caring for her mother.
of the many INSECTICIDE and FUNGICIDE
and
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Van nah and
ammunitions ready at this store—
Whitney
son Sherman visited relatives Sun
These particular "SHOTS’* have a reputa
Ruraliatt
day at West Waldoboro.
tion of scattering the insect enemy in utter
on
The M. E. Ladies’ Aid will meet
WCSH
rout.
with Mrs. Gertie Burns, June 18, on
Tuesday*
If you cannot conveniently call, write for
their regular week, and tack a com
8.00 P. M.
catalog and special folders.
forter.
(1030)
Mrs. Eben Buker of Richmond
spent last weekend with her mother
Mis Serena Winchenbach.
FARM, DAIRY
and
POULTRY SUPPLIES - SEEDS
Mrs. E. R. Burns and Mrs. Daniel
Giroux and daughter visited Tues
day with Mrs. Percy Miller at East
Waldoboro.
PORTLAND
MAIAL
FEDERAL and TEMPLE STS.,
Mrs. Loris Little and daughter of
Haverhill. Mass., are visiting at
George T. Palmer’s.
Rev. and Mrs. Sidney Packard of
veyed Mrs. Dyer to Dr. Pierpont’s Booth hay were at W. O. Pitcher’s
ORFF’S CORNER
where medical attention was given Tuesday.
Mrs. Meda Ralph is at homo called her.
by the death of. her father A. H.
Mrs. Oret Smith spent Friday with .
CUSHING
Brown.
Mrs. Arthur Fish.
Fog of the London type has pre
Mrs. Fannie Weaver and Mrs.
Lorenzo Linscott and family, and
Amber Childs were in Damariscotta Nelson Calderwood and family were vailed in* this locality all the week.
Mills Friday to attend a Farm Bu visitors Sunday at Walter Calder- i Mr. and Mrs. William Boynton of
reau training class.
Middlehoro. Mass., have arrived in
wood’s. Union.
Mrs. Lilia Webber has returned
The Farm Bureau met at the home town for a two weeks’ stay, after
which they are to return to their
from a visit in Auburn.
of Minnie bight last‘Tuesday. Miss J
Mr. and Mrs. Ormand Hopkins and Lawrence was present. The subject. I home for a while, before coming here
for the summer.
daughter Marion of Tenant’s Harbor
“Dressing of Children” was very in- j
were Sunday visitors of relatives in structive. Samples of boys' blouses. | Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Maloney' visit
ed at F. I. Geyer’s in South Hope
this place.
boys’ suits and girls' dresses were
Freeman Peaslee of Rockland shown. Pamphlets and bulletins on Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Maloney
visited his daughter Mrs. Kenneth this subject were given to each one) are this week the guests of their
daughter Mrs. Fred Geyer in that
Elwell Sunday.
present. Nearly everyone present cut
Mrs. (Nellie Borneman of Warren ! patterns and 21 women and children I town.
Several from this town attended
has been the guest of Mrs. Amber i enjoyed the picnic dinner, and all reib* High School graduation in Thom
Childs for a few days.
' port a profitable dayaston Wednesday* evening.
Miss
The boys’ 4-H bean club met at
Gladys Seavey. Walter Young. Har
the home of the leader Saturday for
old smith and Richard Lufkin of
a bean Judging contest.
W ASH I NG I ON
this town being among the graduates.
The ladies of the Farm Bureau met
Miss Seavey and Mr. Young both
at the home of Mrs. Irene Sprague
The Ladies’ Guild will meet June
at Winslow’s Mills Thursday with 17 with Mrs. Nellie BartWtt. W is had part in the exercises.
A meeting of the Norton Cemetery’
eight present and a very pleasant day j hoped there may he a full attendance
Association is scheduled to meet at
was enjoyed.
' as matters of importance are to be
the Town hall this evening.
The community was saddened to i discussed.
Miss Jessie Smith has arrived at
learn of the death of A. H. Brown
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Bartlett and
which occurred Saturday evening. ' family of West Washington were her farm for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Grafton and
Although Mr. Brown had been in Sunday evening guests of relatives in
Miss Fannie Copeland were at B. S.
ill health for several months the end | this village.
Geyer’s Sunday.
came suddenly. Much sympathy is
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Cunningham
A small but appreciative company
felt for the family in their great loss. j were in Togus recently to visit Ernest
greeted the “Elopement of Ellen.”
i Merrifield who is in the Home Hos- sponsored by the Friendship High
i pital receiving treatment.
BURKETTVILLE
School, at Grange hall, Wednesday
Miss Evelyn Bartlett was in Hal- evening. The parts were all well
George Allen of Camden was a
’ lowell a few days last week, the guest taken, reflecting much credit* on both
visitor in this place Friday.
Mrs. Dyer of South Libert}’ was a | of her niece Mrs. Earle Keller. She the actors and their instructors. The
east: Robert. Hadley Miller: Ellen.
visitor at Elbridge Fish's Friday. ) returned to her home Friday.
At its last meeting Evening Star Evelyn Autio; Max Ten Eyck, Wilpas
Later in the day she called at Edward
Grinnell’s. Upon entering the yard Grange held a memorial service for Sallinen: Dorothy, Dorothy' Hyler;
Mr. Grinnell's dog, ran out to meet ) members who have died during the Richard Ford. Tauno Hendrickson:
her. and in some way must have mis j past year. The program at the next his wife. Blanche Prior: John Hume,
taken her for a stranger, and bit her j meeting will be on “Good Citizen Myron Simmons. Coach, Charles L.
Grant.
on the leg. Mr. Grinnell at once con- ship.”

The Insect ARMY HAS MOBILIZED!

Kendall & Whitney

Probate Notices

APPLETON RIDGE

TENANT'S HARBOR

Work Done Anywhere

STATE OF MAINE
Mrs. Hazl6 Perry and daughter.
To all persons Interested in either of the
Prompt Service
Mrs. R J. MacKenzie has arrived Mrs. Evelyn Pitman and sons and estates
hereinafter
named :
here for the summer and opened her Miss Dorothy Fuller were in Belfast,
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, In
Water pipes Repaired and Relaid.
Saturday.
and for the County of Knox, on the 20th day
cottage.
Inside and Out. Digging included.
Miss Lucy Moody went to Augusta of Mav In the year of our Lord one thousand
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Rivers have
nine hundred and thirty and by adjournment
arrived home from Stoneham. Mass., Sunday where she will visit relatives from day to day from the 2»Kh day of said , Pipet Wired Out. Sewers Dug,
where they were called by the death for a couple of days ^nd then Jour Mav the following matters having been pre-1 Laid Out and Cleaned when
Plugged.
Cesspools Dug and
ney on to Massachusetts for a visit. aented for the action thereupon hereinafter
of a sister.
It is hereby Ordered :
Rocked.
Shallow Cellars Dug
Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Moody and Indicated
William Dailey and friend are
That notice thereof be given to all per
Deeper.
Floors Cemented and
spending a two weeks’ vacation at Warren and Ruth were Sunday sons Interested, by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
Walls Repaired.
the South Side. Mr. Dailey's summer guests of relatives in Augusta.
The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
Pupils of A.H.S. went Friday on a In
home.
lished at Rockland In sal(> County that they
S. E. Eaton
Fred Watts has entered a hospital ride and picnic to Fort Knox where may appear at a 'Probate Court to be held at
Rockland, on tbe 17th day of June A. D.
in Portland for a surgical operation. an enjoyable day was spent. In tlw said
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 534-J
1930. at nine o'clock In the forenoon, and be
The 16-months-old son of Mr. and evening, enroute home they stopped heard thereon If they see cause.
44Stf
Mrs. Norman Barter was recently in Belfast and attended the ‘talkies.”
GEORGE KALER MAYO late of Rockland,
Miss Roena Brown, who has been deceased, Will and Petition for Probate]
taken to Knox Hospital where it was
asking that said will may be proved
necessary to amputate four fingers at attending A.H.S. and boarding at A. thereof
and allowed and that Letters Test anient ary
the first joint. The child was badly G. Pitman's, is now in Belfast where be Issued to Rockland (National Bank with
bond, it being tbe 'Executor named in said
burned when a comb which he was she has employment.
Miss Eulalia Fish, a student nurse will.
playing with caught fire. He is im
BERTHA CARMAN late of Rockland, de
at Knox Hospital, spent Thursday
(Except Sunday)
proving although slowly.
ceased, Will and Petition for Probate there
Mrs. J. K. Monaghan was in Rock night at her home in town.
of asking that said will may be proved
Commencement exercises of AH.S. and allowed and that Letters Testamentary
land last week.
be Issued to Joseph Dondis of Rockland, lie
Frank Brown built an antique ship took place Thursday evening in being tbe Executor named In said will with
last winter which he called the May Riverside hall and there was a out bond.
JAMES F. CRINDEL late of Rockland, de
Flower. Any one wishing to see the crowded house. The parts were well
same *by calling at his residence he rendered. and the hall was beauti ceased, Will and Petition for Probate thereof
asking that said will may be proved and
fully
decorated
with
crepe
paper
in
will be glad to show it to them.
allowed and that Letters Testamentary be
Mrs. Charles Rawley is getting the class colors of pink and green Issued to F. Stuart Gfindel of Brewer, be
(cJioamer
and
green
boughs.
A
large
basket
being the Executor/ named in said will with
Waneset Inn ready for summer
out bond. •
headers.
It will open about the filled with sweet peas, the class
ESTATE OF WALTER S. FOLLANSBEE
middle of June. Rates very reason flower was on the platform. Much late of Rockland, deceased, will and petition
credit is due Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert for probate of will and for administration Freight and Paaaenger Serviea
able.
,
the will annexed, asking that said will Sail on the "CAMDEN" or "BEL
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Williams and for services rendered in helping the with
may be allowed and that admin lift rat Ion with FAST" any night except Sunday, at
Mrs. Fred Watts motored to Portland class decorate the hall. The girls the will annexed be granted to Edith A. 8 P. M.. Standard Time, for Boston.
Sunday to call on Mr. Watts who is each had large bouquets of pink and Follansbee of Rockland, or some other suit Connections at Boston with direct
white carnations. Following is the able person without bond.
ill in a hospital in that city.
Steamer
ESTELLE H RANKIN formerly ESTELLE steamer to New York.
program: Processional. Orchestra:
H. DAVIS late (of Rockport, deceased, Will “J. T. MOUSE" leaves Rockland 5.15
overture. Orchestra: invocation. Rev. and
Petition for Probate thereof asking that
MARTINSVILLE
|
Ardale Cross; salutatory. Chrystal said will may be proved and allowed and that A. M. Standard Time Dally except
I
Livonia Stanley; address, Prin. John Letters Testamentary be issued to Goldie Monday for Bar Harbor and inter
The Roscoe Huppers arrived Tues K. Schroeder: class history. Virginia Collins of Pittsfield, Mass., she being tbe mediate landings. Steamer "SOUTHPORT” leaves Rockland 5.15 A. M.
day for the summer at Spruce Coves. I Rose Davis: essay, Evelyn June Executrix named in said will without bond.
RO8ANNAH H. SMITH late of Rockland, Standard Time Daily except Monday
i Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dean of Wal Philbrook; music, orchestra: class deceased,
Will and Petition for Probate
tham. Mass., were recent guests of prophecy. Ruth Bradford Moody: I thereof asking that said will may be proved for Brooklin and intermediate land
allowed and that Letters Testamentary ings.
Mrs. X. H. Gardner.
essay, Clara Ada Meservey; music, |l and
be issued to (Harry 'P. Smith of Rockland, be
H. Heistad of Rockport is employed orchestra, essay.
Ruth Bradord : being the Executor named in said will with- Special low rates for automobiles ac
companied by passengers.
by Roscoe Hupper.
Moody: class gifts. Clara Ada Me j out bond.
Miss Muriel Hooper of Rockland servey: valedictory. Ruby Abbie
ALFRED C INGRAHAM late of Owls For reservations apply Wharf Offica
xmatz I Head, deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
was recently in town.
Martz; presentation of Hi»xi
uipn mas, , thereof asking that said will may be proved
Mrs. Obadiah ‘Kallock is opening Supt. Jessie P. Fuller; recessional, and allowed and that Letters Testamentary
Drift Inn for the season.
orchestra. A ball followed the gradu be issued to Jennie C. Ingraham of Owl's
Harold Hupper made a business ation with music |by Robbins lOr- Head, she being tbe Executrix named in said
will without bond.
trip to Portland last Saturday.
chestra. which also provided music
CLARA SNOW late of Union, deceased, Will
Ocean View Grange entertained throughout the exercises.
and Petition for Probate thereof asking that
VINALHAVEN 41 ROCKLAND
Knox Pomona last Saturday. Desaid will may be proved and allowed and
APPLETON
that Letters Testamentary be issued to Everett
i grees were conferred in the morning.
8TEAMBOAT CO.
0.
Davis
of
Central
Park,
Lon£
Island.
N.
Y
.
THORNDIKEVILLE
Robert Carle of Camden occupied At noon a fish chowder was served.
he being tbe Executor named in said will
Mr.
anil
Mrs.
F.
V.
Eltlinger
of
the pulpit at the Pentecostal As I Pleasing addresses were delivered in
without bond.
WINTER ABBANOEMENT
sembly to the satisfaction of all Sun I the afternoon by Frank H. Ingraham Staten Island. N. Y.. are at their
Bteimer le»»e« Sw»n'» Iiland at I.U A. IL,
KATIE iM. GAY late of Rockland, deceased,
Stonington
4.25. North Haven 7.25, Vinal
summer
heme
for
the
season.
day evening. Mr. Carle and sister | of Rockland and Ex-Gov. Ralph O.
Will and Petition for Probate thereof asking
Kenneth Gillette has exchanged that said will may he proved and allowed and haven 8.15, due to arrtee at Bockland abool
have just returned from Providence, Brewster.
that Letters Testamentary be issued to Cora 9.30.
where they have been attnding the
Return—Leaves Bockland at 1.31 P. M.»
Mrs. Paul Hannamann and party cars and is now driving a nifty K. Carlton of Rockland, she being tbe Execu
Vinalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3.30. Ston
Pentecostal Bible Institute during the of Bangor who have been occupying new Ford roadster.
trix named in said will without bond.
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swane Ialand
Miss Helen Hansel of Camden is
winter. They report a very large the Leonard cottage have returned
LOUISA V. CARTER late of Rockland, de
ceased, Will and Petition for Probate thereof about 6.00 P. If.
visiting friends in this place
work in Providence—700 delegates home.
132-tf
asking that said will may be proved and
Mrs. Lester Merrill spent the week allowed and that Letters Testamentary be
were in attendance at the graduat i Many from this town attended the
ing exercises last Sunday and a large j High School graduation at Tenant's in Camden guest of relatives and i issued to Elma Dorothy P.Ireland of RockDR. E. L SCARLOTT
( land, she being the Executrix named in said
friends.
number of students coming out to Harbor Wednesday night.
j will without bond.
35 Limaroek St.
RoeklanS
Alton
Ingraham
who
is
employed
deliver the Pentecostal message.
William Smith of New Hampshire
ESTATE OF MINGERSON COOMBS late of
This is only one of hundreds of such is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Gard- in Boston recently visited his mother , Ord.
Osteopathic
Physician
Nebraska, deceased. Exemplified copy
institutes that have been established i ner.
Mrs. Elenora Ingraham and grand ' of tbe Will and probate thereof together with
By Appointment—Tel. 13B
. a Petition for J’robate of Foreign Will asking
and are flourishing through the
mother
Mrs.
Harriet
Carter.
Graduate of American School of
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Chase of
■ that the copy of said will may be allowed.
states.
George Davis of Port Clyde is ] filed, and recorded in the Probate Court of
Oateopathy
Haverhill. Mass., are occupying their
visiting his cousin Myrven Merrill Knox County and that Letters Testamentary
t new cottage.
be Issued to iNellle Rowell Coombs of Ord,
, Mrs. Julia Astle of Rhode Island for two weeks.
Nebr., she being the Executrix named In said DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
Raymond Crabtree is employed in will without bond.
has arrived to occupy her summer
Union
doing
stone-mason
work
ESTATE OF FAUSTINA A. ROBINSON late
■ home here.
Osteopathic Physician
Miss Lucretia Pushaw is em of Cushing, deceased. Petition for Adminis
Miss Myra Marshall of Massachu
tration asking that Fred E. Robinson of
ployed
at
the
Community
Sweet
setts spent the weekend at the Mar
Cushing or some other suitable person be ap
400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
pointed Admr. without bond.
shall summer home on the Port Clyde Shop for the season.
Telephone* 12H; Realdanca SBS-M
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Merrill and
ESTATE OF ALBINA S BEVERAGE late
road.
Myrven Merrill attended Pomona of Camden, deceased. Petition for Adminis
tration asking that Margaret F. Ames of Cam
I
Grange at Martinsville Saturday.
den or some other suitable person be appoint
PORT CLYDE
Notice of Appointments
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Upham and ed Admx. without bond.
Allan Craven and two friends spent two daughters from Rockport were
I. Charles L. Veazle. Register of .Probate
ESTATE OF WARREN H SMALLEY late
Sunday visitors at Mrs. Ada Up of Washington, deceased. Petition for Admin for tbe County of Knox, in the <Mate, of
last weekend at the Fo’castle.
istration asking that IMarion iR. Miller of Maine, hereby certify that in the following
William Flinton of New York ham’s. •
Union or some other suitable person be ap estates the persons were appointed Adminis
Herbert Hoche of Rockland is pointed Admr. without bond.
isited Mr .and Mrs. Charles Stone
trators or Executors and on the dates here
last week.
spending the summer with liis
ESTATE OF ALR’E I< 8EAVEY late of inafter Indicated:
KATIE T CAVARSAN late of Rockland,
) Gushing, deceased, Petition for AdministraMrs. Alice Jones who is employed mother Mrs. Jack Pushaw.
i tion asking that James A. Seavey of Gushing deceased. Mav 6. 193ft. Aurello Cavarsan of
in Thomaston spent last weekend at
Rockland
was appointed Admr. and qualified
or some other suitable person be appointed
home.
b\ filing bond on the same date.
j Admr. without bond.
EAGLE
Mr. Naumer of New York has
ESTATE OF iSUSAN E. WEI/T late of * WILLIAM ANDERSON late of Thomaston,
R. L. Carver recently sold a beef Thomaston,
deceased, April 29. 1930. Erick fcarjula of
deceased. Petition for* Adminis
opened his cottage at Land’s End.
cow to Bray brothers of Deer Isle.
tration asking that Blanche IM. Wilson of Thomaston was appointed Admr. and quali
Capt. Ross Wilson and Mrs. John
Edith Wincapaw is passing her Thomaston, or some other suitable person be fied by filing bond on May'6. 1930.
Stevens of Rockland and Miss HorE. P WEYMOUTH late of Rockland, devacation at home in Camden. She appointed Admx. without bond.
tense Wilson of Thomaston were
OF EDWARD R. MARSHALL late da>e(i. May 13. 1930, Rosa W. Littlefield of
will soon return to her duties at the of ESTATE
Rockland. Petition for Distribution filed by- Rockland was appointed Admx. c. t. a. with
isiting relatives here recently.
Quinn House.
Percy L. Hupper Admr.
out bond.
Several from this place attended
•M AUDE R GLIDDEN late of Rockland. deE. L. Carver and Quinn & Brown
ESTATE OF WILLIAM M G1 NNINGHAM
the graduation of St. George High
May 13. 1930, Anson 'M. Glidden of
Co. went to North Haven on business late of Rockland. Petition for Allowance filed ceased.
Rockland was appointed Admr. and qualified
by Ada L. Gunn Ingham 'widow.
School at Tenant's Harbor Wednes this week.
day evening. Three members of the
ESTATE OF EDM ARD It MARSHALL late by filing bond on the same date.
Richard Howard is on a trip to of Rockland. Petition to Determine Tax filed
J. BMKRY LADD late of Vinalhaven. de
class were from this town. Miss East Winn and Hancock Point.
ceased. May 13. 1930. Lillies A. Elwell of
by J’ercy L. Hupper Admr.
Phyllis Simmons. Dorothy Lowell and
Mrs. Annie Reed is a visitor at E.
ESTATE OF FANNIE O. HANSON late of Rockland w<s appointed Admx. and quallfted b.v filing bond on May 17, 1930.
Merrill Chadwick.
L. Carver’s. His son and family also Gamden, Petition to Determine Inheritance •LEVKRETT B. DORMAN late of Rockland,
Miss Rosamond Wilson of Boston were here over last weekend, and Tax filed by Fred A. .Hanson Exr.
ESTATE OF CLIFFORD PEMBERTON, Jr., deceased. May 20. 1930, Etta E. Dorman of
spent a few days with her sister Mrs. one grandson Ernest Brown of North
late of Philadelphia. Pa., Petition to Deter Rockland was appointed Exx. without bond.
Ada Simmons last week.
NORA M. LINEKEN late of Rockport, de
Haven.
mine Inheritance Tax filed b.v Girard Trust
Herbert Skinner is a guest of his
ceased. May 20, 1930. Guy E. Llneken of
Company of Philadelphia, Pa., Exr.
Rdckport
was appointed Admr. without bond.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Skin
ORDINANCE
ESTATE OF THOMAS F. BUTLER late of
VRACl-; P. ARMSTRONG late of Rockland,
Be it Ordained b.v the 'City (Council of the I nion, Petition to Determine Inheritance
ner at Marshall Point.
deceased. May 20. 1930. William (H. Anuatong
Tax filed by Harry E. Butler Exr.
of Rockland as follows:
Mrs. Mattie Thompson is in Knox ! City
That'Section 9 of Article 4 of iChapter XLIX i
ESTATE OF ELLA E. LOVEJOY late of of Rockland was appointed Admr. without
Hospital for treatment. She has ‘ of the Revised Ordinances be amended b.v { Rockland.
Petition to Determine Inheritance bond.
j striking oat the words “any part of IMain i' Tax filed b.v Aldana
been in ill health for some time.
ELIZABETH M MAGEE late of «St. Paul,
Spear Admx.
I
Street
longer
than
thirty
minutes
”
in
the
Fred Burke and family have re third and fourth lines of said section, and in j ESTATE OF GEORGE KALEK MAYO late Minnesota, deceased. May 20, 1930, Charles
P.
Hall of Red IWing, Minnesota was ap
Petition for Gonflrma
turned to Malden. Mass., after a visit sertlng in their place the words “that part of. of
.. „Rockland, deceased. ...
pointed Exr. without bond. Alan L. Bird of
Main Street between iSummer Street and the j
S»a!?._a.|),,OinlJ?2en! Rockland was appointed Agent in Maine.
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hopkins.
Engine House longer than forty min may be confirmed and that Letters of Trust
WILLIAM H DAY. Jr. late of Dubuque.
Mrs. Hazel Conray and daughter Berry
Issue to Tbe Rockland National Bank of
utes.’’ So that said section shall read as‘. i may
Iowa, deceased, tMay 20, 1930, Monlra Tillson
Rockland according to law.
Irma and little son of Rockland follows :
Day and Glenn Brown both of Dubuque, Iowa,
motor
j
ESTATE
OF
ETTA
A.
GATE
late
of
Thom
Section
No person shall leave ____ __
___ ______ _____
visited their aunt Mrs. Annie Mont
appointed Exrs. without bond. Alan L.
vehicle, a horse or horses or other animals aston, first and final account filed for ailow- were
gomery last week.
Bird of Rockland was appointed Agent in
i In his charge, whether attached to a vehicle , a*>ce by George L. Cate Exr.
Miss Ethel O. Godfrey returned to ' or not. standing In that part of Main Street ( ESTATE OF (MARY THERESA DUNTON Maine.

W. C. Wellman has bought a new
Plymouth of Heath Bros.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Wellman with
Charles Whitten motored last Sat
urday afternoon to Sullivan where
they visited Mrs. Whitten and Mr.
and Mrs. Bunker.
Mrs. Roland Payson and daughter
Doris of East Union visited Mrs. C.
C. Childs Tuesday.
Miss Anna Dart of Providence
spent a few days last week with her
parents Mr. and Mrs. Willard Dart
at their summer home here.
Mrs. Gertrude Payson is at her
home for the summer.
Members of South Hope Grange
will meet at W. C. Wellman's store
Sunday morning at 9 o'clock, day
light time and go to Owl's Head on
a picnic.
Ella Bowley visited South Hope
Grange Wednesday evening and was
guest of her brother Sidney B. Lermond.
Several from this place have at
tended the picture “Hold Everything"
at Rockland this week and report a
very fine picture.
Arthur Hart is ill with grippe.
Miss Vera Collins of Burkettvllle
is working at the Community Sweet
Shop.
Pioneer Grange is giving a dance
in their pavilion this Saturday night
for the benefit of South Hope
Grange.
South Hope Grange conferred 3d
and 4th degrees on one candidate.
A. IW. Thorndike. Wednesday evening. The following program was
given: Recitation by Sister Clarion
Clark who responded to an encore;
reading. Madeline Potter; reading.
Laura Hastings, conundrum, Carrie
Stanley: story, Joe Pushaw; story.
Secretary A. J. Clark: story. Myrven
Merrill: reading, Flora Pushaw;
recitation and encore. Miss Vera Col
lins of Burkettvllle Grange: story.
Henry Ames; recitation, Beth Well
man of Hope Grange. There were 32
members present and three visitors.

Daily Service

BOSTON
FROM ROCKLAND

EASTER^
gtpamghip fine*

Camel-

a promise of pleasure

her home in Somerville Saturday
after a visit with her Krandinotliet
z,,
,
UC1
Mrs. Clara Clark.
Miss Ida Atwood of South Orrinu-

) between Summer Street and tbe Berry Engine

i

foVy

necessary In loading or unln«<llin. under a pen,|„. „f not less than one dollar nor more than
I Hve dollars.
In City Council. June 2, 1930.
ton and Hervey Knowlton of Terry
Read and passed finally.
ville, Conn., and Raymond Knowlton
Attest
E. R. KEENE. City Clerk.
June 2. 1930.
of Camden visited their sister Mrs.
Approved : C. M. RICHARDSON. Mayor
Alvah Thompson Thursday.
Approved: W. R PATTANGALL
Mrs. Rebecca Alley atid Mrs. Min
Chief Justice S. J. €.
June
1. 1930
GH-S-74
nie Morrison of Camden recently

visited Mrs. Maud Anthony.
Mrs. Ada Ingerson and Mrs. Addie
Marshall spent a few days last week
with Mrs. Myrtle Taylor in Tenant's
Harbor.
Miss Eva Lowell who attends
school in Portland has arrived home
for the summer vacation.
Mrs. Broad bent and son Ervin of
New York city have arrived at their
summer home.
Mrs. Seavey of Booth bay is visiting
her son Fred Seavey.

IF YOU enjoy smoking, why not smoke the most enjoyable cigarette ever

◄

made? Camels are made for pleasure . . . nothing else! The best of all the

pleasure-giving goodness of choicest tobaccos—all of the delicately delight
ful qualities of mellow', sun-ripened Turkish and Domestic tobaccos are blended
here in a perfect harmony of fragrance and flavor.

Here, in the smoking of Camels, is one of the honest pleasures that have
been added to life. It’s all yours. Enjoy it.

C

v

★
ON THE RADIO
*
Camel Pleasure Hour —Wednesday evenings on N. B. C. network, WJZ and associated stations:
Consult your local radio time table.

19,0. R. J. ReyaoUU Tobacco
Company, Winatoo-Salom. N. C

ORDINANCE

Be it Ordained by the City Council of the
City of Rockland as follows :
Article 0 of Chapter XLIX of the Revised
Ordinances is amended to read as roliows :
Section •'». Drivers of all vehicles shall
observe tbe markers, markings, or other
signs relating to “No 'Parking," painted or
placed with proper indentifleation by tlie Po
lice Department .on any curb, sidewalk or
street, under a penalty of not less than one
dollar nor more than five dollars for each
offence.
Section 6. That Main 'Street shall be a
through street from the Owl’s Head town
line to Camden Street. Camden Street shall
be a through street from i.Main Street to the
Rockport town line. Union Street shall be a
through street from p;uk Street to Rankin
Street. Broadway shall be a through street
WEST ROCKPORT
, from Park 'Street to (Cedar Street. Limerock
Douglass Healu of Camden was the | Street shall be a through street from Union
guest last week of his grandparents, Street to Broadway. Park Street shall be a
through street from Main Street to New
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Heald.
County Road. New County Road shall be a
Miss Hazel Parker in company through street from Park 'Street to the Thom
with Mrs. Oscar Bridges. Mrs. Grace aston toAn line. North IMain 'Street shall be
through street from Main Street to Cedar
Howe and Mrs. Mabel White of Cam aStreet.
den left Wednesday morning to at
Drivers of all vehicles shall, before enter
tend the G.A.R. State meeting in ing any of said through streets, bring their
to a complete stop, under a penalty
Portland-. Mrs. Charles Rhodes of vehicles
of not less than one dollar nor more than
Rockport is clerk at R. J. Heald's five dollars.
store during Miss Parker’s absence. | In City 'Council, June .2, 1930.
Read and passed finally.
Mrs. P. C. Hughey, Mrs. Emma
Attest:
E. R. KEENE, City Clerk.
Ix>acli. Mrs. J. F. Heal. Mrs. M. A. I June 2, 1930.
Approved: <’. M. RICHARDSON, Mayor
Fogler and Mrs. R. J. Heald attended
Approved: W. K. PATTANGALL
the W.C.T.U. meeting at the Baptist
Chief Justice 8. J. C.
vestry in Rockport Tuesday after
June 4, 1930
68-8-74

noon. Mrs. Leach had charge of a I
very interesting program concerning |
Flower Mission and Relief Work of '
the W.C.T.U.
Mr. and Mrs. Leman Oxton, Mr. and ,
Mrs. Robert Heald, Mrs. S. Joseph I
Andrews and Mrs. Henry Keller ]
were present at the alumni banquet I
of R.H.S. held at Masonic ball in ]
Rockport Monday night. All report j
a good gathering and a very happy |
get-together of the past members of I
the school.
Mrs. Robert Nutt entertained the
Tuesday Sewing Club.

late of Melrose. Mass., first and final account
t» Mar. v it Hall Kvr.
turtTrar rinvipn u
,
R„ Y'^HAI.t, lato
Borktand. second and final account died
for allowance by Percy L. Hupper Admr
ESTATE OF AI.5IEK H. BLACKIXGTOX
late (if Rockland, ttnat annum tiled tor
allowance h.v Edward W. Hrlduham Trustee.
ESTATE OK I.H A XAl’M late of Rockland, first anil limit account (tied for allow
ance by Vaaker iL. Naum Admr.
STATE OK KAXME O. HAXSO.X late
of I amden. Ural aud final account Hied fur
allowance by Fred A. Hamann Exr.
ESTATE OK THOMAS K HITLER laic
nl I uinn, Ural unil final account Hied lor
allowance by Harry E. Butler Exr.
ESTATE OK CHARLES L. LIBBY dale of
Harrell. Hral and final account Hied for al
lowance by Edwin 8. Vose Admr.
ESTATE OK WILFRED C. KEYXTEK late
of Englewood, N. J., deceased, Exemplified
Copy of the Will and probate thereof together
with a Petition for Probate of Foreign Will
asking that the copy of said will may bo
allowed, filed and recorded in the Probate
^'o’lrt of Knox County and that Letters of
Administration with tlie will annexed bo
issued to .Maritins Contain ot Hackensack.
a. J. with bond
ESTATE OF THERESA B CLOUGH late of
Rockport, first and final account filed for
allowance by Therese C. Smith Exx.
ESTATE OF THERESA B. ( LOUGH late
of Rockport, Petition for Distribution flhd by
Therese C. Smith Exx.
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Esquire,
Judge of Probate Court for Knox County,
Rockland, Maine.
Attest:
65S71
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.

nl‘"' for

EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law
(Formerly Judge of Probate)
Special Attention to Probate Matter*
and Real Estate Title*
Corner Main St. and Tillson Ave.

<8tt

Headaches or Other Aches
Yield Quickly and Happily to

BALLARD’S

HeSe

TABLETS

A non-narcotic sedative with wonderful results. No
bad after effects. Easy to carry and take. A boon to
tourists. Sold everywhere at 25 cents a box

ISABEL MAY CARTER late of Boston,
Mass., deceased. May 20. 1930. Albert P.
Carter of Newton. Mass, was appointed Exr.
and qualified b.v filing bond without sureties
on the same date. Gilford B. Butler of (South
Thomaston was a pointed Agent In Maine.
GEORGE (’. PYE late of Lynn, Mass., de
ceased. May 20. 1930 Annie Emery of Lynn,
Mass, was appointed Admx. c. t. a. and quali
fied by filing bond on the same date. Gilford
B. Butler of South Thomaston was appointed
A&*nt In Maine.
HATTIE C. EMERY late of Rockland, de
Butler of
Exr. and
qualified by filing bond on the same date.

ceased. Ala.v 20, 1930, Gilford IB.
South Thomaston was appointed

MILES B. DAVIS late of Rockland, de
ceased. May 20, 1930. Pearl S. ‘Hall of Rock
land was appointed Exx. without bond.
ABBY STRAWRRIDGE late of Camden,
deceased. (May 20, 4930, James 'Nowell of
Winchester, Mass, was appointed Exr. with
out bond. Alnn Ll Bird of Rockland was ap(KOlnted Agent In Maine.
FRED J. TABER late of Rockland, deceased.
May 20, 1930, State Street Trust Company of
Boston. Mass, was appointed Exr. and qualfied by filing bond on the same date. Roland
E. 'Clark of Portland was appointed Agent
in Maine.
J.KWIS I. CROCKETT late of North B,ren.
dcccised, May 2ft. 1930, John B Crockett of
North Haven was appointed Exr. without bond.
SARAH A DANIELS late of Union, de
ceased. Mat 2ft. 193ft, Gardner Daniels of
Union was appointed Exr. without bond.
JULIA'E. GRAY late of Rockland, deceased.
May 2ft, 1930, Myra L. iWatt# of Rockland
was appointed Exx. without bond.
ALBERT E. CLOUGH late of Rockland, de

ceased. May 2ft, 193ft, Uulalla M. Clough of
Rockland wan appointed Exx. without bond.
SOPHIE B. I»OOR late of Morristown, N. J.
deceased, May 2ft. 1930. Walter 8. Toor of
Morristown, N. J. was appointed Exr. without
bond. Alan L. Bird of Rockland was ap
pointed Agent in Maine.
OSCAR A. HIX late of South Thomaston,
Owl's Head, deceased, May 20, 1930, Hattie
D. (Hix) Midwood of 'Worcester, (Mass, was
appointed Admx. and qualified by filing bond
op the same date. William H. Clifford of
Lewiston 'was appointed Agent in Maine.
MARIETTA ATONE late of North Haven,
deceased, May 2ft. 1930, K. Russell Davis of
South Lincoln, Mass, was appointed Exr.
and qualified b.v filing bond on the same date,
Owen D. Lerroond of uortx-» Haven was ap
pointed Agent in Maine.
JAMBS E. MeCORRISON late of Union,
deceased. May 2ft, 1930, Herbert L Grinnell
of. Union was appointed Admr. c. t. a. and
^ijalifled b.v fllhig bond on May 27, 1930.
<;EOKGKiA. MILLER late of Rockport, de
ceased, April 13, 1930, Jeannette Philbrook
of Rockland was appointed Admx. d.b n.at.a.
and qualified b.v filing bond on the same date.
CLARA E. SMITH late of Vinalhavea, de
ceased, May 27, 193ft. Ora C. Ingerson of
Vina Ilia ven was appointed Admx. without
bond.
Attest;

VHzY8i.ES L,

veazie,

Kegistw, I
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RAZORVLLE

ASH POINT

Mr. and Jjrs. Stanley Jones are re
ceiving congratulations on the birth
of a son. June 6. This being their
fourth child, they now have a fine
family, two girls and two boys.
Cecil Bradstreet and family spent
the weekend with his aunt Mr».
Georgie Bowman.
Mrs. Rose Smalley and grandson
visited friends at North Union re
cently.
Miss Irene Hibbert of the M.I.H.
passed the weekend with her parents
here.
Mrs. Pansy Hibbert is caring for
Mrs. Ida Jones and young son.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Howard are at
the farm making a garden and other
Improvements. Mr. Howard is in ill
health and will rent or sell some of
hie property as there is more than
he can manage alone.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vannah were
In Rockland recently. Mr. and Mrs.
W. M. Staples made the trip wiUi
them.
<
jtfrs. Edith Overlodk was'the guest
of Mrs. Ina Ludwig recently and at
tended the meeting of the Easterri
Star.
Mr. and .Mrs. B. K. Ware were
visitors Saturday at Edith Overlock's.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Hart of Port Clyde
who bought the W. C- Lessner place
have moved in and are getting well
settled.
Granville Turner has recently
bought a car of Earl Boynton.
Edw. Jones visited at William
Lelgher a recently.
L. T. Marr who has been boarding
at Lydia Jones' has returned to his
home at Razorville.
Let all remember the next session
of Trinity Union is to be at the
Cooper's Mill church, June 15. Good
speakers will be present and there
will be special music.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hannan were
at Madison recently. Mrs. Hannan^
brother and wife haw been visiting
in town and returned with them to
their home.
Mrs. Maud Overlock and daughter
Doris are at their home .
Frederick Sawyer of Malden spent
the weekend at his summer home,
'Dolphs Place."
Harry Kharmann of Malden was
at Mrs. Clara Hibbert's over the
weekend.

EAST UNION
Grevis Payson made a trip to
Irono Monday accompanied by R. L.
louglas.
A meeting of the Farm Bureau will
e held June 19 at Grange dining
all, subject "Beverages."
Mrs. Ella Bowley is with Mrs.
laude Welltpan.
Several from this place attended
he Commencement exercises *of
Inion High School Friday eye
ing.
,
Mrs. Addle Rankin has employments,
t Beaver camp for the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Wellman are
taking a trip to Canada where they
.ill viklt Mrs. Wellman’s mother and
ther relatives.
Mrs. George Thomas and children
f Camden were recent visitors with'
er sister Mrs. Roland Payson.
Mr. and Mrs. W. George Payson
rere recently guests of Mr. and Mrs.
5. W. Monkhouse at their cottage at
ngraham Hill.

The only musical instrument I ran
play on Is the typewriter.—(William
Lyon Phelps.

Walter Bay of Honduras is spend
ing the summer at Otis Villa.
Mrs. Etta Woodman is visiting her
son Earl Woodman.
Miss Marion Curtis, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Curtis met with
a very painful accident Monday,
caused by stepping on a rusty nail.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Drinkwater
and son Bertie are at Green Island
after spendihg the winter with Mrs.
Elmer Curtis.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stone and
son
have moved
into Charles
Harvey’s house for the summer.
Mrs. Lucinda Williams is visiting
Mrsj Carrie Nason and Mrs. Addie
Haskell.
Mrs. Ella Hare. Mrs. Effie Dyer and
Mrs. Eleanor Fredette visited Mrs.
Charles McKeller at Warren re
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson of Lebanon.
N. H., have arrived and opened their
cottage for the summer.
Alfred Fredette has returned to
work for the Maine Central Rail
road having recovered from his re
cent accident.
Mrs. Ernest Clark has had a cot
tage built at Lucia Beach which she
will occupy for the summer, and will
rent her other one.
Mr. and Mrs. James Pease visited
friends in Hope recently.
Mrs. Maynard Curtis and daugh
ter Norma are visiting relatives at
Christmas Cove.
Elmer Rackliff was a guest Thurs
day at Mr. and Mrs. Randall Dyer’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Witham were
guests Sunday of Mrs. Florence McConchie and Mrs. Emma Witham.
Wendell Snowdeal of New Bed
ford. Mass., is visiting his parents
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Snowdeal.
Mrs. Charles Willis and Mrs. Ella
Hare were in Rockland Saturday.
•Mr. and Mrs. Al. Smith announce
the engagement of Miss Esther Wil
son to James Willis of Ash Point.

Her Cross Little Boy
Wouldn’t Eat or Sleep
"My little son had poor upiteltdte.
couldn’t sled,i and was cross. I gave
hint Vinol and it ended these troubles
like magic.”—Mrs IL. DuCrest.
Vinol supplies the body important
mineral elements of iron, calcium
with cod liver peptone. This is just
what thin, nervous children or adults
need, and the Ql’CCK results are
surprising. The very FIRST hottie
brings sound sleep and a BIG appetite.
Vinol tastes delicious! C. H. Moor &
Co., Druggists.

LINCOLNVILLE
Schools in town closed Friday for
the summer vacation.
Cranston Dean passed the weekend
in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Allen of Camden
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
L. S. Russ.
Miss Dora Wadsworth, teacher of
the Miller School, returned Sunday
,to her home at Mount Vernon.
Miss Elva Woods of New York ar
rived Monday and is a guest of her
mother Mrs. Frank Dickey.
Dr. E. F. Gould of Camden was
recently in town.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Morang ac
companied by Mr. and 'Mrs. Macomber of Corinna were guests Sun
day at Hall cottage
The
meetings
of
Tranquility
Grange have been changed from Sat
urday to Thursday evenings during
the summer.
'The remodellirjg of the Fred
Clarke residence recently destroyed
by fire is being rushed along under
the supervision of George Hardy and
his helpers.
Waldo County Pomona met with
Tranquility Grange June 3.
The
day was one fitting (he occasion and
there was a large attendance Fqurteen Granges were represented. The
5th degree was conferred on six can
didates. after which the usual baked
bean dinner was served in the ban
quet hall followed by a fine pro
gram presented by the Lecturer.

ROCKPORT
Mrs. P. iC. Hughey ‘was l.-he speaker
at the A.ppleton W.C.T.U. meeting
Friday afternoon.
Herbert Mann, wiho with Camden
parties has been speeding several
days at Ca pen’s, Moo-sehead Lake, re
turned Thursday nigh't. proudly dis
playing a good string of ftsh.
Dress designers are busily engaged
on the gowns to -be worn by the
graduates of Tryltohehp Academy on
the evening of June 25, at the Baptist
vestry.
A public su'pper will be iheld next
Wednesday at 5.30 at -the Methodist
•Church under ausqxices of the Ep
worth League. Proceeds will Ibe used
to defray ithe expenses of a delegate
to the ‘Bucksport Institute.
Miss Lillian Brapn will be hostess
to the 'Trytohelp Club Monday eve
ning at her home on West street.
There is an accumulation- of dishes
ait the Methodist vestry which have
remained uncalled for since the town
meeting dinner served by the R.H.S.
I< is .desired that the owners of same
make themselves known in order that
the dishes may be returned.
The 'Sunday school of the Baptist
Church assisted by the young peo
ple’s chorus will present a Children’s
Day cantata ‘The Pathway of Serv
ice.” on the evening of June 22.
Elmer Crocket-: arrived home Wed
nesday night from Amherst, Mass.,
having completed his two years’
course alt the Massachusetts Agri
cultural College and received his di
ploma ait. the commencement exer
cises June 9. His brother George left
here Saturday morning for Amherst
to attend the festivities, also return
ing Wednesday. Mr. Crockettt was
very popular during his college
career, having been (president of his
class for the two years, and was
graduated with honors.

Church Notes
Methodist: Sunday morning sub
ject, ‘‘Who Is God?” Sunday school at
usual hour: Epworth ILeague at 6:
regular Sunday evening service at
7.30: Indies’ Aid will meet at the par
sonage Wednesday afternoon: John
son Society at the veistry Wednesday
evening.
Baptist: Sunday morning worship,
hymn 45: sermon subject, ‘‘The New
Birth,” selection by choir ‘‘Great Is
the Lord,” ILorenz: Sunday school at
noon: B.Y.P.U. 6.30. Evening service
ait 7.30: male chorus will -sing “Ye
Must Be Born Again” and ‘‘A Rain
bow On the Cloudr.” subject of eve
ning service, “Floods—Will There Be
Another?”
‘‘Many budding poets are to b*
found in our prisons.” declares a
chaplain. Most of them, however, are
still at large.—The Humorist (Lon
don).
I
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Only STUDEBAKER

gives you all these
fine car improvements

$895

,&■

V

to *1125 at the factory
114-inch Wheelbase
—roomy, better roadability

Lancbester Vibration Damper
—a high-priced car feature

70 Horsepower
—CHAMPIONperformance

Self-adjuring spring shackles
—quieter, easier riding

1 Horsepower to every 42.1 lbs. of car
—surpbu power, longer life

Starter button on dash
—convenient, no groping

Double-Drop Frame

—lower, safer

Thermostatic control of cooling
—all year efficiency

Full-power muffler

—increases usable power

Engine-driven gasoline pump

Catn-and-lever steering

—eliminates vacuum tank

—easier handling

Clutch torsional damper
—smoother power flow

Hand brake on four wheels

HERE are 22 cars in the price range between $700 and
$1000. Not one of these cars except this great new Studebaker, offers you all these features.

T

Check over the list. Extra length, for roominess and beauty.
Costly lowness, for steadier travel, style, safety. Seventy horse
power, providing champion Studebaker performance. Engine,
chassis and body improvements which insure economy and
enhance style, comfort and luxury.
p

.

Doi^’t let another day paas without experiencing the thrill of
driving thia new champion Studebaker. Seventy-eight years of
manufacturing integrity provide added reassurance of honest
quality and long-lived service.

—safer, more effective

STUDEBAKER
SIX
Models and Prices
Coupe, 2-pms.
.
Club Sedan . .
Tourer ....
Sedan ....
Coupe, 4-paas.
RegalTourer . .
ResalSedan . .
Landau Sedan

$ 895
935
965
985
985
1065
1085
112S

Price, at the /acaw y

ROCKLAND GARAGE COMPANY
,j ft.

Park and Union Street*

a LINNEKIN
Tel. 700
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WARREN
Miss Susie Hahn entertained live
Thomaston friends Wednesday at din
ner.
Frank Rowe leaves today, Satur
day, for Chicago, where lhe will take
a six weeks'’ special course in reading
for elementary grades, ait the Chicago
University
The date for the Alumni Associa
tion banquet, has be^n changed to
June 24 in order »to have Dr. Randall
Condon as speaker. Dr. Condon is
well known as one of ability and War
ren is fortunate to obtain his serv
ice-’. He formerly was superintendent
of schools in Cincinnati
has pub
lished some of Ithe best Waders in the
country. He has traveled extensively,
having recently co ml; deed a tour of
Europe where he spoke in France,
Belgium and in Denmark at n na
tional meeting, and has just returned
from Arizona.
He is to speak
at the National Education Associa
tion at Columbus, Ohio, shortly after
leaving here.
Chester WylWe is having his lawn
graded. Clarence Peabody and May
nard ,Watts are assigning in the work.
Surprise «parties apparently are in
vogue. Mrs. Jesse Mills thought the
number of her callers was 'increasing
rather rapidly Tuesday evening and
noticed they all carried packages.
Finally the surprise was out. It
was Mrs. Mills'’ birthday and each had
brought a gif!\ Ice cream andi fancy
cookies were served and last but not
least, a huge birthday cake with light
ed candles was ibrought forth and
presented <to the slightly flustered
hosi ess. Among those present were
the Jr lly .Five—Miss M. Grace Walk
er, Mrs. Laura Brackett. Mrs. Frank
Thomas, M{rs. Joseph Stickney, of
which club Mrs. Mills is a member.
Other 'guests were Mr. and Mrs. O. A.
Copeland and Mr. and Mrs Charles
Copeland of South Warren. Radio
music furnished a |part of 'the enter
tainment.
Mr. and Mrs. George Walker and
guesits. Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert.
six?nt last weekend air- Mr. Walker’s
cottage. Galashields, Martin's Point,
Friendship.
Mrs. Elizabeth Mills left Tuesday
for Portland to attend the G.A.R. .Re
lief Corps convention.
Mrs. Alice C<x)k has as guests her
cousins. Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Jor
dan of Medfield. Mass.

GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Mrs. Jennie Anderson and two
children leave tonight for Boston,
accompanied by Mrs. Anderson’s
father. Erick Harjula.
Tomorrow
Mrs. Anderson sails for Finland on
the steamship Scythia, to be gone
about three months. Another resi
dent of the Georges River road sail
ing for Finland on this ship is Fred
Anderson.
Arthur Harjula as mechanic, will
be in the group of men from the
Curtiss-Wright Flying Service which
goes next Monday to Waterville on
the first leg of an expedition which
will fly extensively over the north
ern part of the State.
Mrs. J. A. Jenks of San Francisco,
Mrs. Oscar Ross of Rockland, Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Starr of Rockville,
Mr. and Mrs. A. Blom of Ash Point
were guests Thursday of Mr. and
Mrs. Erick Harjula.
The children of the Georges River
school, with their teacher, Ellen Har
jula Nelson, held their annual pic
nic at South Pond yesterday.
Farms doing well and hay crop
looking fine, is the welcome word
from this section.

OUR HOME SERVICE COLUMN

(By Florence Foreman Ellis of the Home Service Department of the
Central Maine Power Company)

I Last Call! Final Reductions!
ALL ROADS LEAD TO

Vacationing At Home

Now that June has
finally arrived our
minds get themselves
all mixed up with va
cation thoughts. How
splendid it would be I
if all of us could have }
this
one
glorious 1
month in which to be
foot-loose and fancy- I
free. But we can’t,
A few of us must
carry on until later.
So why not pretend
we are vacationing,
As a matter of fact, a vacation is
merely a change from that to which
we have been accustomed.
Usually it is nervous fatigue that
we are looking for relief from in
stead of work. But the same work
done every da}’ in the same old way
tends to make us nervous. If we are
among those wiho have to spend
June in our own homes let's change
the aspect of the home a hit. Let’s
allow the gypsy blood to become
uppermost and forget to make our
minds stand strict attention to law
and order.
For instance. It’s Sunday morn
ing. Most of us have a veranda.
Why not arrange there a table and
chairs and cover the table with a
bright cloth and place in its center
a jar of wild flowers. Bring the
toaster and waffle iron out and at
tach them to a convenience outlet
on the veranda, or minus that, to
the light socket itself. If we own
an electric percolator let it join the
family circle. If not, in this colormad age, we certainly own a coffee
pot that is attractive enough for table
use. There are grills, too, ana other
ingenious devices that perhaps we
have kept up on a high shelf some
place because we got tired of them
or didn't want to bother using them.
Nowadays modern women are be
coming more and more electrical
minded and these small appliances,
instead of being a bother, are becom
ing a game— a fascinating game.
Now let the Watt family cook your
breakfast. You sit all nice and cool
in a morning frock and Father is
sprawled in a wicker chair comfort
ably 'cluttered with the Sunday pa
per. The children lie on the floor
with the Funnies, awaiting a golden
waffle. Never mind the table eti
quette. There are other months in

the year for that. Let this be a
festive breakfast.
If dinner is at noon, it, too, can b§
served on the veranda. Something
simple and easily prepared.
Supper can be a picnic in your own
yard under the trees or, if you own
a car, out in the country along some
by-way. And by-ways are lovely
in June.
Man and woman first began their
existence in a garden and we were
surely intended to live out-doors
more than we do. Meals eaten in
the open are better for us in every I
way. The children will love them.
After a few days of living in this
way we naturally fall into a leisure
ly informality which usually provesso pleasant that we most likely don’t
mind vacationing all summer in our
own homes. The simple food, the
unhurried, atmosphere, the freedom
from having to “Don't” the children
every few moments all tend to make |
the housewife less tense and more
cheerful. And if she is that the key
note is set for the rest of the family.
Loosen the shackles and let June
have her way with you.

IGORDEN & LOVEJOY CO., Union, Me. |

I Store-Wide Sale I
Closes TONIGHT

I

i Don’t

Be Among Those Who Will Be Sorry
They Didn’t Attend

|
| Gorden & Lovejoy Co. UNION
ME. 1
^iiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM

Picnic Sandwiches Fillings

FRIENDSHIP

Ginger-Fig
Sandwiches.
Put
through food chopper Vi lb. figs and
Vs lb. crystallzed ginger. Mix with
juice of 'A lemon. Chill. Spread.
Egg and Salmon Sandwiches. Boil
hard and put through sieve 3 eggs.
Mix finely with 1 can salmon free
from skin and bone, scalded, drained
and shredded. Season with paprika
and salt. Add salad dressing to
moisten.
Chill.
Spread between
slices of buttered rye bread.
Cherry-Nut
Sandwiches.
One
cream cheese. 1 tbs. chopped dates;
2 tbs. chopped nuts;
cup chopped
marachino
cherries.
Mayonnaise
dressing.
Blend ingredients until
smooth. Chill . Spread.

Mr. and Mrs. V. L. -Solon of Ne*w
York vrty have opened their summer
home on Long Island.
Mrs. d. W. Tufts of Dedham has ar
rived at Martin’s Point for Ibhe sum
mer.
Mrs. Harry Ma-on and son William
of Dh-iladeUphia are occupying their
summer home at Martin’s Poin't'.
Miss Isabelle Ellison of Boston has
joined her brother at their summer
home, Wadsworth’s Point.
Miss Mary Gay arrived home Wed
nesday from [The Hedfees, Norton,
Mass.
(Congratulations are extended to
Eldon Cook, son of Mr. and Mrs. O. C.
Cook, ‘who was a member of the
graduating class a>t< Thomaston High
‘School.
BUXTON’S SPECIFIC
Miss WandclJ of Boston is passing
Is proving Its worth.
While eliminating •t'he summer at Mrs. John Mitchell’s.
your
The imany days (of thick, foggy
weal: her have hampered the lobster
fishermen.
It purifies and enriches the blood and
Postmaster Ray Winchenpaw is
puts the stomach and nerves in the best
of condition. Let us send you a booklet. driving a new Nash sedan.
The Buxton Rheumatic Medicine Co.,
Dr. Cadieu j>f Waldoboro was in
Abbot Village, Maine.
For sale at all town Thursday.
leading drug stores.
Ted Lewis in "Is Everybody Happy”
a 100% talking picture, and a First

National Vila phone production will ho
the feature picture at the Playhouse
this Saturday.
Work ‘has started on the new State
road ;o be built from Hatchet Cove
to Martin’s Point.
Mrs. Nellie Brazier of Dedham is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Alason E. Wotton.
Master Anthony Faunce of Dedham
is visiting his grandmother, Mrs. J.
W. Tuf'ts. at Martin’s Poin't'.
Misa Martina Hilton of Waldoboro
is employed at Mrs. John Mitchell’s.
The smack Satellite, Gapt., Roy
Morton, was towed' into Gloucester
recently to repair a broken erank
shaft.
Rev. Benjamin S'haw of Woolwich,
a former pastor here, was 'in town
Wed nesday.

Thousands of Mothers
• Know Us Value.
The Family Medicine

RHEUMATISM

for Coughs, Colds, Colie
Cuts, Scalds, - Burns,
Chilblains, Insect Bites

Prepared by the

Nobwat Medicivb Co.,

—asgaL-,—,
IT’S WISE TO CHOOSE A SIX

VINALHAVEN
Bev. Charles B. Selllgar will p.ea li
at Union Church Sunday In the ab
sence of the pastor, Bev. P. .1. Clifford
ho witli Mrs. Clifford and son Richard
left Friday to attend commencement
exercises of University of New Hampshine where their daughter Arlene is
one of the graduates.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman L. Roberts
are in Portland this week attending
the Postmasters’ Convention.
Frances Macintosh returned from
Rockland Thursday, having complet
ed a year's course at Business’ College.
A daughter was born June 9 to Mr.
and Mrs. Ansel PhiLbrook.
Mr. and Mrs C. E. Boman are in
Lisbon Falls to attend the graduation
of their granddaughter, Ruth Boman.
Mrs. Joseph Gerrish of Stonington
arrived Wednesday to attend gradua
tion exercises of her three grand
daughters. Bertha Nelson. Mary Nel
son and Dorothy Polk, and also her
niece, Annice Gross;
IPhyllis Duncan, Vonie Brown, Em
ery Wooster and Harold Wooster of
North Haven were in town Thursday
night!

MOUNT PLEASANT
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Tolinan. son
and sister Margaret of Boston were
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mason Tolman.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Carroll, son
Henry. Jr., and Mrs. Clara Carroll
motored to Portland Saturday and
visited Grace Stetson. They found
her working on a quilt and she
showed thrni three or four recently
finished. She would be very glad to
heal- from friends and to see them
whenever they visit Portland. Her
address is 30 Whitney street.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Carroll and
Mrs. Clara Carroll were in Auburn
Sunday.
Mrs. Nancy Erickson, son Carl and
daughter Evelyn of North Whrren
visited Mrs. Clara Carroll Tueday.
15. N. Monroe Is working in Martins
ville.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stackpole of
Rockland visited Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Packard Sunday.
PLANNING CLUB TOUR

Seven Tree 4-H Club of Union is
planning a club tour for next Wed
nesday. There are 12 boys enrolled
in the club taking the chicken, pig
and garden projects. Over 700 chickens
are owned and cared for by these boys.
Each member's chickens, pig or gar
den will he inspected and judging
contests will he held on pigs and
chickens. R. C. Wentworth, county
agent, will he present to help the
hoys with their judging. The local
leader of this club is George E. Cam
eron with Harry Stewart as assistant
leader.

CHICHESTER S PILLS
THE DIAMOND BRAND. A
Lad feat Ask year DrM<1«t for ZA

CHEVROLET’S

.Vr»w Service Policy
wins nationwide approval

On January 1st of this year, the Chevrolet
Motor Company announced a new owner’s
service policy—without question, the
most liberal ever offered in connection
with a low-priced automobile.

Immediately it was greeted with enthu
siasm by Chevrolet buyers everywhere—
because its many unusual features
materially add to the economy and last
ing satisfaction of Chevrolet ownership.
Briefly, it provides—
—for free inspection
and adjustment at the
500-mile mark, and
free inspections every
1000 miles thereafter,
—for free replacement

of any material—including bothpartsand
labor— that may prove defective, within
the terms of the standard warranty.

—that this replacement will be carried
out by any authorized Chevrolet dealer in
the United States—regardless of where
the owner may have traveled during the
period of the standard warranty.

Backing this policy is one of the largest
service organizations in the automotive
industry—consisting of
over 10,000 authorized
ROADSTER
OR PHAETON
Chevrolet dealer service
The Coach or Coupe <565 Tht Club Sedan...
stations in the United
The Sedan.................. 3675
The Sport Roadtter <555
The Special Sedan 1725
States alone. Come in!
The Sport Coupe
<655 (6 artre wheel, standard)
Iruckn Light Delivery Chattis, 9365; .Sedan
Learn
all the other
Delivery, 9593; I^Ton Chotiii. 3330;PATon Chosxit
with Cab, 9623; Roadtter Delivery (Pick-up boa
reasons
why it’s wise to
eatraj, 3440.
ALL PRICES P. O. B. FACTORY, FLINT, MICH.
choose a Chevrolet Six I

49S

CHEVROLET SIX
SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc., 689 Main St., Rockland
BAY VIEW GARAGE, Inc., Camden, Me.

Cht-chea*ter* Diamond Brand/rV^
Pill* in Red and Mold meuilic\W

BURGESS

V/
Take ae other. Bur of rear v
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.

Rockland, Maine

Norway. Me.

YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,
If It falls to henrflt you when used strictly aa directed on
the luside wrapper. Try a bottle. Sold by all dealer*.

years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable

SWWmtilSTSEVERWH

SIX-CYLINDER

SMOOTHNESS

AT

LOW

COST

Page Six

In Everybody’s Column

“NOT SHOWY”

THOMASTON
Alfred M. StrotM has arrived home]
from Harvard Law ISchool and will
remain for the summer vacation.
Reginald Warren and family and
Mrs. Waiter Warren have returned
to Waterville after spending a few
days with Mrs. WiHbur P. Strong.
Mrs. Frances Friend is returning
today to her home in Skowhegan.
Albert Elliot, student at the Bent
ley School of Accounting, is a«t home
lor the .‘ummer vacation.
Baptist Church service iS'unday will,
(.pen with (Sunday school a< 9.45 a. n».;
morning worship at 11. -pastor’s topi •.
•‘Seeing I- Believing Or Believing Is
Seeimg, Which?” at 7.45, illustrated
reading. “Over Mountain and Plain.”
The, rebuilding of the veranda and
repairs to • •he pillars of the balcony of
Knox Hotel are completed. The ce
ment -walk (belonging to ’the hotel
'which was built before the cement
sidewalks which was raised 'three
inches or more above that o-f the hotel,
has been lifted <to the level of the
sidewalk, thereby abating a nuisance
by allowing the water to drain into
the street.
Schools closed .Friday for the long
vacation.
•Children of the lower
grades were met by your correspond
ent proudly displaying their pa sees
to the next higher grades.
Mr. and Mis. James B. Brown of
Portland are guests of Frank Jordan
f.nd daughter Margaret. Mrs. Brown
came 'to attend the banquet of the
High School alumni of which sne is
a member.
Mrs. 92. P. Starrett is visitin * her
loot her. William Roberts, in Dorches
ter, Mass.
Mrs. Errol Buker has arrived in
town to be with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Truman Sawyer for the sum
mer.
Mrs. Stonie W. Jameson is in Cam
den to attend 'the wedding of her
ni?ce, Miss Margaret McCauley,
which takes place today.
Mrs. Clara IBabb, Bangor, attended
the banquet of the Thomaston alumni
Thursday evening.
Miss Katherine Creighton has ar
rived home from Auburndale, Mass.
Mrs. Albert T. Gould has deferred
her coming «to town until ijhe closing
of the Btearns School in Vernon. Vt.,
in which her son Albert is a pupil.
Miss Ivy Tinney of Stockton
Springs and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Lamb and children were guests of
Miss Celia IFlye Wednesday evening
at the graduation.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Sullivan of
Boston are guests of their sister. Miss
Ellen Sullivan.
Mrs. T W. iPease and Mra Emilie
Skillings who have l>een visiting Mrs.
Fannie Brown and Mrs. J. Walter
Strout, are returning to their home
in Bath today.
Mrs. George Potter and children are
guests of her Iparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford Clark.
Services in the Federated Church
Sunday: Sunday School at 9.45 a. m.:
morning service at 11, when the sub
ject will be, “Peter, the Rock.” The
evening service will be at 7 o’clock,
the theme being Alan Seeger’s poem.
“1 Have a Rendezvous With Death.”
This will be the first of a short series
dealing with religion in modern
poetry. The Young People’s Society
will meet Monday evening at 7.30.
The degree staff of Arcana Lodge,
K.P., goes to Camden Monday eve
ning to confer the rank of Knight.
Supper at 6.30. Final rehearsal at 7
o’clock Sunday evening at their hall.
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Morse left
on the late train Wednesday eve
ning for their new home in City
Island, Kew York.
The anual alumni ball of the
Thomaston High School was held in
Watts hall Friday evening .with a
large attendance as usual. Music
was furnished by Kirkpatrick’s or
chestra of eight pieces. Good music
and agreeable company made a very
pleasant time. The patronesses*were
Mrs. Eliza Walker. Mrs. Lilia Elliot,
Mrs. Adelaide Bird of Rockland. Mrs.
Emily Skillings of Bath and Mrs.
Mary T. Bunker.
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For Sale

ALMOST kilVBN AWAY—100 A. form, 700
Advertisements In this column not to ezreed ft. on lake. Jiigli elevation, overlooks village,
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times 1-8 mile away ; 15 a. best tillage, fruit, lot
, for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each of wood, timber; 7 .rm. house, tine repair.
for one time. 10 cents for three times. Six 50 ft. barn; hennery; shed. Most Ideal for
summer or year round home, worth $3000,
; words make a llue.
sell tor ,$1900. J. J». PEASE. IHope, Me.

Congressman \V nite is /Con.
.
structive and Claims No
Undue Credit
“

Thomaston High School Where They Turn Out Some Fine Students and Athietes

Lost and Found
FIVE-ROOM HOME AND FARM FOR $650.
(Lewiston Journal)
Borders stream and Improved load, pleasant
LOST Late Saturday afternoon between summer spot or poultry-berry-truck farm;
C« 1. Edward C. Plummer of Bath, i Cedar
St. and Maverick square, lady’s small I v, level acres, good water, shade, fruit; 'barn
Maine, head of the U. S. Shipping ' brown purse containing money. Will finder j ___
_________
_
_____
allt|r_poultry
house,
catalogue
puce
cut
Foard wires us in denial of state- please return to A. D. BIRD CO. store. 4 to$G50'for quick sale; >pg. 24 catalogue 1000
ments made in flic effort In Maine to Camden Bt. Reward.__________________ W*’* , bargains. Free BTROVT AGENCY, S13-DG
71-lt
Did South Bldg.. Boston. (Mass.
minimize the work of Wallace H.
FDR <SALE—Six dining chairs and ham
Wanted
White. Jr.. Congressman from the
mock. 25 11A K i f.
•
w A \ i • i» L\"«,ricn‘‘c.,l cook wants position
.-'.coral District and candidate for
Ft it i'.A!. .- Pekinese female puppy, le
for
summer,
(
’
ail
furnish
references.
70
I'. S Sertator in respect to the Jones- , . 1SLM i ’’T., 1 anuleii.
71-73
71-73 istered, 3 mos. old. TEL.1II86-X.
White shipping bill.
EDR SALE Dairy farms, hen farms, blue
WANTED Bv experienced young woman
Of all thills appearing in this work for the summer. Write B. BV., care berry farm. lake, shore property and summer
• 71-73 homes. M R. MILL.'K, Eastil’nlon, Me.
campaign, this is the most unfair. Courier-Gazette.
71*73 1
After years of work, untiring and
WANTED To buy auto raphed letters or
FOR SALE The Franklin Trussell bulding,
z alous. to have a campaign launched documents signed by (Presidents Washington situated
In the heart of Port flyde Village.
I incoln, old pewter, colonial silver. P. 0.
in (irrigation if the work of Mr. to
BOX. 2CB. Rockland.
71-82 Contains two tenements and two stores. Lately repaired. Reasonable price. Inquire of
V."hiteTs unspeakably unfair.
WANTED- First class lady cook and table ALB E T. TRl'SSEL. Port Clyde. Me., or ED
Mr. Plummer asserts that of ail girl. BOX A. iPort iClyde.
70-72 WARD
PAYSON, Rockland. Me.
70-87
n to whom the nation is indebted
WANTED -College men. pleasant, profitable
FOR SALE—Pure apple elder vinegar, full j
■ r this legislation. Mr. White is out work for the summer. Guaranteed earnings. strength, 25 cents gal. at farm. Delivered 35
Men with or without cars. R. L., care The cents. Delicious sweet cider 50 cents gal.,
standing.
70-72 Simonton farm. West Rockport. J. JI. SIM
The entire strategy, tact, com Courier-Gazette.
56-S-tf
WANTED- Position by girl to care for ONTON, Rockland. Me.
promise. and common-sense that children.
70-72
TEL. 677-R.
EDR SALE—Or exchange, registered Oxford
led to the agreements between Senate
he wire who is anxious to 1 Down ram. 3 yrs. old, large heavy fleece..price
WANTED
end House were from Mr. White. He make from $75 to $ 00 per week. Proposition $25, or will exchange for one of same breed,
was bitterly attacked for what backed up by U. S. Bureau of Standard. Ad if as good. ROSE MILL FARM. Owl s Head.
Me Tel. 1170-Y.
70-75
.eeni' d to lie "delay.” Rut he knew dress HIBBERT SAI FRMA.N, 75 Union <St.,
Portland. Me.
70% 2
FOR SALE In upper part of Miss Marga
'■ tier what he was about than did
WANTED- Carpenter and mason work. ret Oandon’s Mabie, 12 Knox St.. Thomaston,
.s critics. He was at work everv Prices
right. WILLIAM C. ANDERSON. 78 every week day from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m., parlor
m ur.cnt laying his plans for the final Maverick St.. City.
70*72 set of six pieces, two white chamber sets,
dishes, pictures, rugs, roll-top desk, stands,
hill. It was a great triumph of com
WANTED Lady bookkeeper, experienced silverware, bedding. 41 Vols. of 'Pulpit •Com
mon-sense under tlae most critical hi general office work. Rockland party pre mentaries, also set of American Encyclopedias
ferred. Write stating age, experience, etc. ami all kinds of hooks, tools, kitchen utensils,
conditions.
An exceptional opportunity for the right baptismal pants, baccalaureate gown and
This is Mr. White's method, gen person. Address ”B’’ care Courier-Gazette.
cap, antiques, long mirror, fine Winchester
60-71 rifle und equipment, etc. .MRS.ADD1E L.
ially—constructive;
not
showy:
69-71
claiming nothing that he has not
WANTED—Experienced stitchers at MOD HOWES.
67-tf
done: attempting to take credit from ERN J>ANTS CO.
FDRNSALB- Large modern cottage at Cres- I
WANTED Roomers or boarders. MRS. W. cent Beach, all improvements, two-car garage,
no other person.
flue location. EDWARD 4«4)NIA at Gonia’s I
W
It is most unjust that any person S. KENN1STON, 176 Main St. Tel. 874 64-tf
Store, The New Bicknell.
69-71 I
should attempt to deprive him of
FOR SALh>-Sall boat 25 ft xlO ft. Cat
WANTED—Automobile generator and start
such credit as Itelohgs to hint. When er work. Brushes in stock for all cars. Arma rigged. In perfect shape. Auxiliary .engine. ,
the hill was pasabd in the House and tures turned and undercut for garages at Has all equipment. Dory tender. P. SNOW,
71*73
Senate, the House stood and cheered. reasonable rates. Complete automotive elec R.ckport. Tel. 163-12.
service. . HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc. Next
SOR SALE—Flower seedlings, large variety
This lias happened hut few times in trical
to Ford Agency.
66-tf strong tomato plants, everything 35c per doz.
history. The House plainly credited
WANTED—To loan Money on auto, house Cabbage plants, Danish ball head, strong
i te triumph to Mr. White. Why not? hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per disease flee. 45c per 100, $4 per 1000. SAGE
lie wrote the measure; he made it cent per month on unpaid balances. KNOX &CHATEK, 116 Elm St., Camden. Tel. 274
69*71
agreeable to passage; he accepted it FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. Postofflce.
66-tf
FOR 'SALE -Spinach and turnip greens.
is he said "not as quite satisfactory;
H E BOWDKN, Rockland Highlands. Tel
i ut a long step ahead.” Since then,
1183-R
69-71
To Let
he has engineered through the
FOR SALE -Moving picture camera, com
sell
amendments, amplifications and im
TO LET—Furnished apartment, one room plete. ready to tuke pictures. Cost
provements. quite without the assist- ami kitchenette, gas and electric lights, $6.50 for $50. R. «. JORDAN. 6 Kelley lane.
week. V. F. STUDLEY. 6U iPark Bt. Tel
69-71
ince of any one else hereabout.
1080.
70-tf
FOR 'SALE—Ford coupe, $20 ; truck body for
The recent attacks on Mr. White,
TO LF7T Six room apartment, newly reno Ford $5. R. iS. JORDAN. 6 Kelley lane.
cf this sort have made him many vated. Hot water ami hath. Rankin block,
69-71
friends and should strengthen his over Havener’s. E. L. SI’EAJt or EUGENE
FOR 'SALE—1924 podge coupe, price rea
SPEAR
»i!O74
position at the polls on Monday. He
sonable for quick sale. Inquire (DONALD G.
TO LET Five furnished rooms, gas, electric ( UM MINGS, 355 Broadway. Tel. 795 W.
;s a reliable, time-tried public ser
lights, flush closet. Apply 730 MAIN ST.
69-71
vant. For 50 years the representa Tel. 448-.M.
C9*71
FDRISALE Baby carriage (stroller) In fine
tives from Maine have tried to get
TO LET—Cantabrklgia. furnished, Ash condition. W. T. ELDRIDGE, 15 (Summer St.
shipping-bill to encourage the Mer- Point. Lucia road. 7 rooms, bath room, hot Tel. 1102.
69-tf
iiant Marine. For years Mr. White and cold water, set tubs, ^replace, kitchen
FOR SALE*—AVood that makes warm
and oil stove. MRS. E. \V. CLARK. friends. Tel. Rockland 125-W or 122-2 Thom
lias worked for it. He attained the range
A-!i Point.
71-73 aston. Fitted wood. $14; junks. $12 : cord
position of Chairman of the Com
10 LET Furnished 3-room apartment, up wood, $10, del. O. H. URIE & CO., Thomas
mittee on Merchant Marine. He gave stairs. 25 FRANKLIN ISTrtEE.T
71-.3 ton. Successor to Ralph Conant & Son.
! over a much more distinguished po
68-tf
TO LET—Three furnisneu rooms lor liglu
sition on "Rules’’ (considered the housekeeping, all modem improvements. Call
FOR SALE—24 foot power boat. 22 h. p.
engine.
CHARLES
HENDERSON,
Thomaston.
at
12
ELM
STREET.
69-tf
most desirable in the House) to at
64-tf
tend to the routine and toil of the
TO LET—Five-room tenement In good con
FOR SALE—25 ft.x6 ft. Hacker design V
Merchant Marine and Fisheries. He dition : modern Improvements, 41 Limerock
St TEL 982.
69*71 bottom runabout, cedar plank, double cockpit.
tuck to the job under conditions that
Gray motor. New last year. Also Two
TO LET—Rooms by the day or week : also 6-49
New Class B A € Outboard Bacers. single
judging by the half-century of faifhre rooms
for light housekeeping. MRS. GEORGE step, all mahogany. Designed from two of
nad seemed hopeless. He succeeded-.
W. STANLEY. Swans Island. .Me.
69*71 the fastest models in the country. QUINN
And the people in his own State
TO LET—Apartment of 6 rooqps, 59 Ma BROS . Eagle. Me
59-76
should give him full credit for his sonic St. Inquire ROBERT U. COLLINS.
FDR SALE—Hardwood fitted. $14 ; Junks.
Tel.
77.
69-71
great work.
$12; long, $10; fitted limbs, $10; fitted soft

Own
A

’

Radio?
Is your Antenna properly
protected against Light
ning?

Phone 721 a id our Serv
ice man will inspect your
installation without charge
and tell you the cost of the
proper protection as re-«
quired by the Fire Under
writers.

House-Sherman, Inc.
Electricians
ITStf

.

Why suffer tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
when

METHYL BALM
Before an audience of large num the flying boat. It was during the
WALDOBORO
will bring almoat inatant relief?
ber. Wednesday evening, the hall World War that planes began to be
redolent with the perfume of ever important. After the war men were
A acientifically compounded ex
The population of Waldoboro for
green boughs, white and red lilacs, quick to bee that the planes they had 1930 was 2307 and 340 farms. The
ternal application that should be
with tulips and other flowers bright fitted for fighting might be put population in 1920 was 2426,
in every home. Sold only at
in hue, the female graduates in white into commercial use. At the present,
Walter H. Boggs and family at
and the males neatly attired in black with the exception of a few short tended the graduation last week of
Johnston’s Drug Store
coats and white trousers, the gradu stretches of railroads, airmail and Miss Abbie Boggs from Knox Hos
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
ates of the class 1930, Thomaston pass nger routes link, one coast to pital Training School.
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
another.
Floating
seadromes
have
High School, crossed the line and
75 cents
Mrs. Nellie Overlock entertained
passed out into a new life of larger been planned for trans-Atlantic serv
62tf
the Susannah Wesley Society Mon
ice.
new
type
motors
and
planes
de

possibilities and wider bounds. A
day evening.
signed.
and
aviation
is
no
longer
a
stimulating motto “Perseverance Is
Mrs. Leola Oliver and Mrs. John
the Keynote to Success,” overhead, plaything. It is in its infancy and
and the class colors silver and purple the field for development is vast and Burnheimer have been recent Au
gusta visitors.
displayed in the decorations to look i unlimited,
4 * *
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur G. Pratt,
upon, a successful graduation was ]
Prul W. Morgan, valedictorian, manager of the Quality Bakery, are
assured.
lectcd for his subject, “Iron." in occupying an apartment in Mrs.
It was unfortunate that a promi
Unusual opportunity for young
nent member of the class, Douglass which he saw a sure sign and an in Belle Poland's house.
dentists to start practice in grow
Walker, who had an honor part, was dispensable agent in the ’progress
Mrs. .1. II. Lovell, president of the
ing city where there is no compe
prevented by illness from attending. and building up of civilization for Woman's Club, Mrs. |S. H. Weston.
tition.
Reception room, labora
His oration was well read by Miss 6000 years. It furnishes the red col Mrs. George Genthner. Mrs. Emma T.
tory and operating room now
Seeber of the school faculty. The oring matter in man’s blood. The Potter and Mrs. Maude dark Gay.
equipped with modern appliances
Second Oration by Elden Cook on speaker attributed the discovery of attended the meeting Friday of the
at rental of only $40 per month.
the “Three Departments of Our Gov iron to some early man. perhaps, in Lincoln County Union in Newcastle.
Apply RICHARDS, INCORPOR
ernment,” was a historical presenta the stone age. The discovery and
John Redman of Boothhay Har
tion of a subject which does not first attempt at smelting is given to bor. Horace Kemp of Ellsworth. Miss
ATED, 419 Cumberland Ave., Port
receive the attention it should from the African Negro. Definite iron age Laura Brooks of South Paris and
land, Maine.
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those who live under its rulings. Mr. beginnings were found in Egypt 4000 Miss Beatrice Palmer of Pittsfield,
Cook had made a careful study of his years B. C. The Greek poet Homer members of the Senior-Junior Higli
subject and delivered his matter very was familiar with the cooling of iron School faculty, have returned to their
acceptably. The prophecy, as spoken wit water and used it as a simile in respective homes.
and acted by John Wftrren Everett his writings. The rarest and most
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Howel! are
and James Arthur Stevens was a very valuable of the three ores is magne
the parents of a son, born June 5.
taking number. The hits in the other tite. The Greeks 1000 years B. C.
A. L. Shorey has been re-elected
elective parts of the program could got their principle supply from mag
as superintendent of School Union
only be appreciated by those who nesia. Shortly after the landing of
CASH OR CHARGE ACCOUNT
Columbus the Iron Age began in No. 73. Much satisfaction is ex
were on the inside.
pressed locally in regard to this ap
Singing by the school and the exe America. William Bonn ’built the
pointment. .Mr. Shorey is an effi
cution of the school orchestra won first blast furnace. The source of any
cient and conscientious official and
deserved applause.
Miss Mildred metal is an ore, and the most valuTO LET—Store at 12 Limerock St. Apply to wood and slabs. $8 , also lumber. T. J. CARboth he and Mrs. Shorey have made
Everything priced one-half usual
Demmons’ solo was pleasingly and ble one from which iron is taken has many friends during the years they
BASIL n. STINSON. Tel. 402.
68-tf ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
66-tf
ANSWERING MAURICE , w LCT _A
fiHJ.
houie South FOR SALE—Dining table and six chair? pries. ' That the public apprecieffectively rendered. Superintendent I been named magnetite; the most im have passed in town.
atea our valuta is proved by the
-----" Main St MRS. MABEL RAWLEY, 130 South with leather bottoms, fumed oak. TEL. 101-R
Lord was not present but his place portant is hematite, containing ,60
steadily increasing number
of
State Master Harry Crawford.
35*tl
was well supplied by Mrs. Ruby per cent iron; the third is yellowThe
Good
Natured
Discus'
Tl
-';
68
,f
State Flora Mrs. Crawford and
satisfied customers who recom
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all description!
TO LET—Garage $5 month. V. F. STUDPeabody who apparently remembered brown limonite or bog ore. The
mend us to thsir friends. Don't
County Deputy Lydia Morse were
65-tf In Rockland A large list of summer cottages.
sion Between Two War- j
-!;>rk st TeL 10S0'
the saying, “Speech is silver but si process of smelting which is done in
fact all kinds of real estate. Come and
let lack of ready cash keep you
present at the Monday evening meet
TO LIST—Furnished apartment.
Adults In
talk
over
my
list
if
you
wish
to
buy.
ROBERT
lence is golden.” Large things are blast furnaces. 40 to 100 ft. high and
only: also rooms, board nearby. Garage If UCOLLLNS, 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
from inspecting our large stock.
ing of Meenahga Grange. Both the
66-tf
renites Goes On
to be looked for from the graduates 14 to 30 ft. in diameter, is driving
wanted
at
72
Camden
St.
MBS.
W.
A.
KIM

Come in—look around. A com
off the oxygen and leaving the iron in State* officers made interesting and
FOR SALE— Five room house, Stanley
BALL
66*71
of 1930.
plete lino of Household Furniture,
Lane, good condition, cellar, no modern Im
Warren, June 9.
molten condition at a temperature of instructive remarks and a program
TO LET—Seven room apartment, all mod provements. double lot land, $1690. Can b«
Stoves, Desks, Safes and Musical
ern. with sun porch, corner Cedar and Brew paid as rent with small payment down. V. F
Miss Alice E. Maxey who had the i 2200 deK- Fahrenheit. Intermediate was presented after which refresh Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Instruments.
ments were served. “Rock of Ages."
So our good friend and corres ster Sts., opposite Science 'Church. Apply at STUDLEY. 69 Park St Tel. 10X0.
66-tf
between
cast
and
wrought
iron
in
MEN S SHOP, l ark St.
64-tf
salutatory, chose for her subject an
regard to carbon content is steel. was sung by Roy Mack and Philip pondent. Maurice Wellman of War
WHEN L\ BOSTON—Kemember that you
age long topic, "Gossip." She de
TO LET Furnished apartment of two
ROCKLAND
Iron is the most plentiful and cheap Lee and illustrated in poses by ren. breaks out in print once more. rooms, or single rooms, all modern. HILL can buy copies of The Courler-Gssette wltb
clared her statements were imper
Misses
Frances
Jordan
.and
Esther
the
home news, at the Old South News Agency
This time In a more or less inquiring PANE. Tel. 427-R.
61-tf Washington
est <.f the heavy metals. Without
FURNITURE CO.
St., next Old South Churrh
sonal and though her remarks might
Calderwood.
Mr.
Lee
and
Mr.
Made
manner. He wants to know if I
iron there would be practically none
TO LET—Tenement of 6 rooms. Spring St.
Formerly occupied by Rockland
seem to apply to her own rather than
Iso sang amusing selections with' would expect the United States to Apply 69 BBDOH______________________
ST Tel. 42-W
57-tf
of the wonderful machinery of today.
Telephone 427-R
the opposite sex in larger measure. 1
Mrs.
M.
I.
Lee
at
the
piano.
John
"stick her nose in” as he
it. if . TO LET—Cottage house on Camden St.; Summer Cdttages arid Board
“And now parents, teachers, school
Produce Co.
it were only so because her associa- (
Newburn, a great favorite with Sweden and Turkey were t » declare aIso 4 r<x,m apartment on Summer St. Apply
mates
and
friends
we
bid
you
our
If you have a ’cottage to let or desire sum
41 Tillson Ave.
Rockland
tion with the opposite sex and her I
MRS. FROST, 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-R
mer boarders advertise the fact In this paper
formal farewell; not that there is a Meenahga members, was heard (n a war. A great deal, perhaps, would
66-tf where thousands will read of it.
32S-Ttf
acquaintance with them did not
definite break, but that it is the be group of songs which were heartily depend on what country they de
TO LET—Well furnished apartment of three
qualify her to pass judgment. She
TO LET—Two furnished camps at Hosmer’s
ginning of a change which in a few encored. He was accompanied by clared war on. If he means between rnnms with toilet, piazza, shed and two private i‘ond.
2 rooms each. $12 per week. $39 |»er
found among the seven abominations
years will scatter us over the coun Mrs. Sarah Lash. Whittier’s poem, themselves, which would be highly entrances. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W. month or $50 for the season. EDWIN A.
to God. three which would seem to j
Mary Garvin,” was presented in improbable owing to the geographi
66-tf DEAN. Rockland. TeL 671-J.
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COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR
try.
When
the
open
doors
through
belong to her subject: ' Feet that are ]
TO LET—Apartment id Bicknell block
which we may enter are closed we pantomime by Mr. and Mrs. W. H. cal location, and if the issue suffi
TO LET—Camp cottaKe, 6 rooms, at Al
\pplv
to
B.
B.
SMITH,
Thorndike
A
Hix
swift in running to mischief, a false
ford’s Lake available for season. Garage lee.
will go back to our yesterdays with Crowell. Miss Dorothy Lovejoy a nr? ciently, either morally or financial Lobster Uo. Tel. 298.
66-tf boat and wood furnished. ERNEST C. DAVIS,
witness that speaketh lies, and lie
gratitude and appreciation for the Fred W. Scott. A social hour was ly, concerned her. I have enough faith
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
€9-71
that soweth discord among his
start in life which you have given enjoyed after the program. There in the -e United States of America
Will pay Highest Price'
FOR SALE —Or to let summer cottage at
brethren." Gossip was found to be
were 45 present including members to believe or expect that she would ,
NORTH HAVEN
Ingraham Hill, 6 furnished rooms, electric
No lot too large; none too small
caused by an ungodly parasite, the us.”
and guests.
lights,
city
water,
nice
view
of
harbor.
A
bar

not hesitate to champion the right.
gain if told at once. G. A. TARR. Tel. 614M or
ON THE ILL-FATED FAIRFAX
Services at the church Sunday. gossip maggot. “Sad hut true some
That 65-cent fishing license seems
232 W _________
.
55-tf
of the disease is being bred and fos
Call Warren, Me. 2-3
Waldoboro
High
Graduation
still to hold a prominent place among |
Church school at 9.45; worship with
TO LET—At Owl’s Head 7 room furnished
tered by the very organizations that Relatives of Rockport Parties Among
Mr. Wellman’s pet grouches. If the
sermon by the pastor at 11; young
The
graduation
exercises
and'
hall
cottage,
electric
lights,
two-car
garage
for
or writs, cars of
have as their basic principle studies
the Rescued Passengers
month of August. NELSON B. COBB, at
people's meeting at 6.30; evening
of Waldoboro High School Senior people had a chance to vote on it, as
of morality and a general betterment
Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
<6-f
he suggests, no doubt they would
service at 7.30. But two more Sun
lass
was
held
in
Clark
’
s
hall,
the
of mankind, socially and economic
C W. McKellar
FOR SALS’—Furnished cottage at Crescent
revert to the 25-cent tax. So also,
Among the passengers on board
days for morning services at the
These words were wisely the Fairfax at the time of the recent exercises Thursday evening and the would they vote to cut proportionate
Beach. All modern Improvements.
LENA
Thoroughfare.
Let us make the ally."
Warren, Me.
ball
Friday
evening.
The
stage,
K. SARGENT. Td. 994 or 990-M.
52-tf
uttered: “How much more happiness
terrible disaster were Mr. and Mrs. banked in green with pink roses, also ly all other taxes—at least all those
most of them.
Reference: Any Poultry Raieer
there
would
be
if
we
all
acquired
the
Members of the High School en
Ralph II. liowcs of Belfast who were had a background of green and pink who followed Mr. Wellman’s line of
112-tf
habit of never repeating any chance starting on their > wedding trtp to
Miscellanedu#
joyed a picnic to the Cora Ames
with the motto, “With the ropes of reasoning. Then where would the
gossip
we
might
hear.
”
beach on the North shore Thursday.
Norfolk, Va., and Washington. D. C. the past we will ring the hells of money come from for the conduct
STATB 1(()AI> IldtEL Uuflu. center of vil
'‘Speak no evil, and rausc mo ache.
Mrs. Howes was formerly Miss Carrie the future,” done in the class colors, ing of the necessary business of
Dr. L. M. Richardson was in North
lage, most wonderful buy. Ideal 'for summer
Piter no jest that can pain awake:
State?
people;
13 rms., large dining room: house In
Haven for the fifth of his dental
M.
Greenlaw,
a
cousin
of
Mrs.
Effie
rose
and
white.
Escorted
by
the
Guard our notions and bridle our tongue
fair repair, furnace heat; 15 car garage; see
Mr. Wellman seems to have an
Words are adders when hearts are stung.”
clinics.
Forty-two young people
■Salisbury and Mrs. E. A. Champney undergraduates, with Donald French
at once. J. D. PEASE, Hope, Afe.
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have had their teeth treated (luring
Acknowledgment was made of the j of Ri ckport whom she. has frequent as marshal, the class entered the hall swered his own question in refer
JOHTNING Is tiotlilni; to be fooled with.
the past four weeks. This care of interest and helpfulnes of the super ly visited. Mr. and Mrs. Howes es- to the strains of a march played by ence to country road building. I am
Are you sure your radio antenna Is properly
COMING TO
the teeth is showing its accumulated intendent of schools, of committee and caped uninjured but suffered severe Miss Laura Brooks. The salutatory gla 1 he found those two (?) pieces of
pruerted by an approved appliance. Call "21
anil our Service Man will look your Installa
Since 184Q* this firm has
benefit. Last year it took six trips teachers, and the kindness of the shock.
was delivered by Miss Elsie Maunder road built under his plan and hope
ROCKLAND
tion over and tell you tlie coat of proper pro
town in generously providing the
and Miss Helen Calderwood; th ■ ol- that he is enjoying through a royalty
to finish the work.
faithfully served the families
tection. This estimate given without charge.
Representing
HOUSK-SHERMAlX, Inc.. Electrical Hpemeans for their education.
dress to undergraduates by Kenneth the fruits of his mental labors in
of Knoz County
STATE OF MAINE
hMltta.
ss-if
Testimonial Banquet
Sabourin; history. Miss Eva Jack- formulating the idea. At,the present
LADY ATTENDANT
fo-inty nf Knox, S. s.
June in. 193«.
WM. S. RICE, Inc.
USED CARS UOlKiHT AND SOLD, at 1(18
Douglass Walker, who won the first
Tel. Day 450 ;
781-1
Taken on execution dated June 9. 1930 son; class .will. Miss Dorothy Stev time such a road is being built in
Wednesday night the church or
f'ark St. F. S'. KXK.'HT.
66-tf
of ADAMS, N. Y. •
Union.
Watch out Mr. Wellman,
AMBULANCE SERVICE
chestra and graduates of the North oration, had a tine paper on Aviation. issutil fin a judgment rendered by the Superior ens; class poem. Miss Marion Welt
Court f'.r the County of Knox, at a term
MONEY TO LOAN on I at and 2nd mort
The Rice Rupture Method Expert,
Haven High School, class 1930, were Since the advent of the Curtiss llying thereof bemm and held on the first Tuesday class prophecy, Miss Muriel Coffin; they may be usurping your rights.
KNOX FINANCE CO.. 16 School 81
I am glad that Mr. Wellman has personal representative of William S. gagee.
Opp. postofflce.
66-11
gueats at Havens Inn at a testimonial machines at Rockland Mr. \\ a’ker has of iMav, A. I). 19.30, to wit, on the fifteenth class gifts, Miss Gertrude Burnes
said
all
he
can
on
the
Prohibition
dav
of
M
i
A
P
1939.
in
favor
of
Alma
banquet given by Mr. and Mrs. Her displayed great interest in the sub K.ijandei of Rockland, in said County of return gift by Miss Freda Dalton
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws and
Rice, Adams, N. Y., wfTl be at the
question.
There
are
so
many
who
ROCKLAND, ME.
repair your furniture at >16 LIME ROCK ST.
man Crockett of the Inn and the ject and lienee was aide to present a Knox, against George I. Leonard of said valedictory, Miss Evelyn VinchenHotel Rockland, Rockland Me., Mon Tel. 1010.
66-tf
pastor of thejjhurch Rev. H. F. Huse. paper that bore evidence of an hatel- Ito khind. tor fifty dollars, debt or damage baugh. Supt. A. L. Shorey presented have not. And listen. Maurice, don’t
ten dollars and seventy cents costs of the diplomas with fitting remarks let the League of Nations disturb day. June 16. Every ruptured man
LADIES—Reliable stock of balr foods at tbs
After an informal gathering in the ligent study along those lines. He <md
suit, and will be sold by public auction, on the
Rockland Hair Stors, >4 Elm 81 Mall orders
parlors at 6.30 the company to the found that as early as 17S2 people fifteenth day of July, at ten o’clock In the J9hn Newburn, a local favorite, was you. Save your talents for the next woman and £hild should take advant solicited. 11, C RHODES. JTej,
,66-tf
town
meeting
at
Warren
where
you
number of 25 found their places in began experimenting with lighter forenoon, at the law office of E. AV. d’ike, 409 enthusiastically received as he sang
age of this great opportunity.
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
Main Street in said Rockland, all the rigid In two selections, which were encored. will be more appreciated.
the dining room. The tables were than air eraft, or balloons. In 17X3 equity
which said George I. Leonard has or
The Rice Method for Rupture is and estates, up-to-date property. Id the gtr
Albert E. MacPhail
den spot of Maine—Penobacot Bay. Writs
wonderfully attractive with decora a Frenchman named Charles con had on the twenty-fifth day of November A fine musical program was fur
known the world over. You can now us what you wank ORRIN f. T>K.KBY,
tions in the class colors, a pink rose structed a balloon and accompanied A. P. 1929, when the same was attached oil nished by a local orchestra. About
see
this
Method
demonstrated
and
fast. Me.
66-tf
the original writ to redeem the following 50 couples enjoyed the hall at which
FRIENDSHIP
at each plate at the class table and by another man arose from the described
mortgaged real estate, situated in
have a Rice Appliance fitted to you.
IN NEW YORK—Remember tbst you
the beautiful evening gowns of the
Commencement exercises Friend Absolutely no charge unless you are canWHEN
the class color scheme being carried Tuileries Gardens in Paris. These sail! Rockland. L* wit :
buy copies of Tbs Courier-Gazette wltb
girl graduates and other dancers ship Junior High School: Class picnic
"A certain lot or parcel of land witli
throughout. The place cards were balloons arc what has developed into
(be home news, st Hotallnf’s Nows Azency.
the buildings thereon situated in said
Authorized Bonded Dealer
made a colorful picture. The grad today, Saturday, at iBurnt Island; satisfied to keep the Outfit after hav SOS VVeat Slttb afreet
artistic with various views of beau the great dirigildes of today, two fine
Rockland, hounded and described as fol
uates: Evelyn Mae Winehenbaugh. baccaclaureate service Sunday at ing the Appliance adjusted and you
tiful Maine. The menu was one of examples of which are the Gos An
lows, to wit : IBeginnlng at the north line
see
how
perfectly
and
comfortably
it
Helen Ella Calderwood, Eva Mae 7.30 at the Methodist Church; exhi
of tlie road leading from fSherer's 'Mills
Mr. Crockett's best and consisted of geles and the German Graf Zeppelin.
holds.
No harsh, deep-pressing
to Thomaston at the line of land of Ed
Jackson.
Frances
Mae Crowell, bition and entertainment. Monday at
fruit cocktail, lobster salad, peas, In 1809-10 people in England began
springs; nothing to gouge the flesh
ward
Laniso.'i
to
stake
and
stones
In
the
Gertrude
Theresa
.Burnes,
Elsie
the
school
building,
doors
open
at
French fried potatoes, rolls, olives, experimenting with gliders whieli
bog: thence Easterly by land now or
and make you sore. Can be worn
r
; —
Muriel Maunder. Benjamin Edward 6.33, •entertainment begins at 7.30;
formerly owned by iGleason to stake and
Sophocles T. Constantine
ice cream, cake, and coffee. After had two supporting services called
night and day with (positive comfort,
Somehow all of your otfn thoughts,
stones
at
corner
of
land
of
Charles
wings
and
a
rudder.
It
had
many
of
Gross,
Freda
Evelyn
Dalton.
Gilbert
graduation
exercises
Tuesday
evening
dinner remarks were offered by sev
Soft, rubber-like composition pad anti feelings and emotlonw are sym 68 MECHANIC ST. ROCKLAND
Sherer : thence Southerly by said Sherer’s
Lincoln Crowell. Lowell Boynton at 8 o'clock at Bossa's hall. All pro
eral expressing appreciation of the the principles of a present day air
land to the road aforesaid at stake and
any degree of pressure required.
bolized in the memorial you erect ho Appointments by telephone 433-M
Wallace. Marion Gena Welt, Mu grams on standard time.
siones: thence Westerly by said roail 11
orchestra in what It has meant to plane. It was nearly a century later
Don’t wear a truss all your life the memory of a dear one. . It exnals
and
17
links
to
first
bounds.
Also
between 6 and 7 p. m.
that
an
American
named
S.
P.
I.angriel
Frances
Coffin.
Dorothy
Louise
the services of the church, and also
When thousands have reported cures Id'eswee your own character.
another lot or parcel of land situated In
56Stf
■Stevens, Kenneth Clyde Sabourin.
to the many other occasions when it ley became interested in aviation,
Rockland, bounded and described as fol
through using the Rice Method. Why
TENANTS
HARBOR
One
feels
lita.,1
nothing;
but
the
best
has furnished music. Also thanks being the first man in the I'nited ] lows, to wit: Beginning at stake ami
suffer
the
burden
of
rupture
If
there
.
Sunday
morning
Rev.
F.
W.
Barton
can truly pay the tribute you want It
stones at the Northerly side 6f the road
were expressed to Principal Danforth States to make any noticeable prog
will take for his subject “The Divine is a chance to be free from truss- to 0X|M-e.<w. R 4# your offering of
hailing by Sherer’s Mills and ,at land of
of the High School and Miss Buzzell ress in this field. Lanngley failed to
Charles'Sherer; thence North 12 degrees
wearing forever? Anyway, it will grateful thanks tor all the fine things
Filling
Station.
”
There
will
he
spe

East. 12 mds and 11 links to'Stake and
for their fine services in the school, enlist governmei.t support to carry
cial music. The Christian Endeavor cost you nothing to come in and bove ha« given you. And It must en
stones; thence South 11 rods and 21
and the earnest hope that having on, and lit1 died before lie had a chance
Society will meet at 6 o’clock, topic, learn all about the Rice Method and duro forever.
links to line of said road at stake and
Delicious
to
prove
that
his
machine
was
liuilt
been unanlmuosly invited to return
stones; thence Westerly by said road 8
“How Great Leaders Served Their the wonderful opportunity for help
Perhaps we can help you In making
upon
practical
lines.
rods
and
2
links
to
first
bounds
contain

to North Haven for another year,
Generation." The meeting will be and cure it offers in your case. Re this eMprc-vsdon. Often "we are called
ing about 59 square rods.”
Later
came
a
German,
Otto
"LilienDifferent
their decision may be favorable. Mr.
Said leal estate Is subject to a mortgage
in charge of the Service Commission. member .this Expert will be here only upon to erealte w|>eeiiil designs sym We want all your LIVE POUL
Danforth responded with words of ; thal, and the Wi ght lu otiie. oiwil.' given by aid George I. Leonard to Maine
Evening song service at 7 will be one day, then your opportunity will bolizing definite thoughts that are TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
Real Estate Confpany, dated July 12. 1927. ' You’ll Like it
gratification at the good support that i and Wilbur, of Dayton. Ohio. Tlies
followed by a stereopticon lecture be gone. Just ask at the hotel desk personal to the ciJent. ■ Some of our
recorded
In
Book
213.
Il
’
age
379.
of
(Knox
i
or write Charles Shana, care of
Norh Haven has given the High parties were successful in the eon County Registry of Deeds, on which Imort- j
entitled “Twenty-five years in the for the Rice Expert and he wiil do most beautiful memorials are created
School during the years of his lead- struetion of a machine which would gage time is said to be due about one hun
the rest. Call any time from 9 to 12 in this way.
R. E. Cutting, Warran, Ma. Tai.
Philippines.”
dred f< rty-flve dollars.
erslilp. It was a very enjoyable eve flya. m.. 2 to 5 p. m., or 7 to 9 evening.
May we tell you about ith'-w service
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
Dated
at
Rockland,
the
tenth
day
of
June,
in 1909 Louis Bleriot, a Frenchman,
ning. and one long to tie remembered
Don’t miss t'hLs great opportunity Without obligation to you of course.
API
your door. References: Any poul
UNION
by all participating. A hearty vote spanned the English Channel with a
to see this Expert on Hernia.
< IIARLES A. CAVANAUGH
try raiser.
Mrs. Herbert N. Maddocks of Union
Deputy Sheriff
of thanks was given to those respon- ' monoplane of his own in ike. I.y 71-S-77
If for any reason you cannot calJ
E. A. GLIDDEN & Co.
is in Glenwood, Aroostook County, write for FREE TRIAL to
slide for the gathering, and to all IS 14 four types of plan - had been ih1855
1930
SALAD DRESSING
Goodness may be an aid to success
to visit her daughter Mrs. Phyllis Afm. S. Rice, Inc., Bx 178, Adam*. N Y
whose services helped make it a sue- | velopcd. The tractor landplane, the
CHARLES SHANE CO.
WALDOBORO and
seaplane, the puthir landplane and but it is not a substitute for ability.
Clark for a month’s vacation.
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DENTISTS
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Used Furniture
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Spring Clearance Sale

LIVE POULTRY

RUPTURE
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UNDERTAKERS
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NO-OIL

Every-Other-Day
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BOOSTING HOME FOR AGED
Lincoln County Institution Gets Pledge of $50,000—Noted
Surgeon To Give Benefit Lecture

In addition to personal notea regarding!
\v. E. Morgan arrived home Thursd*l»rtur<.s and arrl.ato, tbl« department we- (U
fl.,)ln Saybrook Conn„ where he
dally dea'res Information of aodal happenings,
parties, musicals, ate. Notes sent by mall 01 attended the annual outing of ’F. E.
Kingston & Company Tuesday. There
telephone will be (ladly received.

TELEPHONE ....

T

770

Miss Bertha Miller of Vinalhaven
has been the guest of Mr and Mrs:
Heibeht Kalloch, Amesbury street,
for several days.
She attended the
Commercial College graduation and
banquet at the Thorndike Hotel Tues
day evening.

were 260 officials and members of the
sales staff in attendance. At the banqfuet Mr. Morgan was among the ten
honored for sales distinction. Among
other features were golf tournaments
a*nd entertainment on board Mr.
Kingston’s yacht “Memory.”

The sum of $50,000 was recently
pledged by George H. Woodman of
South Bristol and Boston to be given
to the Lincoln County Home for
Aged when the committee completes
raising the first $50,000 which it is
well started on. Mr. Woodman gave
the handsome Bryant estate on River
road, Newcastle, to the corporation
last year, and his great generosity is
an inspiration to all interested.
A benefit which will occur Mon
day evening at Lincoln Theatre,
Damariscotta is being looked for
ward to with enthusiasm—the ad
dress by Dr. Fred H. Albee, world
renowned surgeon.
Lincoln County can claim two
gneat celebrities: .Edward Arlington
Robinson, acclaimed the greatest liv
ing poet, and Dr. Fred H. Albee, the
world renowned surgeon. Dr. Albee

will be at Colby College Monday to
receive the degree of LL. D. He goes I
from Waterville to Damariscotta to I
give an address that evening for the
benefit of the Lincoln Home for Aged
People. He will speak on his air
plane trip to South America, using
i moving pictures which he made on
the trip.
Dr. Albee has received the degree
of B. S. from Bowdoin, his own col
lege; he has been decorated* by the
Queen of Rumania, also by the
Spanish Government, and dined by
the King of England. His marvelous
surgical work in the World War
made him a colonel. He is president
of the International Congress of Sur
geons and has been the honored
guest of the French and Italian gov
ernments and his name is one to con
jure with in medical circles on both
sides of the water.

t

‘ON MY SET"

COLBY COLLEGE NEWS
Tli.- 109th Commencement of Colby
College will be held from Friday
June 13 to Monday. June 16. A
graduating class of about 130 will
receive their degrees.
One of the special events this year
the dedication of the new
Athletic building. This structure
encloses tin area of 170 by 130 feet
and is high enough to permit base
ball batting practice and kicking
footballs. The surface is hard dirt
in order to make the conditions
similar to an outdoor field and
make possible athletic practice all
winter and in rainy weather. The
floor is surrounded by a cinder track.
The cost was about $150,000. The
dedication exercises will come on
Saturday following the Class Day
exercises.
The Baccalaureate sermon tilts
year will be delivered by Rev.
Charlo • W. Gllkey cf the University
Chapel, Chicago University.
Sun
day evening will he devoted to an
anriversary service in honor of the
50th reunion of the class of 1880. An
unusual feature of these exercises
will be the reading of an original
poem composed for the occasion by
Dr. Barry Lyman Koopman, of the
cla«s of 1880. a man of letters and
for many years Librarian of Brown
University.
•
The commencement exercises will
occur Monday forenoon.
Three
honor students will deliver original
addresses, and Dr. Arthur Eugene
Bestor. an educator of national repu
tation and president of the Chau
tauqua Institution, will deliver the
commencement address. The gradu
ating class will receive their diplontas, prizes will he awarded and
hot)' rary degrees conferred.
Following this, tlie commencement dinner will be served with President

Mr. and Mrs. "George Hamlin of
Portland have been recent visitors in
Members of the Knoweachother this city.
Club and husbands had luncheon at
Green Gables Wednesday evening, , Miss Ida Cushing, R.N. has been
after which they adjourned to the called home from Boston by the ill
hospitable home of Mr. and Mrs. K. ness of her mother Mrs. Mary CushK Crle. Talbot avenue, where games, Ipg, Talbot avenue.
reading?, stunts and music were en
Miss Katharine Veazie and Miss
joyed, as well as refreshments. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs. (A. B. Brna Christine Norwood, members of
Higgs, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Toner, t|ie graduating clas3 of the Univer
CAMDEN
ENDORSES WHITE
Mr. and Mrs. H. 1'. Blodgett, Mr. and sity of Maine, have arrived home for
Mrs. K. B. Crle, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. the summer.
Andrew w. Jones arfti family arc Candidate For Senator Gets
Hartshorn. Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
• Mrs. Judson Young of Matinicus is spending the weekend wlh his
Spear and Mrs. Evelyn Sherman.
sister,
Mrs. Phyllis Clarence of GJen- |
Unqualified Endorsement
at the Stanley House for a few days.
wood, Aroostook County.
Master Carl Kalloch is the guest
of Labor Group , .
Tho fourth annual Community
. Wesley Wasgatt is expected home
of his aunt, Mrs. Almon Miller at
from Dartmouth College Tuesday, Boys' Day will be observed this year
Vinalhaven.
Unqualified endorsement of Wal
accompanied by his classmate ’Henry June 20. and Pemaquid is the place
where ithe boys will enjoy the day. lace H. White for the Republican
Weston of Jackson, Wyoming.
Miss Martha Wasgatt leaves next
All school hoys in Camden are in nomination for United States senator
Wednesday for Hot Springs, Ark
Miss Ernestine Davies has returned vited to be at the Y.M.C.A. at 12.30. has been declared by the several
ansas, where she will attend a na I tp Montreal, after a vacation visit in The following constitute the commit Railroad Brotherhoods and by the
tional convention as delegate from this city and Camden.
tee in charge of the event: Outing. American Federation of Labor.
Letters to this effect have been
her sorority Chi omega at Univer
H. A. Thomas, A. 'H. Parsons. John
sity of Maine. She will be joined • Charles Tweedie is home from the Taylor, O. H. Emery, ,Harold Cor- sent to the officers of the several
in Boston by a delegate from Colby . University of Maine for the summer.
t'hell, F. W. Miller. Lucius Howe and railroad brotherhoods in this State
College, one from Jackson and one
Dr. W. L. Dickens: refreshments, A. and to other union labor organiza
from the University of New Hamp i Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cummings H. Parsons, Alton French, F. E. Mor tions.
The letter to the Brotherhood of
shire.
and sons who have been with Mr. row; sports, Marcus Chandler, C. A.
Cummings’ mother, Broadway, the Perry, Standish Perry, J. L Brewster Firemen and Engineermen which has
been sent to the representatives of
Col. and Mrs. E. K. Gould, Miss past year, will return to their home and L. B. Wardwell.
that organization in Maine from the
Marguerite Gould and Mrs. John on North Main street today. Mrs.
The Ford car given away at the
Newman have returned from Port Cummings’ sister, Mrs. Leslie Albee dance in |:lhe opera house Wednesday headquarters in Cleveland and signed
by D. B. Robertson, president is un
land where they attended the State <jf Fort Lauderdale, Fla., will re- evening went to Bert L. Brodie.
reserved in its endorsement of Mr.
Encampment of the Sons of Union ihain with her through the summer.
Steamer Castine,
Capt. Perry
Veterans.
Mrs. Cummings has recovered her Coombs, will run an excursion to Vi White.
“We recommend the endorsement
health sufficiently to return to her nalhaven Sunday, leaving Camden at
of Congressman White for labor’s
Master Carleton Gregory is the own home.
10 a. m., daylight time.
support for United States senator
guest of Ills grandparents Mr. and
iNatlonal (Lecturer James C. Farmer,
Mrs. F. A. Thomas in Warren.
• Fred Young of Matinicus is at Knox iStwbe Lecturer A. P. Howes and Past from Maine,” the letter from Presi
dent Robertson reads, after having
Hospital receiving treatment.
'State Lecturer Merle Harriman, will stated who the candidates are.
Mrs. A. C. MeLoon is a patient at
visit, Megunticook Grange June 25.
The text of the Robertson letter
Knox Hospital with a broken ankle
Mrs. Leslie Albee and son George
Joel Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies off follows:
caused by an accident at her home arrived in the city from Fort Lauder
* • • •
early In the week.
dale. Fla., Tuesday and are at the the G.AjR., appropriately observed
The National legislative represen
home of G. O. B. Crockett, Warren Flag Day yesterday.
Miss Maude M. Thorndike who has tatives cf the several railway labor
Miss Mary Sylvester is home from street. They go today to the home
the University of Maine for the sum Of Mrs. Albee’s sister Mrs.
D. G. ibeen attending the Simplex school of organizations with headquarters at
mer.
4 Cummings. North Main street, for telegraphy in (Bloomfield, N. J., is ex Washington. D. C„ were selected
by the various chief executives t«the summer. Mr. and Mrs. Albee left pected home today.
Mrs Raymond Giroux and daugh Florida. April 21, on the yacht
Mrs. Maude Dawley has returned to serve as a committee in passing upon
ter Betty Lee of Portland are guests,
uicksilver. and coming North re- her home In Providence, after spend the records of candidates for United
of Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie, North
ained at City Island, N. Y. six ing a few weeks at her cottage at States senator and congressman from
the different states in connection
Main street.
weeks, awaiting the arrival of their Lake Megunticook.
with the present political campaign.
<1on George, who remained in Florida,
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Gookin of the
Dr. Chester Bailey who graduated fill the close of school. After his Lake Megunticook colony, are at their The national legislative representa
tives have given consideration to the
from the Kirksville (Mo.) School of Arrival in New York, accompanied heme In Boston for a few days.
senatorial contest in the State of
Osteopathy in June and who is now by his mother, he came to thif city.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Young go to
a guest with Mrs. Bailey, of Mrs. Cap^. Albee remaining in New York Watervile today :p attend the com Maine, and have submitted report of
Katherine Studley at Crescent Beach, Will leave that port June 22 with the mencement exercises at Colby, 'their their findings to the chief execu
leaves hn Wednesday for Frederick, yacht Quicksilver for the Bermuda daughter, Ruth Young, being a gradu tives from which the following is
quoted:
Md„ where he will engage in ijaces, then July 19. will come North ate of the class of 1930.
“The two candidates for the Re
practice.
and proceed to Mackinaw by way of
Miss Ruth Thomas arrives today
the Great Lakes, for the races there. front 'Saco, where she is supervisor of publican nomination are former
Mrs. John 7. Snow who is at the
music in the ipubic schools, to spend Governor Ralph O. Brewster and
Bradbury Memorial Hospital, in Bel . Mrs. V. K. Wilson (Elizabeth Col- the summer with her parents, Mr. and Congressman Wallace H. White,
Jr., who at present is serving as a
fast, is gaining in an encouraging' nuih) and daughter Betty of Provi Mrs. Frank H. Thomas.
manner.
dence. who are visiting Mrs. WllMiss Margaret Robbins, Mrs. Lillian member of Congress from the sec
n's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lincoln, Mrs. Evelyn Bridges. Mrs. ond congressional district of Maine.
After reviewing the records and
Carl Benson has returned to Wor
olbtirn, were guests Wednesday of Grace Howe and Mrs. Mabel Whyte
cester, Mass., after being the guest Mrs. Willard Fales, Warren street.
were In Portland 'this week to attend making investigations of the posi
of friends In Rockland and Thomas
the convention of ithe Department of tion of the two candidates, we recom
ton for several days. He was acMiss Alice Webster who has been Maine, Ladies of the G.A.R. Miss mend the endorsement of Congress
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Richard teaching in the sub-primary school Robbins was a delegate from Joel man White for labor’s support for
Newbert of Rockland ar.d Mrs. E. P. j at the Tyler building left yesterday Keyes Grant Circle.
United States Senator from Maine.
We are also advised that . the
Starrett of Thomaston who will for Westbrook, where she will spend
The Boys' (Band will play for the
American Federation of Labor has
visit her brother, William Roberts, part of her vacation.
celebration in Stonington July 4.
in Dorchester, Mass.
Rev. Everett C. Herrick, D.D.. endorsed Congressman White for the
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Brown of president of the Newton Theological senatorial nomination in the June 16,
Mr. and Mrs. Osgood Eugley of lfverett are at their new cottage at Seminary in Newton Center. Mass., 1930 Republican primary
The recommendation of our Wash
North Nohleboro have been guests Ingraham Hill for the summer.
will occupy ithe pulpit in the First
ington committee is approved by me,
of Mr. and Mrs. H. P.| Bickmore,
Congregational Church Sunday.
Traverse street, coming to attend the " • Mr. and Mrs. H.'A. Buffum arrived
The First Church of Christ, Sci- and consequently it will be under
graduation Thursday night.
Home Thursday evening from a entis?, announces a free lecture on stood that Congressman White has
week’s visit with relatives in Woon Christian Science by Judge Samuel the endorsement of our Brotherhood
A bridge party is to be given in socket, R. I., and Brockton. Mass.
W. Greene. C.S.B.. of Chicago , at 8 in his candidacy for the high office
I am
the Thokndike Grill Wednesday eve
o'cloek. daylight 'time, June 30. at the of United States Senator.
therefore going to urge that our
ning under the auspices of the BPW
Miss Anna Webster leaves today church edifice on Central street.
Club, with Miss Helen Burns and for her home in Bangor for the sum
On Sunday morning at 'the Chestnut members in the State give him their
Mrs. Agnes Louraine as hostesses. mer vacation.
Street Balpi'jist Church, Rev. T. IV. full support when casting their
Playing will begin at 8.
Griffiths will deliver the baccalaureate ballots in the Republican primary
Misses Elizabeth and Augusta sermon before the class of 1930, election on June 16.
Members of the graduating class ljfealey arrive today from Framing CiS.H.
D. B. Robertson
• • • •
were entertained delightfully yes ham. Mass, to spend the summer with
terday at the cottage of Mr. and Mrs. their father. Frank D. Healey. Mr.
CHILDREN’S DAY CONCERT
Spruce-McAuley
Healey's granddaughter Virginia, also
A. W. Gregory In Northport.
An
attractive
hveddlng
takes
place
arrived.
Pratt Memorial Sunday School Wil
tonight, Saturday, ait 8 o’cock, at the
The first summer picnic of Chapin
Present Program Tomorrow Night
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wiilliam
G.
Mc

Class takes place Tuesday evening . Mrs. Aurilla Benner entertained
Auley.
Sea
s'Jreet,
when
their
daugh

at the Pleasant Beach cottage of the Jolly Six Club Thursday after
The annual Children’s Day concert
ter, Margaret Jameson will he united of the Sunday school of Pratt Me
Miss Gladys Blethen. The commit noon.
in
marriage
to
Charles
Michael,
s
in
morial Mcthodi- t 'Church will be pre
tee in charge is composed of Mrs.
Miss Ruth Leach is home from Sea of Air. and Mrs. Ezeb Spruce of Brad sented tomorrow night. The pro
Faith G. Berry. Mrs. Lena True, Mrs.
ley.
The
ceremhny
will
,be
performed
gram:
Katherine Veazie, Mrs. Catherine St. t’ines School for the summer vacation.
toy Rev. T. M. Griffiths and the single
Prayer; Greeting, Ruth Thomas:
Clair. Mrs . Nan Higgs and Mrs.
ring
service
used.
The
house
deco

welcome, Cynthia MacAlman and
Maud Blodgett. Members will not , Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Annis have
rations
are
of
evergreen
and
cut
flow

seven beginners; "Still
Another
be called individually but if able to returned from Concord where they
go fire asked to communicate with attended the graduation of thefr ers and the bridal couple will stand Greeting'” Gladys and Frances Jor
beneath
a
floral
arch.
The
bride
will
daughter Elizabeth and Dorothy M
dan: “His Love,” Edith Clark, Betty
the committee, and take dishes.
ipreene. from the Training School of wear white satin, her veil fastened Tibbetts;
—
4
"An Invitation,” Clara
with
orange
blossoms
and
she
will
Church: duet, Ruth and Rita Tib
J. A. Closon of Sedgwick was in the the New Hampshire Hospital. Both
carry
an
arm
'bouquet
of
lilies
of
'the
betts; "The .Sunday School Boy and
city Thursday on his way to Boston. Jtirls graduated with honors. Miss
hreene leading her class with an valley. 'Her going away gown is of A Good Rule," Parker Worrey Jr.,
tan,
with
hat
and
shoes
to
match.
Pauline Creamer. "All Fixed.” Edith
Dr. R. J. Wasgatt and daughters, average of 92 for the three years with
Following the ceremony, refreshments Clark; “The Box of Sunbeams,” Ar
Misses Martha and Cynthia go Mon Miss Annis running a close second.
will
be
served
and
a
wedding
cake
lene Stanley, Harriette Clark; ‘We
day to Waterville to attend com I’lic exercises were held in the at
cut by the bride. A honeymoon trip Children," William Mack; Children's
mencement at Colby College where tractive hospital chapel where a class
follows
the
wedding
but
the
destina

ns graduated each year since 1890.
Day The Best," June Chatto;
Miss Mary Wasgatt is a member of
tion 'is a secret. The presents in - Song, Primary Department; "Be
the graduating^-lass. From Water-' 'here were 17 members in this year's
clude
many
beautiful
tokens
in
vllle Dr. Wasgatt goes by train to cbvss. Miss Annls and Miss Breene
longing to Jesus, four girls, three
money, dishes, cut glass, linen and boys; "Dollies At Children's Day,”
Atlantic City to attend the annual were at Yale University School of
Five Beginners; "God Made Them
convention of the American Institute Nursing at New Haven, Conn, one Silver.
The bride was graduated from the All,” Vivian Strout, Barbara Sea
fear, where they also made splen
of Homeopathy.
did records. Rev. Fr. James Brophy Camden High School, clas s of 1927, man. Virginia Richards; "Something
f Manchester addressed the class and from Bryant & Stratton Business For Jesus,” Marion Rawley; "Life's
Donald Merriam was home from
nd presentation of diplomas was College in Boston in 1928. For the Garden." Lawrence Kenderdine, Os
Bowdoin College Thursday to attend
made by D. W. Hall of the board, past two years she has been employed car Mahlberg, Roger Newhall; duet,
graduation. His brother Paul was a
(ellawing which a reception and in the office of McDougall. Ladd & Margaret and Beverly Havener; "A
member of the senior class.
dance was held in the new Nurse’s Chundler, as stenographer, having re Place For Us,” Billy Mqnro, William
cently (resigned itht position. The
Among students borne from college Home.
Mack. Franklin Spinney,
Harry
groom is a graduate of the Oldtown
for Ithe summer are noted Ajlbert
Graves; “A Flower Mission,” Mildred
High School, class of J927. and at
CAMDEN
STREET
SCHOOL
and Janet Shannon; “Speak Kind
Emery from the University of Penn
tended the Maine School of Commerce
sylvania, Margaret Hellier from
Words.” Alfred Chapman, Gordon
Camden street school, teachers,
In Bangor. He is at present an em Joy, Eugene Harmon;
Wheaton, Maurice Hall and Vito Mrs. Ruth Wood arid Mrs. Add'ie
ploye of the Camden Yacht Building
ManonP from Higgins Classical In Rogers.
Song, Miss Dolliver’s Class; “The
& 'Railway Co. and is also a 'linger
stitute, lEarl Bickmore from Went I Pupils not albseiv:' during year,
print eM.ienk Upon returning from Umbrella Brigade," five juniors;
worth Institute, and Edna Gregory |{uth Packard, Helene Carnes, Feme
"Men Are Only Boys Grown Tall."
the honeymoon the. young couple will
fioni tlie Faelton Pianoforte School.
Britto, Clarence Yeager. Those not reside on Sea street. The following Kingsley Strout; “Gifts," 12 juniors.
absent during spring term, Cleveland from out of town will be among the "The Storm of Galilee," Gordon
Jean, daughter iof Dr. find Mrs. Gray, Jane Packard. Laura Candage
wedding guests, R. E. Morris, Souith Richardson; “Give With Cheerful
Chester Bailey, entertained seven of Batlbara .Robinson, Helene Carnes.
Boston; Mrs. Fred 'Schwab, North Heart,” Oscar Mahlberg; collection,
her small friends Thursday afternoon Ruth Packard. iFerne Brttto, Russell
Weymouth, Mass.; Mrs. Stonie Jame -selection by Orchestra; “The Secret
at the cottage of Mrs. Katherine |lcwett, Vernon Moody, Henry Dodge,
son. Bofebon; Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. of Happiness," Louise Dolliver, Carol i
Studley. Crescent Beach, the occa Marguerite Gray,, Clarence Yeager.
Johnston.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Emilio Hary, Gardner, Gordon Richardson, June
sion being an observance of her first ! The sub-primary, first and second
and nine girls, Mrs. Tweedie's
MJss Lenore 'Renner. Mrs. Earl Suke- Chatto
Class; closing hymn.
birthday.
The guests were Jane grades, combined with grades Three
forth, Mrs. Boris Eldridge and Miss
Perry. Diane and 'Clifford Cameron/ find Four enjoyed a party in Room 2.
MeLoon Rogers, llrucc Strickland. A1-- Ice cream and fancy cookies were Martha ©ure’tt of Rockland.
There is not room in the statute
bert Havener, Jr., and Emmy Loujgerved. Mrs. Wood and Mrs. Rogers
books for a law against every pest.
Peaslee. Albert Havener carried off
CUSHING
—Lewis Gannett.
~ were as-luJed In serving by Mary
honors in the peanut hunt. Dainty Hodge, Feme .Bri'tto, Pearl Hatvksrefreshments were served from a worth, It»ez Roberts and Marguerite
The power Hne in this section will
Your rug problems can be settled
table festive in decorations carrying. Gray.
be rebuilt to some extent this week with satisfaction guaranteed by call
preparatory to supplying the radio ing The People's Laundry, Limerock
Volt tlie color scheme of pink and
white. Tlie mothers and other rela
It Is said that a day's fog costs station, consequently the power will street. Tel. 179. We shampoo your
tives arwl friends were special guests London nearly a million pounds. It’s be off during the day time for several rugs and return them promptly, like
of Mrs. Bailey and Mrs-Studley.
days this week.
hot worth it.—Montreal Star.
nvW.
124-tf
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Milk Fund Ball
at
7<I.O

OAKLAND

Monday

James O’Hara of Strand The
atre is to broadcast tomorrow eve
ning over WGSH in the State
Theatre Hour in organ colos. Mr
O’Hara is playing at the State
Theatre today as guest artict.

June 16

••• .«. •••

Auspices
Parent-Teacher
Association

The radio was on its good be
havior Thursday night as f^r as
the reception of news of the big
fight was concerned, but those
who listened in at 10 o’clock got
woefully left, ac the fight began
at 9.30 instead of the advertised
hour.
«

Franklin W. Johnson presiding over
the after-dinner speeches.
Among the rnembr./s of the Senior
Class are the following from this
sect inn: Wendell Hollis Thornton of
Rccklan 1. Helen Joyce Hobbs of
Hope and Mary Kilburn Wasgatt of
Rockland.

Benefit
Milk Lunches for the
School Children

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

ST. GEORGE

|
|
'
j
;

Saint George Grange In a body will
attend the Sunday morning service,
Rev. F. W. Barton will deliver a
memorial address, taking for his
subject ' By What Shall We Remember Them?'' Tuesday evening,
at 7 o'clock a stereopticon lecture will
be given entitled “Twenty-five Years
In the Philippines."

peaceofmind

YOUR PEACE OF MIND

Quoting the cartoonist’s pet
expression: “Isn't it a grand
and glorious foellng” to know
that you arc provided for that
rainy day in 'the shape of a
substantial savings account.
If this glorious feeling is not
yet yours If ns suggest that
you open a savings account In
riur bank right away and share
in '.he Joy of getting ahead
financially. See us about It.

AL-Talking!
A'L-Singing!
AL-Laughing

The Boy
In Black-Face!
The Singer of Songs
Who Wins Your Heart As
No Other Entertainer Can Do!

yA^L JOLFQN himself! World’s greatest
entertainer! In an absorbing audible
picture with a <1 iff erent Kory!

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

All the songs AJ 'sings in “Mammy” were
written by Irving Berlin! And look at the
supporting east!

Community Sweet Shop
SOUTH HOPE

Opens Sunday, June 15
ROAST CHICKEN DINNER, family style
$1.00
THE WEE SPRING FRYERS, $1.25
BARBECUES ARE STILL POPULAR
70-71

AL JOLSON
in a new Warner Bros. Vitaphone Romance

with

Lois Moran
Lowell Sherman

Louise Dresser
Hobart Bosworth

Song Hits by Irving Berlin
Scenes in Technicolor
TODAY ONLY

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF

"JAZZ HEAVEN,” SALLY O’NEIL

DRIFT-INN

PUBLIX

SHOWS
Daylight Time
2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Sat. Continuous
2.00 to 11.00

MARTINSVILLE

SUNDAY, JUNE 15

Homs of
Paramount
Pictures
TEL. 892

“EVERY SEAT A COOL RETREAT"

Serving

SHORE, CHICKEN and STEAK DINNERS
Same Service

Same Management
Same Beautiful Scenery

70-71

Pleasure Crazed
Youth!

Rockledge Inn
•

Thrill Hunting
Beauties!

SPRUCE HEAD
A romance as modern
as tomorrow — Better
even than “Our Danc
ing Daughters”

IS NOW OPEN

SPECIAL SHORE DINNERS
SUNDAY, JUNE 15

“Children of Pleasure”

$1.00
Telephone 853-3 For Reservations

with
70-71

Oakland Park
TONKiHT

“BRIM” JEWETT and “DON” HEALEY
Original Village Grove Nuts of WEAF
Entertainment for those who do not dance
Positively the most versatile band in Maine

Lawrence Grey
Helen Johnson
Benny Rubin
ALSO

Laurel and Hardy
Audio Review
Comedy
Novelty
MONDAY-TUESDAY
NOW SHOWING

BEBE DANIELS
in

“ALIAS FRENCH GERTIE”

ARTISTIC GRANITE MEMORIALS
Granite Quarries and Manufacturing of all kinds of Monumental
Work. With years of experience and a well equipped plant we
are ready to serve you.

Home of

A Publix Theatre

Paramount Pictures

Tel. 409

PRICES REASONABLE—FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED

BASSICK BROTHERS
Pleasant Beach Road,

South Thomaston
44Stf

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

Every-Other-Day
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FIFTY-TWO DIPLOMAS

KING SPRUCE LODGE
Camp for girls, 8-16 years, by week, month or

Tutoring if desired. Rates reasonable.

season.

Director GERTRUDE M. HUPPER,

Tenant’s Harbor, Maine
68*71

At the Sign of v

hi “
I North National
Bank

conclusion the speaker s*vld to all
of the classes:
’’You are in school to work, and
work means co-operation.
Two
years ago a man took the principalship of this school and he has striven
to bring our school to what is right
fully hers. Mr. Blaisdell deserves
your whole-hearted support in the
work he is trying to accomplish.
The teachers have need of your sup
port in that they may more easily
help you in those things in which
you need help. Always look ahead
with hopefulness. Do wh it you have
to do and never regret the past. ’
MAINE AS SUMMER RESORT

TO THE LOYALTY
OF OUR CUSTOMERS
We recognize the fact that much of the success of

Rounds, Seavey, Oliver, Bickmore.
Witham. Sullivan and Brown. As
juniors the class had three captains
of sport. The basketball champion
ship of the school was won in the
sophomore and senior years—a mark
which it is doubtful if other classes
will be able to match.
The historian wept, figuratively, as
he wondered how his schoolmates
can get along without the class
of ’30.

An excellent idea. of Maine's
, , indus
trial activitie; and opportunities was
presented by Willis, son of John
Sullivan. Maine, lie said, is rapidly

The audience heard much about
Maine as a summer resort in the
essay so capably presented by An
nette. daughter of Benjamin Segal.
Miss Segal did not believe in hiding
Maine’s light under a bushel, ap
parently. for she claimed that all
summer sports, or simply vacation-

It will be invested in first mortgages on real estate.

IF
If you want as large a return on your savings as can be had with
safety, invest with us.

Our dividends have been at the rate of

5'/2% for the past twenty-three years.

IF
If you want your money to stay at home and help in the upbuilding
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IF
If you want full information about this most worthy business, call
at our office and ask all the questions you can think of.
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Opposite Postoffice

18 School Street
Rockland, Maine
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ing can he dene to better advantage
in Maine than any ether place in the
world.
Maine lacks only 21" square miles
of being as large a • the five other
New England States combined. It
also has the largest seacoast of anv
State in the Union—2600 miles of
coastline unequalled for variety and
beauty.
Mooseheajl Lake is the
largest body of fresh water in the
country lying within a single state.
Among Maine’s visitors of national
renown are Mrs. Edward Bok. Cyrus
H. K. Curtis. Walter Damrosch. At
water Kent, Jj Pieri>o nt Morgan.
Frederick W. Vanderbilt and Henry
van Dyke.
Fishing is probably the sport
most greatly enjoyed in Maine in the
summer time. No fishing waters in
America are better known than the
Rangeley Lakes. Maine has many
excellent golf courses, and it would
he hard to find a place where tennis
| courts are not plentiful. The sails
of many yachts dot the horizon of
almost every Maine harbor. There
is plenty of opportunity for those
who do not care for the more vigor
ous amusements that Maine has to
offer.
The Lakewood Theatre a
few miles from Skowhegan truly
“brings Broadway to Maine” and the
Surry Playhouse on Mount Desert
Island draws large crowds of sum
mer visitors who appreciate the un
usual programs presented there.
Maine, with its wide diversity of
attractions
can
translate
your
dreams into reality, whatever he your
ideas of the ideal setting of a sum
mer vacation. Maine—vacationland.
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CLASS HISTORY

Greasing, Washing
and

Tire Service

it hasn't the lackadaisical air of the
j
nQr (h{1 ho, c,imate of (he
i Middle West, hut it seems to arouse
the minds and whip the people into
action.

Willis Sullivan

Annette Segal

If you want the best security deposit a certain sum with us each

20-tf

A central point of interest in every
commencement program is the class
history, and '30 was well equipped
in this respect, thanks to the fine
chronological story told by Frederick
M.. son of Victor P. Hall. The his
tory was concisely presented, but no
important phase appears to have
been omitted.
Acknowledging the verdancy of
‘1930” as a freshman class, the his
torian indulged in this little rhyme:

pushing towards the front, and gain
ing for herself an enviable reputation
in the industrial field.
Natural resources and transporta
tion facilities figure to a great extent
in
the
industrial
development.
Granite, lifnerock. slate, timber, clay
and fine soil are all found within the
State’s boundaries, and a network of
railroads makes the Important manu
facturing centers accessible by rail,
and there is nothing left to be de
sired In the way of water communi- .
cation.
Shipbuilding was once a leading i
industry but the industry ceased
when the building of ships ceased to
depend upon forest products. Today
the most important industry is found I
in its pulp mills. The cotton and
woolen textiles rank second. Agri
culture is important, hut not as im- i
portant as it used to he. Maine has '
become famous for its Northern I
Maine potatoes. Maine ranks as on '
of the chief granite producing States j
in the Union. the annual value of the
i.i
aaa aaa
i-.
product being over $_.000 000. Rock-■
land is called 'The Lime City,’’ and
even today more lime is shipped from
this port than any other on the Atlantic Coast.
The Sanford Mills at Sanford are
the largest manufacturers of mohair
plush in the world. The only cement
mill in New England is at Thomaston
,
. ,
. ,
..
. .
,.
i
and considerable interest is being
shown in Maine's coastal crop of
seaweed. All of the cloth used for
army officers' uniforms and those of
the West Point cadets are made at
Worumbo Mills, Lisbon Falls.
I^ess than half of the potential elec
trical power has been developed, and
if this ds (done to the maximum there
is no telling where the industrial de
velopment will end.
VALEDICTORY

It was eminently fitting that the
valedictorian should he selected to
peer into Maine's future—a duty en
trusted to William, son of Rev. W. S.
Rounds, who not only had the dis
tinction of being high ranking stu
dent in his class, but had one of the
highest ranks in recent years.
Forecasting a most hopeful future
for Maine, Mr. Rounds first directed

Willie was a little freshman
As green as 'grass, and greener too;
Nothing in all creation
Had a greener hue.

Fffl Up With SHELL Day or Night

There were 123 of them, and 246
eyes watched with apprehension for
any hostile movement on the part of

Sea View Garage, Inc.
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Willia

Rounds
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Value Extraordinary!

Fred Hall

the upper classmen. But all went
unmolested except Cooper who was
sent to the showers. It took the
seniors to beat the frosh at basket
ball. aryl Alice Flanagan started on
her great athletic career which was
to give her a basketball letter every
year since.
As sophomores Cooper and Seavey
attended to the ducking of freshmen.
The class president, Howe Glover
left school that year, and William
Rounds, the /present incumbent suc
ceeded him Mr. Verrill was princi
pal and the “detention” system was
in vogue. The class spent 999 hours
and 33 minutes there.
Buckle down to work was the in
junction with which the new prin
cipal greeted the juniors—aloof and
disdainful.
The class inaugurated
the annual junior play, along with
the Kippy Karnival. by presenting
“Oh. Kay!”
The senior year was featured by
the trip to Washington. For sevtn
hilarious days and nights, says the
historian, we absorbed everything
we saw. eating all we could eat
collecting everything movable. The
senior play “Jonesy”’ was a great
success.
The class has been well represent
ed in athletics, - tl)e stars being Accardi. Crane. Dyer. Flanagan. Greg
ory,

Hopkins,

Merriam,

Mazzeo,

Monday’s assembly was entirely
given over to the initiation cere
monies of the new chapter of the Na
tional Honor Society which has just
been organized in Rockland High
School. Its cardinal objectives of
Scholarship, Character. Leadership
and Service were very carefully exI plained. The officers for the coming
| year are: President. (Walter Gay:
I vice president, Robert Dunton; secI retary. Bernice Smith: treasurer,
Alvary Gay. Other members of the
class, (the number proportional to
the size of the class) will he elected
next June, but always four Juniors
are chosen to fill the offices during
the school year. The work of this
society is of the very highest char
acter as will be seen from the pledge
which was administered to all the
new members: T pledge myself to
uphold the high purposes of this
society to wihch I have been elected.

Commercial
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General
Commercial
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Commercial
General
General

Charles Seavey,
The class ode. effectively isung by Annette Segtal,
[ the graduates, was the ambitious Jessie Shute. <
Mary Small.
Phyllis Spencer,
Myrtle Sprague
Freeland Staples.
Willis Sullivan.
Laura Tehan,
Mary Thomas,
Faith Ulmer.
Mildred Witham.
Grant Young,

transaction pleasant and satisfactory.

Rockland, Maine

ROCKLAND

440 MAIN ST.
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High School Notes
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(Continued From Page One)

attention to the State’s agricultural
possibilities. Census figures show
that Maine averaged more wheat and
coin per acre than the great grain
producing States, yet its 2 000.000
acres of cultivated soil can be trebled,
and there will still be vast areas of
undeveloped land. Where in the
Urtited States can blueberries, sweet
corn or potatoes he found that are
equal to those raised in Maine?
The speaker lamented the lack of
mineral research as not giving a fair
opportunity to discover the State’s
resources in that line. Maine is
nearer to the great fishing hanks than
any other Staftc and will doubtless
become the principal center of the
fishing industry. Forestry (with the
possible exception of water power)
will bring to Maine its greatest pros
perity. There are 15.009.000 acres of
forest land in Maine, and this will be
a continuous source of wealth, since
wood is adapted to the manufacture
of paper.
The rapids and waterfalls give
Maine the most promising outlook in
her long history. With the scarcity
of coal Maine will come into her own.
Besides the manufacturing lanefits derived from water power, elec
tricity. which is becoming more and
more widely used, can he generated
and sent to other States.
As a summer resort or winter play
ground Maine cannot be surpassed.
These tourists are bringing untold
wealth with which better roads can
he built and (recreational facilities
can he created.
With an exceedingly small popu
lation Maine has produced more than
her share of great men and women,
particularly in artists and poets.
The scenery serves as an inspira
tion and there is something in the
very air that serves to stimulate the
minds and bodies of the inhabitants.

Commercial

striving in every way by word- and the class which maintained the high- ,
deed to make its ideals the Ideals of est standard of leadership, character
my school.” There is no greater and service was won this year by
honor in the gift of the school than the sophomores.
• • • ♦
selection to this,society.
♦ • • •
Most of the pupils of the Senior
Last Wednesday evening approxi Iligh iSchool who have been absent
mately 60 persons sat down to a de on account of illness or quarrantine
licious supper in the domestic were able to be back to take their
The Junior High
science room at the McLain Build examinations.
ing in honor of the members of' the School was not so fortunate. Con
football, baseball, basketball, track stance Snow is still ill with tonsil
and debating teams who have won litis and John Kenderdine is making
their letters this year. The com a slow recovery from illness brought
mittee in charge was made up of on by overstraining his heart. Miss
mothers of hoys and girls on these Hughes has been ill all this week and
teams.
Mrs. Flanagan, chairman, Miss Thompson was out sick Tues
Mrs. Crane. Mrs. Lawrence, Mrs. day. Mrs. Washburn substituted for
Murphy. Mrs. Dunton. Mrs. Birk- j >Hss Hughes and Mrs. Paultiz (Anna
more. Mis. Brown. Mrs. Vartrt. Mrs. Coombs) for Miss Thompson.
Merriam. Mrs. Rounds, Mrs. Witham, I
Letters were awarded to these stu
Friday morning the seniors left for
dents:
Northport for an all day picnic chap
Track
eroned by Mr. Phillips. Miss Steven
Boys—Cleole Hooper. Joe Moore, son and Mrs. Jackson. The only
Harold Snowman. Steve Accardi. formal ceremonies of the day were
Kennedy Crane, Francis Mazzeo, the presentation of class gifts for
John Mazzeo. Oram La wry, Maurice girls by Kennedy Crane, for boys by
Duncan, and Robert Dunton. girls— Fiances Chatto and the prophecy bv
Mildred Witham. Edna Howard. Vir Yada Clukcy and Louise Dolliver.
ginia Piper, Phyllis Joyce, Bernice The rest of the day was given over to
Smith.
swimming, golf and a bail game
Basketball
along with such other amusements
Girls—Alice Flanagan. Helen Matt and enterprises as are bound to he
son. June Brewer. Bernice Smith, going on wherever some fifty or moro
Phyllis
Snowman
and
Mildred youngsters are free to celebrate, pot
Witham: boys’—George Bisheb. Rod to mention the pretty continuous in
ney Murphy, Francis McAlary. Wil take of,‘nourishment In one form or
liam Ellingwi od. Robert Gregory. another.
• • • o
Walter Gay and Kennedy Crane. Jr.,
manager.
Graduation
was different and
Football
pleasing. Mr. Blaisdell certainly has
Francis Mazzeo. Walter Gay. Roy the gift of. guidance, for it .was he
Pendleton. Clifton Ldrrabee, Charles who suggested concentrating on a
Seavey. Stephen Accardi. Maurice single subject, using a different
Duncan, Kennedy Crane,' William phase of it for each essay. The re■ tounds. Albert Dodge, manager, Lin- s”lt was unusually coherent and
wod ^ylward, Frederick Hall, Raul satisfactory. The fact that the sea
son was more advanced than usual
Merriam.
also played a part in the general
Baseball
McNeil Brown. Charles Seavey. effect for not in years has tlu?re been
John LaCrosse. Walter Gay, Rodney such a profusion of flowers availMurphy. Arthur Flanagan, Francis able for decoration. AU in nil grad
Mazzeo, Luther Bickmore, Bernard uation marked a pleasant time at
Freeman. Willis Sullivan, Randall the end of-a happy year.
Hopkins and Clifford Ladd, manager.

Such a successful graduation is
naturally pleasing to the faculty, as
it is a tribute to that faculty. Here
are the names of the men and wom
en who have so ably, guided the stu
dents through part, at least, of the
four years’ course: Ernest L. Toner,
superintendent; Joseph E. Blaisdell,
principal: Charles C. Phillips, sub
Frances Chatto
principal: Anna E. Coughlin. Ra
Winter Sports
mona Leadhetter, Glenna Stratton,
Boys—McNeil Brown. Walter Gay,
effort of Frances (H.. '(daughter of Reta C. Robinson. Raymond D. Bow Stephen Accardi, Richard Knowlton,
den. Ivv M. Hart. Charlotte Jackson.
Assistant
Postmaster
Henry
C.
Mary M. Pike, Ethel Lovejoy, Evelyn Lear.der Thomas, George Bisbee and
Chatto. It follows:
B. Phillips. Olive E. Pride. Ina John Moulaison: girls—Mary Law
ODE OF 1930
Hunter. Olive Dingley, Ruth H. rence, Dorothy Feeney. Mary Thomas.
To the Tune of Jlelody In F
Whittemore. Esther Stevenson. Al- Alice Flanagan. Mildred Witham and
We’ll sing to our high school a last parting pheus L. Whittemore. Lena Wyman, Avis Lovejoy.
song :
The cup offered by the Alumni to
Durward Heal and Marion Norton.
We'll ne'er forget you out on life’s highway.

HOPE’S HAPPY FARMERS

•
Ak
Another club tour planned for June
Is that of the Hope Happy Farmers
with X. F. Barrett as local leader.
These hoys are all taking the bean
project. Each plot of beans will be
visited and cultivation of beans will
be discussed.

As we mingle with care's well-worn throng

We ll always treasure this iday.
Our teachers and schoolmates we'll not leave
behind
For we ll remember them with each thought
Their foresight and wisdom was for us most
kind
And all their patience wrought ’

Chorus
Sunrise behind and the day Is ahead!
Joy of spring everywhere is read—
J1 s rea<i on the tree.
*t s read on the bower,
babbling brook echoes the joy of the
flower!
T,‘en sing everyone with your hearts and he
F„r „ B,»\prinBtlmc »n<l ,11 I, In mirthFor this is our glad, glad •Commencement Day,
For us a renewed birth !
The earth with Its flowers all our colors fulfill—
Blue Is the violet ifor courage and truth.
White is as pure, as the sweet daffodil,
And in all they spell youth.
^jng t,lcn ca(.|j one raise your Voices on high,
Winter has fled and all Is In bloom.
Cast off your care and you'll banish your sigh
Give joy and happiness room !

• * • ♦

Two Rockland pastors figured in
the exercises. Rev. George H. Welch
of the Universalist Church who gave
the invocation; and Rev. J. Charles
MacDonald of the First Baptist
Church, who pronounced the bene
diction.
The delivery of the essays was
pleasingly interspersed by musical
selections in which the High School
Orchestra, class chorus, and Miss
Faith Ulmer, as soloist^ won laurels.
The orchestra was directed by Ken
neth V. White, to whom that pleas
ant duty has fallen for four suc
cessive years, and who had played
with the orchestra several years prior
to that. He has accomplished won
ders with the- student musicians, and
it is deeply appreciated by the pub
lic.
Miss Ulmer, who isi a daughter of
Alden Ulmer, Sr., sang appropriate
ly “June Is In My Heart.” Her vocal
ability adds distinctively to the tri
umphs achieved by this class.
In presenting the diplomas Mayor
Charles M. Richardson expressed the
city’s satisfaction over its fine school
building and with the untiring efforts
made by the superintendent and
teaching staff. To the members of
the graduating class he said:
"I congratulate you on the splen
did program you have given us this
evening. It shows that you have
been successful in your courses that
have fitted you to a great extent to
meet and master many of the prob
lems in the great school of experi
ence in which you are
about to
enter. Don't make it a sad occasion
in parting, but rather a joyful one,
for joy is always the master of sor
row.”

• • ♦ ♦

The graduating class was officered
thus: President. William Rounds;
vice president. Doris Coltart; secre
tary and treasurer. Pauline Scarlott;
class marshal, Alden Philbrook.
Follows the complete list of members, witli their courses.
Stephen Accardi,
Margaret Adams,
Luther Bickmore,
Hector M. Brown,
Frances Chatto,
Vada CIukey,
Doris Coltart.
Aim on Cooper,
Kennedy Crane. Jr.,
John \V. Davis,
Ruth Davis.
Albert Dodge.
Louise Dolliver,
Fred Dyer.
Daisy Economy.
Alice Flanagan,
Anna Green,
Robert Gregory,
Frederick Hall,
Helen Hall.
Flora Hamlin.
Frieda Herrick.
Randall Hopkins,
Owen Johnston,
Frances King.
Cliffo d Ladd.
Lois Libby.
Aleada Little.
Francis Mazzeo.
Albert McCarty,
Acidic McIntosh.
William McLennan,
Paul Merriam,
Ivernia Moore.
Clifford Oliver.
Alden Philbrook.
Ada Ripley,
Williarw Rounds.
Pauline Scarlott,
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Serving Many Businesses
' *

Experience of large fleet owners Cereals
. •i '
<
unusual reliability
and economy
F
of the new Ford
<A

unusual accuracy in manufacturing.
Beneath its graceful lines and beautiful
colors there is a high degree of me
chanical excellence.
An example of the value built into the
Ford is the use of more than twenty ball
and roller bearings. They are hidden
within the car and you may never see
them. Yet they play an important part
in satisfactory, economical performance.
Their function is similar to the jewels of
a fine watch.
Throughout the Ford chassis, a ball
or roller hearing is used at every place
where it is needed to reduce friction
and wear and give smooth, reliable me
chanical operation.
At many points, as on the transmission
counter-shaft, clutch release, fan and
pump shaft, and front drive shaft, these
ball and roller bearings are used where
less costly types of bearings might be
considered adequate.
Additional instances of the high
quality built into the Ford are the ex
tensive use of steel forgings, fully
enclosed four-wheel brakes, Rustless
Steel, four Houdaillc double-acting hy
draulic shock absorbers, aluminum pis
tons, chrome silicon alloy valves,
torque-tube drive, three-quarter floating
rear axle, and the Triplex shatter-proof
glass windshield.
*
The Ford policy has always been to
use the best possible material for each
part and then, through large produc
tion, give it to the public at low cost.

A SIGNIFICANT TRIBUTE to the vjilue of
new Ford is found in its increas*
ing use by Federal, state and city gov
ernments and by large industrial com
panies which keep careful day-by-day cost
records. In most instances, the Ford has
been chosen only after exhaustive tests
of every factor that contributes to good
performance—speed, power, safety, com
fort, low cost of operation and up-keep,
reliability and long life.
Prominent among thecompanics using
the Ford are the Associated Companies
of the Bell System, Armour and Com
pany, The Borden Company, Continental
Baking Corporation, Firestone Tire and
Rubber Company, General Electric Com
pany, Goodyear Tire and Rubber Com
pany, Kellogg Company, Knickerbocker
Ice Company, Morton Salt Company,
Pillsbury Flour Mills Company, The
Procter and Gamble Company, and
Swift & Company.
Each of these companies uses a large
number of Ford cars and trucks. The
Associated Companies of the Bell System
use more than eight thousand.
Modern business moves at a fast pace
and it needs the Ford. Daily, in count
less ways and places, it helps to speed
the production and delivery of the
world’s goods and extend the useful ser
vice of men and companies.
Constant, steady operation over many
thousands of miles emphasizes the ad
vantages of the sound design of the Ford
car, its high quality of materials, and
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